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JULY

Religion regards the intellect as well as
the heart; culture regards

Alaska.

Multan to Dera Ismail, with her husband's

of religion which makes
to the

emotional

TURE AND RELIGION.
culture.

KJ

said

Much,

in these
doubtless,

has been well said, and on this sabject
.no one has spoken more wisely than
Principal Shairp of Edinburgh, in his

+ Culture and Religion in some of their
Relations.” But much, certainly, has

been ill said.

Not unfrequently has enlt-

ure been conceived as having no essential or inhérent

relationship

to what

is

commonly regarded as religion. More
than this: Some persons seem to have
striven to show that culture and religion
are

inconsistent

with

each

other; that

they can not thrive in the same soil ; that
the growth of either seriously hinders the
growth of the other.
The aversion

which many men of fine literary abilities
and Targe scientific attainments have appeared to have to what is known as evangelical religion, is cited in proof of this
wretched proposition ; as though persons

who have cried out against certain doctrines and dogmas might. not, nevertheless, be religious. Even David Hume
was a man of remarkable goodness of
heart and life, and, possibly, not wholly
devoid of religion. The same may be
said of Theodore Parker. No lexicographer or theologian has ventured to assert
that infidelity and irreligion mean one
and the same thing.
But suppose we limit religion to mean
solely evangelical religion, even then it
is difficult to see how the aversion to it of
even a large number of men of acknowledged ability and culture proves a natu-

ral antagonism between culture and religion. Ifit does, then let us say that
there is also a natural antagonism between
culture and physical exercise, since,
doubtedly, many who, to an eminent

unde-

gree, possess the former, are exceedingly averse to the latter. In truth, however, cultureno more implies, of necessity,
physical laziness,than does the latter necessarily imply culture; and there are
great numbers of men possessing thor-

ough culture, against whom

the charge

of physical laziness could not safely be
brought.
Moreover, who does not at

once reflect that in order to obtain cult-

anything, means

prima-

rily the education of the moral faculties
and powers of the soul. It aims at the

perfect production in the heart of purity,
Justice, charity. It aims chiefly at spirltual

development

and

strength.

Does

culture, in its completeness, fail to in-

clude all this? A partial, one-sided culture may, but a true, full culture does
<a

“

not.

Dropping from view, for the present,

Physigal training, let us declare that a
very untrue conception of culture which

‘her babe, across the howling desert from

be unattended

India or the Feejees, but here, under the | I was ealling her husband to go with

It is possi-

by piety and

even sound

moral principle. There isnothing strange
in this. " It seems to me no reflection
on the wisdom of the Creator,” wrote F.
W. Robertson, in one of his letters,

intellect
a poor,

cultivated
bad

alone will

member

of seciety.

alone must dein which

of the

whole man.

‘A topical

protection of the Stars and Stripes, it can
find a benighted people, longing for the

ligent, and anxious to improve.

The class of white men with whom they |
are

brought

in

contact,—traders

amd

siast or a fanatic.

Culture prevents ex-

developments, corrects

deformi-

ties, by securing the gradual
of all the parts and powers.

unfolding
It means

the unfolding of a reverent and devout
spirit, fully as much as the education of
the intellectual faculties. That the first

is as necessary to the well-rounded man
as

the second, was intimated by Bacon

when

he

declared,

‘The

kingdom

of

men founded in science is like the kingdom of heaven ;*no man can enter into
it, except in the character of a little

child.”

The great philosopher was clear-

ly of the opinion that without ‘a devout
and humble spirit, no one can safely in-

terpret the mysteries of God even in the
material world. His saying is worthy of
the attention of certain scientists of our
day who shine only as twinkling stars
beside the sunlike splendor of Bacon's
genius. Doubtless he had his weakneésses as all men have, but he saw clearly
enough that a religious spirit must lead
to, and co-exist with, the

surest

science.

Newton also knew and exemplified the
same thing. Prof. Tyler has truly observed that *¢ true science and true religion mutually aid each other. The proud
and dogmatizing spirit of many of the old

Greek philosophers was not more unchristian than it was unphilosophical ;
accordingly their knowledge of nature
and providence was as crude as their notions of religion. The same spirit as exhibited by the modern schools of a-priori
reasoning is not more unphilosophical
than it is unchristian ; accordingly, while
most philosophers of the observing school
have been believers in revelation, skepticism has made sad havoc among those of
the school of reasoners a-priori.
The

humble believer,—he it is in every age
that

discovers

the

truths,

beholds

the

wonders, and enjoys the blessings of nature, providence and grace—he alone
possesdes the clue that will conduct him
through the labyrinth of the divine
works.”
What,

then,

is

culture?

It is ‘the

training all the energies and capacities of
man to the highest pitch; and directing
them to their true ends.” It does not
mean feeding the intellect and starving
the heart. It means what and all that
religion ultimately means.
Indeed, to

many minds, “and these not the most
foolish of mankind,” culture and religion

with the Indians of Alaska, the latter discover the superior intelligence of their
neighbors, and learn from them that the
white people teach the way to a great
and good God who dwells high in the
heavens.
And the Hydas are anxious to have a school established where

their young people can learn to read and

write, and where they may receive clearer

and more definite ideas about the God of
whom they now know nothing, I believe
the Strickeen tribe are equally anxious to
have a school - established among them,

i

religious branches of civilization.
accurate enough to work on.
can easily be obtained
with the Commanding
the military posts of
Sitka j=-or, ‘better still,

died at the outset of his evangelist's work.

We need new life in the ministry.

But these

Com-

mander of the ‘Department of the Columbia.”

bis

|

These are a peculiar people, and an
effort should be made to assist them.

am not even a professing
common

humanity

Christian,

incites

me

I

but

to make

this small effort in behalf of the wronged
and submissive natives of a hard,

rugged

section, who have never been given a
chance to grow into civilized men and
women.
- It is really wonderful how

much

they

seem to want to learn to read and write,
and how jealous they are of the British
Columbia Indians, who have“ acquired

Chica,

Blodgett to. six

|| been sentenced by Judge

5.

CHANGE.

A CABINET

©,

+ Hon. Marshall Jewell has resigned the’
office of Post-master General at the Pres-.
ident’s request, and James N. Tyner, of him by government counsel, in. considerIndiana, is nominated”as his successor.’ ation of his testimony against the other

The President assigns no reason for his
The most probable inference is that
Jewell was too much of a gentleman
too honest and homorable a man for
Presidential taste. Belknap and Delleft the Cabinet with wortls of com-

mendation and regret from the President.
There is nothing of the kind when Bris-

We

i Rehm, the arch-conspirator.iu

EVENTS OF THE WEEK. | [8

act.
Mr.
and
the
ano

evangelist to her countryiWwomen, a work
for which her heart clearly yearned with
genuine fervor.”
Ra

I am

the

from

& young sister of his, some sigteen years
of age, asking whether it was not possible
to take his place and to
hecome a female

by communicating
Officer of either of
Fort Wrangel or
with General O.

O. Howard, Portland, Oregon,

(Tndism Church will contribute not a few
far more brilliant fnstances of

I remember being struck "ib

that some philanthropic parties may send

not able to give numbers, or minute data,

cessive

me
for a short frontier journey, not a month |

Then one of my most’ hopeful students

Indian down. Now,I would ask for them,

other powers against the dominant talent,
and by appealing to the rank of powers.”

alist; what Dr. Eggleston calls a genius
for devotion, may make a man an enthu-

two or three months, anid races not of the

‘best reputation for habits of waylaying
and plundering travelers. Another, when

He considersfRussis

would not be surprised at a general Ewvo-pean war: —
no
the privations and the rudeness of half
- ANOTHER DISABTER.
civilization ; with a library, where Ruskin
On Sunday, the 9th, the propeller St
lay beside a revolver, and Jean Ingelow Clair, on its way from Duluth to Houghkept companionship with a cartridge- ton on Lake Superior, was destroyed by.
box ; with a drawing-room where a vel- fire and twenty-six lives lost. The life-vet carpet was strewn with half-cured boats being near the smoke stack caught
bear and wolf-skins ; where . delicate lace fire at once, and one which was launched
curtains were held ii place by antlers, immediately capsized. Only five persoms-.
and where elk heads and stuffed owls or- were saved, including the captain, pagt
namented the piano, Custer lived, illus- of the crew, and one passenger... The. -.
‘trating in himself the anomaly of a hun- careless use of oils is supposed tobe
-

n devotion of its women to the
“of the Charch of the First-born.

below the level of the Indian in general
degradation, and thus tend to drag the

the right individual to them to preach the
gospel and teach them the secular and

A genius for material science may make
man a pantheist, a positivist, or a materi-

pay, which was due. to him, in silver, for

cution.”

the Servians in the" present Ww. ar, and.

after their marriage, saying with great
light, who may be led to glorify God, spirit and fortitade : * Oh, 1 could not think
and become & blessing to our country. of being a hindrance to my husband, if he
They are vastly different from the Indians |
| ter and literaleur ; an associate of sava- cause of the disaster. . . . .. fo Tatil
is called to any special work for God.’
of the Plains, being naturally more or
£. *Timve not the smallest doubt that the ges and a patron of art.
| 1, MORE, CONSPIRATORS SENTENCED,

money makes him a miser, that is, a beggar,” says Emerson.
‘ Culture reduces
these inflammations by invoking the aid of

ure, energies and powers are necessary full-orbed and complete, seem synonyWhich can be kept vigorous and servicea- mous and identical. They both look to
ble only by habitual ‘physical exercise? the possession of a lofty, devout spirit,
Who does not perceive that culture, in its and a sound mind in a sound body.
complete sense, means not only mental
development and strength, but also phys- |
AN APPEAL FOR ALASKA.
ical development and strength?
Is it
ForT WRANGEL, ALASKA,
absurd, then, to say that there is a natu«June 10, 1876. §
ral antagonism between culture and physI wish to ask some Christian action for
ical exercise?
It is no less absurd the Indians of Alaska. Therd are many
to say that there is a natural antagonism thousands of peaceable, well disposed
between culture and religion. If such a natives inhabiting this territory, and nearstatement rests on the professed aversion ly all of them, as far as I can judge, are
of many men of culture to religion, it is anxious to ‘‘ live and learn.” I can speak
absurd ; for there are vast numbers of more positively of the Hydas, a tribe that
men of culture who have professed no inhabit the section contiguous to British
such aversion. The culture of such rep- Columbia. In the British province, there
resentatives as Milton and Newton can
has been established missionary schools,
not be questioned. But the statement is
and the Indians are fast becoming educatabsurd, whatever it rests upon. Religed and Christianized, and as they trade
ion, if it means

and

ble for a trained and brilliant intellect to

heart unfruitful and sterile.

the

memory makes man an almanac; a talent for debate, a disputant; skill to get

EE
2 df (INCE
A. BICKFORD.

one,

any church. in the United States, desirous
of leading the heathen from his idols ‘to
the true and living God, need not send
its money and missionaries to Africa, |

opment

Flag of the free heart’s hope and home,
By angel hands to valor given,
Thy stars have lit the welkin dome,
And all thy hues were born in heaven. .
Forever float that standard sheet!
Where breathes the foe but falls before
us,
With Freedom’s soil beneath our feet,
And Freedom's banner streaming o'er us?
—Joseph Rodman Drake,
:

about

inadequate

The field is a large

part has the proportions of a giant, part. mirers,—tends more to demoralize than
the stunted, withered limbs of a dwarf— to elevate the Indian character, and one
of their greatest misfortunes is, that chasa hideous, unnatural whole.”
What is the true idea of culture? Not tity is an unknown virtue among them.
the development of only one set of facul- Hence the white men who come among
them, being of a low order, soon sink
ties, certainly, but the harmonious devel-

And gave into his mighty hand
The symbol of her chosen land !

days

An

tended, and produce a monster

And striped its pure, celestial white
With streakings of the morning light.
Then, from his mansion in the sun,
She called her eagle-bearer down,

has been

intellect.

the heart as

stroy the harmony which the Creator in-

The milky baldric of the skies,

A great deal

as the

it' pertain only

or affectional nature.

Any quality cultivated

When Freedom, from her mountain hight,
Unfurled her standard to the air,
She tore the azure robe of night,
And set the stars of glory there!
She mingled with its gorgeous dyes

and no doubt other tribes would gladly or joining them by journeys over lone, al- his pocket!’ ‘With ono. of the sieetost,

outset lons deserts. .
0. ‘gentlest, brightest women in the world
“For instynce, one young creatyre, I for a wife; in a house on the frontier,
‘well remember, traveling on a camel with where the gentler arts were mingled with

make

THE AMERICAN FLAG.

BY REV. C

1876.

avail themselves of such institutions were
they established: With the exception of
a Greek-Russo-church at Sitka, I be
¢
there is no school or establishment in

“that

a

WEDNESDAY,

to the intellect,

cofiception of culture tends to make

should be addressed to the Editor.

Wh... torn Dspare ‘8t.,

only

just'ds that is a very untrue conception

well

T

fi 19,

—_

RNING

;

ORE)

members of the ring, prevented the judge
from declaring a penalty equal to his. ,deserts. At Milwaukee eight megs
the ring received

sentence

on

The sentences ranged from onf§
six months in jail, and fines of f

to 1,000 each.

“onl
MINOR EVENTS:

Five hundred Mormons and two hum=dred Mennonites arrived in New York
THE OLD CASTLE GARDEN BURNED,
City by steamer last week and proceeded’
The
famous old building on the Battery, West.——A murderer, awaiting execution
and weep for souls.
:
In the life of Myconius, the friend of New York city, known as Castle Garden, in the Nebraska City jail, was lynched
That Wednesday. —Mr. Blaine has accepted:
Luther, as given in Melchoir Adam, we was ‘burned last Sunday week.
used
to
be
the
fashionable
resort
for
the the United States Senatorship-vacated by
have the following beautiful and striking
fashionalile
people
of
New
York.
Jenny
account of an event which
proved the
Mr. Morrill’s entering the Cabinet. His
turning point in his history, and led ‘him Lind made her debut there, and the fa- health is said to beslowly improving.——to devote his "energies to the cause of mous actors and singers of a half century Gen.Custer’s old comrades in arms propose:
Christ.
The first night that he entered ago appeared on its stage. It has la‘- to organize & monumenta} associatiow..
the monastery, intending to become a terly been used as the headquarters of —The propellor St. Clair was burned
monk, he dreamed, and it seemed as if the Emigration Bureau, and thousands of on Lake Superior, Sunday morning; snd
he wad ranging a vast wilderness alone. emigrants have first tasted American life seventeen passengers and ten of the erew
within its walls.
were drowned.——R. B. Vose, the assistSuddenly a guide appeared and led him
THE HEAT.
ant postmasterat Freedom, Me., has con-ward to a most lovely vale, watered
The heated term is proving to be long fessed to robbing the mails. He has been
y & pleasant stream, but of that he was
not permitted to taste ; then to a marble and tedious. One hopes each day that it bound for trial in the sum of $2000.——A
fountain of pure water.
He tried to will be a little cooler in the morning, but proposal is made’ to exhibit in Provi-Mean- dence, at the close of the Exhibition, ali
kneel and drink, when, lo, a crucified the realization is daily deferred.
LSaviour stood forth to view, from whose while, sunstrokes are numerous in the the Rhode Island goods now at the Cenwounds gushed the copious stream. In large cities, and the mortality rate is rap- tennial. ——Commencement exercises at

need men that will spend and be spent—that will labor and pray—that will watch |

tow and Jewell leave,

it

a moment his guide flung him into the

idly running up, Even the showers are
blistering affairs, —almost equal to a hot ' An enthusiastic Hayes and Wheeler rati-

of knocking at the door of Christian civilization, but send some one to show them
the way. Don't wait until the church of
Rome sees the opportunity, as it has

wounds and he drank most sweetly, nev-

bath, for any cooling etfect.

in so many places, and arrays these natives on the side of Papacy.
Come soon,
and the harvest must be abundant.
J. S. BRowN.

he way yet to do for the crucified One,

such a knowledge. Don't let them weary | fountadn. His mouth, met the flowing

er to thirst again! No sooner liad he re-

freshed himself than he was led away by
his guide, to be taught what great thi=gs

whose precious wounds had poured the
living water into his soul. He came to a
wide stretching plain, covered with wav-

was wholly unskilled in such labor.
York there is a vast plateau, which, for ¢ What you know not you shall learn,”
grandeur of scenery,is scarcely surpassed .was the reply. They came nearer and
by the Alpine regions of Europe. - Here he saw a solitary “reaper toiling at the
are great primeval forests subdued by the sickle with such prodigious effort, as if
ax of the pioneer, mdjestic mountains ‘he were determined to reap the whole
many thousands of feet in hight, and field himself. The guide ordered him to
deep, pellucid lakes sleeping in everlast- join this laborer, and seizing a sickle
ing sltadow. All this wild region, reach- showed him how to proceed. Again the
ing from Lake Champlain on the east to guide led him to a hill. He surveyed the
Black river and Laké Ontario on the vast plain beneath him, and wondering,
west, with its southern borders swept by asked how leng it would take to reap suth
¢ Before
the Mohawk river, is known as the Adi- a field with such few laborers?
rondacks.
It is tous what the Switzer winter the last sickle must be thrust in,”
‘Proceed with all
Oberland is to the Continent, or the replied his guide.
your
might.
The
Lord
of the harvest
Scottish Highlands to Great Britain. The
great chains of the rocky mountains and will send more reapers soon.” Wearied
the Sierras of the western portion: of with his labor, Myconius rested for a litNorth America, present in some respects tle. Again the crucified One was at his
The
a bolder aspect, but they lack that diver. side, wasted and marred in form.
sity of scenery which characterizes the guide laid his hand on Myconius, saying,
Atlantic coasts.
The forests are com- “You must be conformed to him.” With
posed mainly of deciduous trees, putting these words the dreamer awoke. But he
on a gorgeous attire during the autumnal awoke to a life of zeal and love. He
months, while the Sierras are crowned found the Saviour for his own soul, and
with- the picturesque but sober-colorgd he went forth to preach him to others.
pines and firs. It is on this account that He took his place by the side of that nothe Adirondacks have been ‘for mapy ble reaper, Martin Luther. He was stimpart of Central

New

years the painter's paradise, Durand,
Gignoux, Inham, Church, Beard, and
many other painters, have given the scenery of this Region some of their'best
touches, and lent to it a charm which but
for their pencils would never have been
realized.

esting remarks concerning the character
of the Hindoo women :
“It has been very interesting to me to
witness the strong, deep hold which the
simple truths of the gospel sometimes

take on the hearts of Indian women, and
with

what

independence of conviction it

asserts its claim on their loving obedience,
and with what courage and confidence it
inspires them. Ihave known more than

one case in my own experfefice of the
Hindoo woman outstripping.

her husband

in faith and knowledge, and in constraining love of Christ and his truth, and re-

monstrating with him in words of mingled
tenderness and sorrow such as these: * If
you will not yourself lead me on to Christ
and be joined to him in baptism, at least
do not try to hinder and keep me back;
let me go to him alone.’

t And then, what courage I have seen
in thése young Christian wives, rendiness

owl

live alone among the heathen,

tours many miles away,

conclusion of it:
With a civil service organized upon
a system which will secure purity,experience, efficiency and economy, a strict regard for the public wélfare solely “in appoin{ments,

and

the

speedy,

thorough

and unsparing prosecution and punishment of all public officers who betray official trust; with a sound currency; with
education

unsectarian

and

free

to

all;

-with simplicity and frugality in public
and private affairs ; and with a fraternal
spirit of harmony pervading the people of
all sections and classes, we

may reason-

ably hope that the second century of our
existence as a nation will, by the blessing of God be preéminent as an era of good
feeling and a period of progress, prosperity and happiness.
SITTING

Sitting Bull, the

chief

who

slaughtered

Custer’s command, and sent by him

Fort Fetterman in 1870.

into

They illustrate

deeds of prowess performed by the chief,
and were sent into the fort out of bravado.

All the drawings are spirited and intelligible, and some considerable knowledge
of perspective is shown. They are vastly

superior in all respects

to the supposed

Smithsonian expresses doubts of the
thenticity of the latter.
”

.

putoblographical sketches in the

STRENGTH

A correspondent of the Chicago

DON

Inter-

Ocean says of Gen. Custer :
For years he has never drank a drop,
even the lightest wines. He used to, in
the earlier years of the war, but to his
wife's sweet influence he surrendered the
habit, land became not only temperate
himself, but the apostle of temperance.
He neyer swore, nor would he allow an
oath to be uttered in his presence. I

have heard him rebuke his officers many
a time for swearing,

and for

one of his

soldiess
to utter an oath in his hearing

was the grossest sort of insubordination.

hiod and profanity seem somehow

to'

be co-dssential, but it was not so in Cus-

Another anomaly was that he
Think
of a trdoper withogt
a plug and a pipe in

| ter’'s case.

Wodikedey

Among the speakers

night.

were: General’ Kil-

~The twenty-first annual convention of’
the young men’s Christian associations.of
the United States and Canada assemiled in Toronto Wednesday. The attendance

was large.——The

republicans

eleeted

Monroe Heath mayor of Chicago ,Wednesday, by a large majority over all other
candidates.——Internal

Revenue

Com

missioner Pratt has tendered his resigma- tion, to take effect Augnst 1.—DomPedro and party have sailed for Europe.
———A letter ‘has been received by the
President from the King of Italy congrat-+
ulating this country on its ore-hundreth
birthday.——Dr. B. B. Foote, a New York

i

publisher, is sentenced to pay. a: fine of
$35,000 for sending obscene matter through the mails. In addition he ought to be-imprisoned for life.——By an explosion
of fire-damp in a colliery near St. AvoM,
France, on Saturday, 42 persons were
killed and 47 wounded.
:

There are at the Smithsonian Institution

in Washington fifieen drawings made by

before the winter came. The lesson to
us is, thrust in your sickles. The fields

OUSTER'S HABITS.

York,

BULL AS AN ARTIST

medical museum, which
cently described, and Mr.

while their husbands have been abroad on never used tobacco,in any form.

short preaching.

patrick, ex-Governor
Woodford ‘and others.

ulated by his example, and toiled with
him in the vast deld, till laborers rose on
every side, and the harvest was reaped

|

Coopes-

advertising ** cooler weather next week.”
This summer will pass for a hot one, and
no mistake.
GOVERNOR HAYES'S ACCEPTANCE.
Governor Hayes published his accept-

OF

THE

army

have been reMillett of the

au-

CARLOS

ON THE

interview in Washington last week he said
it was foolish to say he expected to set
in Mexico

Spaniards were. always

New

Speaker

Kerr

WitrLiam

failing

PeNN’s

Bible

im

is enter-

age.
Pa.,

a Mrs,

He was born in Washington
Jan.

their

31st,

Meyfers

of the

PRESIDENT

EL1oT,

Spain

seems to drift toward a republic just now,
but not such a moderate republic as Castelar's.” Don Carlos said : ** Castelar is
but

county,"

graduated®

ab:

Mr.

Lougféllow,
snd”

Kate

FieLp,

writing

of

Curiyias

birthday in Zhe Courier-Journal, says:
‘““He has kept his calling sacred; lie has
been a light in the world.
‘If Iihad nok:

read Carlyle, I should never have made my

leather so good,’ said a tanner,a few months

Is not this being a priest to some.
:

Mesopotamia,

clear, that Alfonso can not maintain him-

and

Mr. James Russell Lowel head a subscription paper to procure funds to enable the
Harvard Art Club to establish a scholarship, the holder of which shall travek fom
the benefit of the Club, and make explorations in ancient countries.

unsettled.

to be

1830,

Washington College, in'that State:

in Bagdad,

MR.

GEORGE

SMITH,

will

after.

continue

a. shért

stay.

his journey

te

for the purpose of resuming

his exploration of the
palace at Ninevah.
Mr.
object is to recover the
Royal library, the tables

site of the Royak
Smith's principal
remainder of the.
of which; already"

brought to light and decipitered by him,

have furnished much interesting informationrelative to the Babylonian and Assyriam

little boldness of deed. He proclaims
grand doctrines of political liberty, but

The firman

possess the force to carry them

authority to conductshis explorations for sa.
period of two years. .
2

when he Tomas into power he does not
into

.

is fm tie posses--

of Pennsylvania.
It will be a part
Centennial Exposition.

ago.

a man of great boldness of thought,

rapidly

of recovery

sion of a lineal descendant,

purpose? ”

self long on the Spanish throne.

ig:

GEN, Grant will go around the world,
after retiring from office.

to

seems

is

health, and no hope
tained.

whole country. In regard to the present
condition of Spain, he said: *Itis very

But this much

:

is sick with fever

York.

or Cuba.

loyal

SEYMOUR

BRYANT is worth $500,000, and is seid te
be
the
richest
as well as
the oldesk
poet.

Miss

SITUATION.

Don Carlos, the chief of the late Spanish
insurrection, is in this country, and in an

up a throne either

PERSONAL
HORATIO

EX-SPEAKER BLAINE is about 46 years-ef™”

ARMY.

the laborers are few, but ‘there are some
According to a statement coming from
devoted ones toiling there already. In
the War department, the army is now
other years we have seen Whitefield and
distributedas follows: .In Texas, 8716
Hill putting forth enormous efforts, as if
they would reap the whole field alone. men; in Territories, 7930; in Southern
Let us join ourselves to such men, and States, 3334; in General Terry's comthe Lord of the harvest will not leave us mand, 1123; General Crook's command,
1790 ; northern States, 4862; in ordnance
to toil alone.— Horatius Bonar.
corps, non-commissioned staff, and inOb B-0-b
+o
cluding non-assigned recruits, 4216.

inter-

fication meeting was held'at the
Union in New

are white, and they are wide in compass ;

sw» OHRISTIAN HINDOO WOMEN.
Rev. Mr. French writes to the Indian

Female Evangelist (English) some

suffer-

ing grain. His guide ordered him to reap:® ‘ance of the-Cincinnati presidential nomiHe excused himself by -saying that he, nation last week, and this is the sum and

THE ADIRONDACKS.
In the northern

The

ing at the ‘Centennial’ is great, but not
really serious, and the managers keep

exe-

’

:

ah

traditions offjthe Creation and the Delage.
of the Porte gives Mr. Smith

.

i

:

.

296
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:
Bepartmend,
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oe - say
hile.we
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Sabbath

School

Lesson.—

July

30.

dni
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|

remot-

5
AEA

is here.

earth, iu the sanctuary that in the field. | WHO
(2)
But he delichts
to reveal
himself,
be made there it is made.
works of God

:
. ra.ge SOLOMON’S : PRAYER.
:

tl

God

_

| and where his revelation can consistently

ioniont sla Zaston Tapered

wR,

, on the

THE MORNING STAR, JULY

In heaven he is no ‘more present than on

“QURSMIONS AND NOTES BY PROF. J. A. Howe.

Swi

i

which

:

;

A;

lof
. ord ot
ponents of SekSeienoe,
| card one of the
sources of
08

=

edge.

TEACH

SOIENOES

We

seen : the darkness antl the d AY 2
has verified, in his life, the trath

would, . indeed, ‘accept widhi|

promise:

?

timid

BY PROF. R.'S. JAMES.

_ | their conclusions that may bear the scru-

his | glare that the State im

minds de- | tiny. which all scientific truth must ep-

4 ow gh

the | dure.

Trath, come from whom

Christians

of the

al 3

it may,

a

“Wn Trim

:

i put into
i
isi
ings,
himself re- means of acquiring
irs
mind
visible
things,
Elder Hannibal
the elements of knowl . | should never be feared. The distrust ; of | Since
chargeBe
of & church;
and ob it took
is notregular
vealed. (3)
lop Siieh
Heaven is a happy spote be- | edge:
for such altainments are necessary | Science, with which the friends of revelaached 4
y
A
lopg
©
cause the scene of a higher revelation of | 1, jis existence.. A fee ballot ‘is not | lion are tinctured, should yield to the ex- | Preached { 8
gospel to his fellow men.

the sacrifices of

and | edge of the divine nature utterly ‘Foreign | college has been established by each de- | theological, can not be overturned.

On

it’ were made | lofly conception of God,

the temple.

The

plat- | Ye studied. —How

:

The Rae oo oyem) a

fact that Christian students have distrust.

may

profitably | the vast material of human

of the deity

if not

court of the people, in front of the altar, | by a special revelation of God to them?

«facing
took

the mass

on

of

himself

Israelites.

this

(2) He|
of public

duty

prayer, neither assigning

it to priest or

prophet, nor showing himself unfamiliar
with prayer to God. Henry says of this
act, ‘he was far from thinking it any
:
ement to him. to be his own chapBil the mouth of the assembly to God :

SBN

0

any think themselves too great
is for their own families? Solo-

all his other

glory,

even

on

his

ivory throne, looked mot so great as he

«did now.”

(3) His posture

unot indicated

in this

“where shown

in prayer

verse,

but

to be that

is

is

else-

of -kneeling.

Verse 54. He stretched out his hands
with the palms upward, as if to catch the

blessings which heaven, in response to
prayer, sends to men.
23. *“ And he said, Lord God of Israel,
there is no God like thee, in heaven
above, or on earth beneath, who keepest
covenant and mercy with thy servants
that

walk

before

thee

with

all

their

hearts.”
(1) Read
¢ Jehovah” for
“‘ Lord,” ‘Jehovah,
God
of Israel.”
The gods of other nations, of Egypt,
Assyria, Canaan, or other people, were

28—30.

(1)

knowledge | of

should this nation alone | that its leading principles shall be attain-

form on which the king knelt stood in the | hold the tiue doctrine

The

able in the

period

| gollege course.

immensity

iisually

allotted

Scriptures only strikes the chord of God’s
faithfulness to awaken and inspire our

laggard fidelity.

(3) Notice with whom

God keeps the covenant of mercy. Those
who are not true to God are not pledged

Frag, f grace.
~

ripen

Are

rgepvie.?

In this arrangement

conditionally

made.

much

frnit

his abode, and is pleased with the religion

Jesus

for

LH

ok

ot

sdk.

free

i

.

“dence of how God keeps

Note that
adduced.
:
~_ Wion is first in the
Erowls of ‘pdt,
offering6f Gédto do for David, then

in the doing of what w*S offered. Ve
should view as donevwhat \ X0, UPcORCL
tionally pledges

himself

t. ©

©°:

“{2) The
day in which »ame
:
Fromjses of the Lord aesumpli
mén.

Goll's

Solomon

fulfilled

knewsne

pledgesithan

or

the
Bed should

‘n

wore

do

of

V°i

we then may not be:silent, aud.Sol.

‘berheard calling attention to the mer.

of God.

us.

3W'lDESS

day of praise te him; and o.

a

He

mon

i

| Superior Christian

privileges.) This les- |

i
ur
| tice:
has another
for our
that Godpractical
observestheme
the terms
of
ecvcasnt witb Tren. The terms of

covenant which God has eutered into with
men, to secare them ‘eternal life, are

faith. and obedience. To meet these
terms we need prayer and exertion; the
one to secure the

necessary

grace, the

other to develop character in the only
way possible for it to be developed. Virtues grow by the same Jaw as the muscles
strengthen—by use.

Notice also that the

out fear or implication that God

can

Notice, also, one thing

The
Sunday
School Times
thinks
«these : den texts” better be given up;
a state to that the Tot, t0ational Lesson Committees

for, grace to keep the heart in
inherit
the divine pledges than to’ pray were appointed to select

| othe

:

His home was

« Ridge Road,” about
2020, miles
out

| west of Rochester, From this chosen

Scientific prescience which will
inds.”
the thoughts of : other inde:
;

in a scheme

of Christian

education.

To

the untutored mind the phengmena of nature often present
voice only in the
This mental habit
the
mysteries of
;

5 4 to. Solomon,

a view of Godt is! There, is no
What

e wherehe ismot.” The universe he

“fills, and the universe is vast. Everyswhere God. reigns, everywhere God
|

}

Is.

-

wom
N.Y.

was made,

: This. was

fo. 1800: 1 2uner and said, ‘My brethren,I think

school was

Here he lived

with very limited advantages for school

such
;

aid ‘| School

that does
a fixture.

Without

na of organic nature, such as the aetion
of food and consequent growth, are

wrapped up in an impenetrable mystery.
| Much more the unusual appearances ' of
| nature, as tempests, pestilence and earth| quakes.

useful in

day,

if it ever ceases to be the best.

owas

opinion is,

that so long

their

Our

as ‘‘ texts”

Bring

them, however, into

the

| domain of Science and these ordinary and

not make it to be necessarily
That depends. It will
pass

away, like other schemes

definite law.

extraordinary’ phenomena

beeome

the

voieings of the agency and methods of a
benevolent God. As mere facts, they develop superstitions dread; as manifesta-

tions of law, they foster the highest ecapacity of our nature—a reverent ‘and devout comprehension of Deity. We need
no other considerations to show the great
value of Natural Science in a curriculum

of Christian education.’

‘The

question

naturally

should have charge

of

Committee instead of

tirely of men, might well :

1 composed en

seupploment.

ed by the addition oftwo or three ladies. |

arises, Who

this branch of

education in our institutions of learning?
And this is a question of far more importance than at first it may seem, Irreligious
men have crowded into the walks of sci-

branches of holiness grow.

Society”

was

i

word

overwork
in the class-room, should combine to jnduce bim to push investigation.
He
should be encouraged to. seek new discoyeries—for who will say that we have
reached the limits of knowledge? Let

Methodist as well as the Baptist brethren,
tell.

us

enable

our Christian

students

to

be the first to put their feet upon the virhae
:

Unprincipled men

stand on the borders of the unknown,

reachiug out into the darkness for discovWhy

not place:Christian

men also

character.

He is particular about the date

of his conversion, and from his ninetyseventh year he looks back tothe 16th day
of Augast, 1806, 11 o'clock, A. M., as the
precise time of his ** new birth.” Those

Common

Revelator of all

truth

new discoveries—new ‘tables “of stone
written with the finger of God.”
Hillsdale College, Mich.

ELDER
THE

ELI HANNIBAL.

OLDEST

F.

B.

MINISTER.

Freewill

Baptist

denomination,

know

nothing of this pioneer minister of Christ.

With a view to performing an act of justice to the work and memory

of one who

labored faithfully in the early times, the
following is written. Whatever might

have been the custom

in

apostolic times,

whatever the true order of gospel labor or
.of official

distinction,

his

time-honored

and universal title was and is ¢ Elder.”
There may be the Rev. John Robinson,
with perfect consistency ; but at home, at
meeting, and in public,—everywhere he

He did answer, most sym-

pathetically, to the name * brother,” but
whether in the pulpit, in the covenant
meeting, at the quarterly conference, at
the marriage feast, or amid

the sad cere-

monies of the fuperal, his name was
always written ¢‘ Elder Hannibal.” So
my kind reader will excuse this seeming
misnomer and departare from the modern
rules of ministerial etiquette.
In the little post village of Waterport,
Orleans

Co.,

New

York,

still

lives

and

prays and hopes this same Elder Eli
Hannibal. To three years more hé will
have seen a century,—one hundred busy,
eventful years. His mind is active and
clear, as in the days when, from house to

house, and from neighborhood

to neigh-

borhood, be proclaimed the word

of life.

His limbs, for so many years active and
quick to obey the mandates of his wil),
have indeed lost their elasticity.
He
moves slowly, with caution and care.

Christianity, prompted in many eases by

the supposed antagonism of Science

and

studies which apparently threatened to
undermine their faith in the Bible. Thus
they have tacitly yielded the ground

to

We do mot

believe that these last can be the best ex-

In

one

of

bis latest

A hearer immediately poetiz-

ed as follows:

ry

*“ At twilight's holy hour, just when the day
Is sinking in the arms of night, I stray

In those familiar walks, made fondly dear
By hallowed ashes Lhat are slumbering here,

The golden stars come softly peeping

Through yon sheet of azure blue,
As if some angel eyes were keeping,

A holy wateh the long night through.

“The breeze,

the low-voiced

Amid the dark green foliage,

As if some messengers were bringing
Glad tidings for life's darkest page,—
Soft tones that woo my heart away
To those elysian fields of day.
The last note of the forest bird
Dies sweetly on my listening ear,

Like the soft voice of those who sleep
Their deep and dreamless slumber here.
Off from these battlements 1 Jift my eyes

Into (he spirit land,~faith vainly tries

To find their Rlorious resting place on high
aid Ye ghoriutss sir that Weel Te
ng

ie

Little more

is to be written except to

swell a volume of the interesting details
in the life work of a man of God now
very near his hundredth year. Elder Hannibal is waiting thé call of the Master,
waiting as he had lived in the fall assurance of Christian faith and hope.
¥roe

A PARAGRAPH TOR EACH DAY.

* Whate’re 1 ask Bawely iow

Bess

Thou

date.

On|

the

12th

day

of

in Christian fellowship

with this

breeze is #ing-

ing

i evgliesr) im yelao hie wo” his ‘mew
of the

he

ters, and try to follow them to their heav-

enly home.

xpetience

estate, will have little doubs
of tbe. correets

sermons,

used the following words, *“ I frequently
go into the little grave-yard on the hill,
where lie my dear wife and two daugh-

Therel

pecticut, and had spread into the early
settlements of now Eastern New York.
Elder Hannibal was a man of positive

The delicate joke resting on the

* discipline,” was enjoyed by the

His winisterial labor can not be counted
by years. Of.its results eternity alone can

rated, with
: ;

i.

And steadfastly believe,

:

Wik he tH i devised bestow,

oe submit _To Thee 1, therefore, Lord;
My every fond request,
And own, adoring at thy feet
Thy will is always best.

—~ Charles

charch

Wesley.
:

in.

three years, when be removed with his
.gaanlf- the * troubles
for which men
family 10 his western home. Upod bis Fai
in prayer to God, are caused

settling in Clarkson; and engaging in the
work of building up his new home, he
immediately commenced to start religious
influences, and to sow the seed of the
gospel of free grace. With eight others
he helped organize a Baptist church in

theiown
of sweden,
Swed
ith which
which be pray ol
e
lown of
with
and worked for five or six years. During

this time, more liberal views began to be
entertained by him, and in 1820 he joined
a Freewill Baptist church, organized in
the town of Clarkson. Upon uniting
with this church, he immediately commenced improving his gift by more public
exhortation and prayer.
This work proved more than seceptable
to the church and the community around.
The earnestness of the exhortation and
the fervor of the prayers carried with
them a power which won many hearts,
After two or three years of this kind of
labor, during w hich time the exhortations
grew in force and frequency, the little
church became convinced that the exhorter should have the authority of the church
to preach the gospel. Without the knowl-.
edge or consent of Elder Hannibal, the
church called a meeting, summoned him
before it, and, by the aid of a council,

examined him, Afler a thorough examination, the church council and entire congregation voted to ordain him, So upon the
12th day of, June, 1824, he was publicly

set apart to the work of the gespel ministry. Open communion and free salvation
were the points of difference then between
what was called the ‘* Regular Baptists »
and the Freewill

Baptists,

The one

Calvitistic and the other Arminian.

points of differeuce still continue.
Elder

Hannibal

was

was

The

When

commissioned

to

by their intolerable pride. Many of our
cares are but a morbid way of looking
at our privileges... We lel our blessings
get

moldy,

and

then

—Beecher.

call them

curses.

oo

:

sily

Be not easily

di

.
discourag

ed.

Ho

on.

pe

Hopeever. A very experienced laborer
says that he has frequently seen the hap-

piest results following labors performed
under the greatest discouragements. Many have said’ as much. Look not much
at discouragements.
|
|X

Be persuaded to travel in the way that
leads to heaven, viz. : in a way of holiness,
self-denial and mortification, in a way of
obedience to all commands of God,.in a’
way of following Christ’s example, in a
way of heavenly life, or imitation of the

saints and angels. that live in heaven. Be:
content to travel on in this way, in a la-

borious manner, to endure the fatigues of

it. Begin to travel it at once, if you

have not already begun it, and travel it
with assiduity. Let it be your daily work

from morning to night, and hold out in it
tothe end, Let there be nothing that shall
stop or discourage you to turn aside from

this read.
linese, to

Labor
be

to be grewing in ho-

growing

nearer and nearer

as you shall be when

you get there (if

to heaven, in that you are more and more

that ever be), and
be subordinate to
getting forward
wards.

let all other concerns
this great concern of
toward heaven.—Ed:
) 4
Let us comfort our hearts and brighten
our hopes with the sweet thought that

Grod loves us, and out of his love springs
his

goodness to us,

God's promise

to each one of his children—‘My

minister, there were not many more

lies between us and its precious fulfill-

than

2560 ministers
in the entire denomination;

7 or 8 Yearly Meetings,about 20 Quarterly

Meetings, 300 churches and about 12,000

shall

iment,

rectly,

supply all your need.
Perhaps we

do

God

is

preach the gospel, as a Freewill Baptist

Somethin

not read it cor-

He does not say he will sopply

all our wants, but all our needs.
We
must learn the difference between wants
and needs,
VI.

communicants, There was Aben only a
handful west of the Genesee river. Elder
Hannibal may be called the pioneer min.
If a man have love in his heart, he may
ister in this field. Ile commenced preach- talk in broken: language, but ‘it will be
ing at once after his ordination in the eloquence to those who listen.
sparsely
settled
towns of Clarkson,
VII,
ence, and from the fullness of his heart, Parma and Sweden, Within three months,
How
long
an
exemption
from benevohe pours out words of trust and consola- ‘he led about one hundred into the bap.
lent contributions, general or special, is
tion, which seem to breathe very strongly tismal waters.
For many years he re- it the correct thing to claim on these
of hope and heaven. He can look back- ceived
very little for his labor of preach- three grounds severally and jointly : First,
ward through the vista of more than fourwe are going to build
a church edifice ;
ing the gospel, but the richer reward of secondly, we are building; thirdly, we
score years and recount his trials and
every earnest man of God. In the rude have just built? Three years? Three
triumphs. He knows the glory of the dwellings
of those early times, in the times three? Or does it ever become
victory of the Christian faith, He has log school-ho
use, anl in the unfrequent “chronic

And still in spirit he is hopeful and buoyence, and, with commendable zeal, have ant, Meetings
are sometimes held at his
made high attainments in the teachings of residence for hisspecial
benefit. On these
nature, On the other hand, hearts that occasions
he is the center of interest.
have humbly accepted the revelations of From
the ripeness of his Christian experi-

‘the rejectors of Christianity.
* Faith is the root from which all the

Teacher.

Daniel D. Tompkins
was

Dewitt Clint jery t it

discipline,”

Hie then drew a Testament fromhis pocket and read some
of the wordsof the great

tions were at this time agitating the State

of New York.

When the

‘arrived he arose.du his peculiar

‘he don d 1 will read alittle from our

year of the presidency of George Washington. In this year, the first
established in this county.

“talk,” about 25 years sin¢e.

with, | our

| The Christian teacher of Science, also, Denia oy oa en
3g Te Aiglous
| should be stimulated to the highest efforts. | ;, shape and solidity. The Baptists
had
| Endowment of his chair, suitable rooms,
8
" Island and Congrown
strong
in
Rhode
apparatus and money, ‘without

a mystery that finds a
fables of superstition.
is easily transferred to
revelation, which were

t of God's immens| to- snggest ono change. Tt is that this Revelation, have shrunk from pursuing

ed oD), The Baugh

Co.

Rey

| yon sense, joined with a genuine urbanity of manners and congenfulity of ‘spirit.
Tt was at a Union meelingof Methodists
| and I. Baptists that-we. first heard him

sha

mitted by all—we
would suggest another thought to show
the indispensableness of Natural Science

ject of fixed and

plan is a singularly beneficent fact; but

much légs this house which I have build- for a change. And we are no reputed
Th

| ho went, year after year, to preach the

to the glory of God 1 extend to them pe- | gj0cted Governor, and in 1806 the
* Free

live | eries,

Wo. alone, that he is. getting

taste, it

cuniary assistance as to render
to. theological students.

: to take :
he begins
in great | gin soil of Science.

governed by mere chance, but is the sub-

A thangs over our future is a mist that rises can be selected, such as will embody,
as im a orystal, the most central truth of
from the fickleness and vagrancy of our the
lesson, {hey wi, a generally’ eres
hearts. The bow of God's promise spans
5
rove to be of very
nse.
cloud
as an encouragement to attend) ip
the fault has beenin the ill
« soaréfdlly
unto all our ways.
:
| selection of ‘the lésson, Which had no
o
Sue
ther than in the ' choice of text.
27. + Bat will Sod indeed dwell on the
Committee (and theirs ‘is not
the
i
If.
earth? behold the heaven, and the heaven a life-time. seryice)
show . themselves ito:
rnment, we shall vote
of heayens can not Contain thee; Low be wantingin

ed” (1)

the means to gratify this

would tend nearly if not wholly as much

lessons, but | this notion of law, the common phenome- | wos « Eider.”

, st interpretations of them
that God would verify his word.
(38) mot to
" “golden texts.” That
"That God will keep his covenant let no under cover Re
ted
ariles
might, in
this
man doubt ; that we do not break the conditions of God’s covenant we all may Ty a
wit." mischievous'+results,
aeasonably ask and plead. Praise for the is quite probable; ard that mistakes ean
ted out. in certain selections of
promisesof God, and prayer for faith, hu- be
texts that have been. made by thé
mility, and fidelity, that thereby we may go
= ~.Joe heirs of the promises, are always fit- Committee is clearly enough showm:in
article referred to. We have never.
“ting. (4) God had said to David, ‘there theneidered
the Committee infallible. Just
shall not fail thee a man in my sight to poy
like these im the Times, will
-giton the throne of lsrael, so that thy do no harm. But on the whole: they have
children take heed to their way, to walk done wonderfully. well. Their. responsi~
almost trembles to:
* beforeme as thou hast walked before bility is immerse. One
they “migh
might, by a few
think
how 'e
‘me.” What Solomon needed then was grave mistakes,
imperil the whole scheme
wot apprehension lest God should mot do of uniform Bible study. The existing
. ;- a¥Pavid walked. (5) So now, for our
"& .. children aud for ourselves, here is where
we should take heed. All the doubt that

he

gloom and fanaticism.
The study of
Natural Science is 4 means of removing
-from the sphere of mystery a very large
proportion of the facts which the most
casual observer must notice. By it the.
knowable is defined more clearly every
year. By it, also, the limit of investigation is taught. ‘What tends more to show
the value of miracles thun this knowledge
of the limit of investigation? The mind
recognizes the fact that the world is not

fa

pray

as he said, but lest he himself fail, as he
before God
~raffterwards did fail, to walk

united

Christian.

BY J. W. BARKER.
memory and repetition ) of God's promises
..
| intended to be so clear that“ wayfaring |
—
\/
before him will stimulate our hearts to do | ™€™ though fools, should not err there- | He has so long rested from active labor,
his will, and to take heed to our whys. in.’ Thus religion, which should ever be so long lived in comparative retirement,
Therefore, we may imitate Solomon in bright, cheerful and easily understood, is that most of the young men new engaged
rehearsing to God his eovenant, but with- made to bear the burdens of superstition, in the work of the gospel ministry in the

of inquiry,however,he leaves to each one
to

are

On

8 fale y sar ; on

ial

that | at the outposts of kiiowledge ? Let them
November, 1808, p two véars after converbe urged by every inducement which the
]
ion,
by
Elder Reuben
:
:
Soy he was baptized
!
his
.
13! pRbireh wn offer through ts
colleges, 10 | Stanton, and united wig’ i
the
Calvinistie
the | Fassing by the direct practical value of [climb the Sinai of Science and receive
Baptist church,in Greene Co. He walked
Scientific studies—ad
from the

It

| ‘no-

~aecordimg to his needs to determine.
(2)
dt certainly seems more reasonable for
and

life, when

with thaukfainess, our | shat he has a future, that he is not to

‘ome which now is, when sacred shrines
fail: Ged has said that though he prom- wh d the mountain at Jerusalem would
isessbe will yetbe inquired of by those
‘eto be needed by the worshiper.
“#0 whom the promise comes.
The form John 4: 21-24,

one to be anxious to .have,

tions and his modes of expression that

has left his shell and is coming into 4 new

e ought often. to *PE- | to shape itself in his mind, I become sure

that Solomon, with all his wisdom, could
not look ahead to see, that the hour should

- 28. %{3) Solomon prays that the;promise of his possessing the throne may not

wrote, * When I find by a student’s ques-

servicesof ‘the thoughts, when truth in its vastness brite

son suggests this cause for gratitude.

18 to keep his word.

Let us recount his mereies.

distinguished Christian educator recently

did not exhaust

the subjects of supplication in’ his list,
but took those he enumerated as a type
of all. (5) We are more favored
than
y

|temple for

24 (1)iseOneen
se
is shev
prom

his
the

suppliants, but to ask God to consider

those just named.

cifically men ik

ay

of ‘ the

the | Hevce it is 100 oftenthe case that the minds

working model ever after,” The reasons
why the Natural Sciences provide such

of which the temple was a sign. Forgiveness of all offenses,and the granting of
allprayers,when men shall recognize God

(4) No

‘rophilohe "0ITIeS the whole heart with it,
Servinga, 0d with all. the heart requires
:
the
Sabbath
school,ot ni
he e
of us, ’ %n
In the
saneludrTy,
prayer room,
AZ
21]
in business-ey \ STYWhere, to do all things,

teacher

his

hl

iy

of God, | Natural Sciences can mot be neglected ; of our youth,in the very fields that needed ing,
an d abundant opportunities fur work,
for, next to Theology, they bring us guides of unexceptionable knowledge and
more than any other branch of knowledge spirit, have been entrusted to men who, until the year 1811. He was married in
the Infinite listens to the finite. So has into direct contact with the thoughts of while they understand Science,
Green Co., Nov. 14, 1805, to Miss Clarissa
fail to
every suppliant done, but the wonder is God. They are the imprint of the hand recognize the voice of the Creator
Prosser,
sister of Mr. E. S. Prosser, of
in its
uot a dispute of the fact. Solomon beBuffalo.
Elder
Hannibal has a distinct
revelation
s!
The evil effects are manifest
of the Creator in the world of ‘matter and
seeches God, him whom ‘heaven, and
of mind. Ina plan of Christian educa- in almost every village in the flippant de- remembrance of the leading, stining
the heaven of heavens” can not contain,
tion, Natural Science must ever fill an im- nials ofrevelation by siatterers in Science. ‘events of those formative days of the
that now while the king presents his dedportant place.
A few suggestions will Nowhere more than in Natural Science is nation, He was a young man of fine
icatory petition, he may be heard; and |
a little learning a dangerous ‘thing. The physique, and well inured in the theory
render this assertion clear.
that hereafter his prayers, or those of
and practice of the hard work of those
Whoever desires to influence other only safety lies in profound attainments
Israel, if offered towards the temple may minds, either with the
early
days. In 1811, after days of hard
pen or from the engrafted upon genuine Christian culture.
be answered. (2) Seven things for platform,
travel
over a distance of nearly 300 miles,
The
church must, through its colleges,
must learn how to investigate,
which prayer might be offered ' he names,
he found his new, and What wus to be his
furnish
investiga
tors
aud teachers of Natmust acquire habits of searching minutewith the request that, if at any time they
ly for truth, facts or principles. No pur- ural Science who shall be ‘able to expose future, home, in what is now Clarkson, N.
are, God will hear them; for judgment
the false conclusions of mete fledglings, Y. It was then in the ‘town of Gates. It
among neighbors; for help in battle; for sait presents such perfect models of accuor defend the truth against the attacks was afterward Murray, 1808, and Clarkson
rain; for relief against ail patnral evils; rate and comprehensive methods as that
in 1819. The first school was taught in
which irreligious men of real scientific atin behalf 6f the prayers of strangers to of Natural Science. The careful study of
this
town in 1812. We name these partainments frequently make.
the covenant of Israel; for the success of the manner in which Dr. Charles Wells
ticulars for the purpose of showing the
The Christian student of Science should
established his theory of Dew will alone
wars, and for deliverance from captivity.
early times in which Elder Hannibal, then
furnish the mind, seeking for the highest be encouraged to pursue his investigaAll prayer for these objects, if directed
thirty-one years of age, started off in his
tions to their fullest extent. It seems to
towards the temple, Solomon prays God discipline, with a method of patient inus that, where any are found with espe- new home. When he was twenty-six
vestigation
superior
to
anything
offered
to hear. (3) Praying towards the temple
years of age, he professed faith in; the
means fafth that God has there taken up by other sources. * One such sample, cial adaptitude for scientific pursuits, yet Lord Jesus Christ. Local, political questhoroughly ingrained, will cobstitute his without

as

that

the

the.reverence

Ro

Solomon will not allow to hinder prayer
to God.
He notes the wonder of it that

All of the divine promises to those Wik Tolien on he

yields . so

Natural Science with men in hott the
qualifications of

to a | With

advantages are evident. No other branch
=net like Jehovah, God of Israel, for they
of study furnishes equal opportunities for
S
i
h
i
:
* kept not their covenants. The gods were [28 iu his temple, is what Solomon asks. acquiring breadth
of view or habits of
« unread ; Jehovab alone was God. (2) It |At the dedication of churches,
prayers in | wide geveralization.
The study of
is not strange that God keeps his word | like manner are offered, that those who Nature lifts
one out of the grooves in
with men. The grace appears in making shall there worship, or ask aid, seek de-'
which he has hitherto run, and widens the
the covenant of good with unworthy mien, liverances or look for pardon may ve |
path
which his mind is to pursue. It
in promising mercy to those who sincere- heard. (4) Solomon did mot mean to bursts the bonds of littleness and gives
ly seekto do his will. Emphasis in the exclude from the mercy seat any other
scope and expansion to the intellect. A

'

well as to build churches.

.

i)

square and ten high.

©

E

not in degree, like that of heaven. - Solo- | church of Christ, manifested’ as it now | of Galileo have shown that not the Bible,
any modeiri sense, except it was in
mon wished God to reveal in the temple | js by multiplied sects, bas an unmistakable | Put false interpretations of the Bible must | SPirit Which characterized bis early life. |
|
He
was
born
in
the
town
of
Fairfield,
|
richness
and variety of experience gro.
his living presence, and to make the | Guiy in his respect. Each
Qenomination | 8iVe

2 Chron. 6: 18, |tacle of thisking, rising up in the
| Itis the province of these schools ofhigh- | ingly turned away from scientific purThe great brazen altar was twenty cubits | Of an idolatrous world, and uttering midst
this | er learning to so compress and simplify | Suits renders it difficult to fill
our chairs

b

He worked with his hands and with

his heart. He helped clear the forest as

Notes and Hint, .
Way to true science, They have | Conn., March 18, 1780. This was in the | ing out of his active life. Bis leading
22. “And Solomon stood before the [Sense of his presence ever to be felt | ic under solemn obligations to God and | demonstrated
also that many theories dig- | deep midnight of the Revolutionary war. characteristics were strong’ ifative ‘tom.
altar of the Lord, in the presence of all { there. (4) Heand his nation had at this | pov

:

prayed, knelt down.

#20

A

1
:
1

three high, on which be stood, and, as he | to sensuous, image worship. , The spec- | nomination.

;

coun.

| ypsearchable riches of Christ. Asa min.
| ister of the gospel ie 'was at once popular
| 414 successful. * He ‘was not 4 scholar,

brazen scaffold, five cubits square,

:

I

1

10 provide the means of entering nified with the term scientific, have had | It is a singular fact, perhaps, that in this
the congregation of Israel, and spread | lime the most correct idea of God that | the more advanced circles of knowledge. to yield to a more extensive acquaintance Se year, Setjamin Randall a Sigeipie
forth bis hands towards heaven.” (1)- For | ould'be found on earth. Though easily | pis obligation is not met
until at least | With facts, and a truer induction. The 3 , Re 4 a
e te i
- wh
this occasion, Solomon had constructed a | led to idolatry the Israelites had a knowl- | one well-endowed and properly manned | foundations
of truth, scientific, social or
4 pg are i I ”
urham, 53 ‘+

+.

sel.

his

.c

place

strength. Psalm 132: 8.

«

There was hardly a charch
without

1 Rings 2330,
God than these poor senses can appre- | more essential to liberty than a free | perience of the last three cenfuries. « ‘The | He reads bis Bible, and prays
daily. He
Gooey
Text:
Arise, & Lord, into hend ; but the Christian heart is a seat of | school. = But higher education looks | conflicts that have occurred
between does not get out much, bat still he 10oks
thy rest, thou and the ark of thy |the divine manifestation, in kind though to other sources for its support. The | Christians and
Scientists since the days | Well and retains muchof" the elasticity of

ax

ist

Younger and| organised” without his aid, or a minister
take
courage. | get apart to his work

Weal 80d foletiog pltits prow Sorormipe

4 poh a

oie:
fo 0
a hed with great
eal
earnestness
vation and the free gospel of

vine

Tears are the exponents

thankfulness the facts which they have | tenderness of his nature.
gathered : nor
would
we
reject any of
more

Hence seé the | The suffrages,of all unbiased

are his ideas,

#9,
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Selections,”

Pitas

“| fight; the certainty that the poor will not

'

‘

.

LY, 10/1876.
‘HOLD
UP THE LIGHT.

.

CY

opening of the semi-centennial volume,

and induce every Freewill Baptist to take
the Star. Tn doing so, we shall benefit

Do we really

wish

to be like Jesus?

Once, being on a journey, we discerned
a miserable-looking object lying in the
road before us, which, covered . with dirt
and dust, we could scarcely conceive to
be a human being. When we came near-

Christ's spirit was one of prayer.
Do
we desire to spend the whole’ night in

© Ab mel what woe were mine if thou

prover? Christ's spirit was one of love.
o we wish to love every
as Jesus

come, .

ting, unto me for aid,
ut
se powerless and dumb,.
Sublet oly
afraid!
Willing to belp thee, but confused,rise,
1 will
It shall not happen thus, for life,
gain
and
God helping me, to bigher

loved us? Christ's spirit
erosity. Do we wantto

rifices as Jesus made

strength togive theo counsel wise,

heaven for us?

when

son. ' And we may commend

Christ

came

Xe4k the Year Rownd,

The deafust

he gave up he would

travel to some , sacred city,
measuring his length on the ground t

not to be

and progressive, alive-to every good
work.
We shall aim to have correspondence

for others—t{o be acquainted with
f, so that those who neglect and de‘|
fame us may have a brighter lot, and
WAITING ON GOD.
those who cast out our name as evil may
in glory and honor and im vortality
If Providence delays the performance
t us heware of mocking God. We can
long
have
you
that
you,
to
mercy
of any
not
deceive him with prayer that is insiuyou
that
see
yet
for,
prayed
waited and
cere.
waiting
of
weary
" despond not, not grow
Sand and ashes can be fashioned into a
i
upon God.
sparkling wirror, but what fureace. heat
These delays, both on spiritual and they must endure !—Christian Advocate.
are frequent; and
accounts,
temporal
when they befall us, we are too apt to
interpret them as denials, and fall into a ADMIRAL HOPE AND THE SWEARER.
sinful cespondency of mind, though there
Admiral Hope's Christian firmness in
be no cause at all forit. But though the rebuking swearing and improper lanLord means to perform to us the mercies guage when uttered in his presence is
yet be will ordinarily exer- familiar to mahy.
we desire,
Not many years back
patience to wait for them; and a gent!
cise our
. in a London omnibus was
is
(ime
our
se
that for this reason—becau
using very violent language, swearing
uot the proper season for us to receive and taking the pame of the Lord Jesus
ouf mercies. We are in haste and will Christ in vain, when he was quickly rebave them now, but the Lord ‘is a God buked and requested to desist by ag elof judgment, and blessed are they that derly gentleman sitting opposite.
The
Afflictive providences first named having resented the inter:
wait for him.”
have not accomplished that design upon ference, the old officer added, * Well,
our hearts which they were sent to accom- sir, I am extremely sorry you resent wy
plish, when we ave so earnest and impa- words, simply requesting you to forbear
tient for a change of them; and till then insulting a very dear and precious name
The
the rod must not be taken off.
which I honor and love: aud I can enly
more prayers and searchings of heart that say that if you are dead to all feeling or
come between our wants and supplies, consideration of common courlesy, and
our afflictions and reliefs, the sweeter are will persist in using the language you
our reliefs and supplies thereby made to have done, you will compel me to do that
us.
:
which I snall be sorry to be obliged to
But though there are such weighty do.”
reasons for the stop and delay of refreshUpon this the angry man broke out
ing providences, yet we can not hear these afresh,
and defied him, when the admiral
rx Ray our bands bang down, and we
stopped
the omnibus and got out, the
faint ; for alas! we judge by sense and
appearance, and consider not that God's other watching him, expecting be would
heart may be toward us, whilst ‘the hand call a policeman ; bat seeing him walk
of his Providence seems (0 be against us. quietly away, he remarked to another
Oh, what groundless -jealousies and sus- passenger about his impertinence, when
picions of God are found at such times in the person whom he addressed” asked if
the hearts of his own children!
But he knew who it was that bad been inthis is a great evil, and to
prevent it in dyced to remonstrate with him. He refuture trials, I will offer a few consider- plied, **No; nor do Ieare, except that
ations in the cause. The delay of your he was very impertinent for threatenin
mercies is really for your advantage. me in that way.” The other remarke
in Isa. 80: 18, that the

work

that he was mistaken,

*‘ Lord

waits that he may be gracious unto you.”
What is that? Why, it is nothing else
but the time of his preparation of mercies
for you, and your hearts for mercy, that
so you may have it with the greatest advantage of comfort.
The foolish child
would pluck the apple whilst it is green;
but when it is ripe, it drops ofits own accord, and is more pleasant and wholesome. It is a greater mercy to have a
heart willing to refer all to God, and to
be at his disposal, than to enjoy presently
the mercy we are most eager and impatient for. In what God pleases you, in
this you please God. A mercy may be
given you as the fruit of common providen ;
but—such a temper of treart is the
fruit of special
grace. So much as the
glorifying of God is better

than the con-

no threat,

but a meek

for there

some

for increasing darkness, light arises.
Our unfitness for mercies is the reason
why they are delayed so long. We put
blocks in the way of mercies, und then repine that they make no more haste to us.

‘When I thought to know

this,” says Asaph, “it was too wonderful
for me.” “Ithought to know this ;” there
was the arrogant attempt of reason, there
he pried into the arcana of Providence;
but *“it was too wonderful for me,” it was

He pried so far into that

reason,

as well as above right reason;

and therefore our reason never

shows

it-

gelf more unreasonable than in summoning those things to its bar which transcend
its sphere

and

capacity.

Manifold are

In his wrestle with the church militant,
the old adversary
never got a better hold
Puritan

South, to wrap

one after another of the

churches,

like

the

Old

themselves in purple and

fine linen, and sit down in self-complacent
ease in magnificent, and probably mort-

gaged sanctuaries, to pillow their heads
on ancient and godly recollections. A
half a million

terest
the

thereof,

strenuous

of

dollars

thus

warfare

withthe

abstracted
of

bis

the

in-

from

good

tion.

As the denominational organ, the Stur

his

mouth

in

you

NOAH'S FAITH.
There was something wonderful and divine in Noah's fuith,—I mean his patience.
He k.ew that a flood was
set to work in faith to build

to come; he
his srk, and

that ark was building for one hundred and
twenty years. One hundred and 1wenty!
It seems at first past ull belief, For all
that time he built,

and

all

the

while the

world went on just as usual; and

before

he had finished old men had died and

children had grown into Jears; and great
cities had sprung up, perhaps where there
was not a ccitage before, and trees which
were but a yard high when the.ark was
begun,

bad

grown

into

mighty

forest

timber; and men had multiplied and
spread. Aud yet Noah built, and built
on steadfastly, believing that what God
bad said would surely one day or other
come to pass. For one bundred and Wey

a

years he saw

most

the

world go

on as

usual,

Selected.

that was what

he meaut?” asked ‘he angry man. **What
is his name?
«1 am quite positive it was all he
meant,” replied the other; ‘‘ and bis name

twice—a

have

thousand

broken your

think the

matter

i1imes.

resolution,

over, and

just

endeavor

Prize Series,

needed.

is Admiral

Hope,—a

tian man.”

The angry

thoughtful,

true-hearted

man looked
and

at last

OHRISTIANS
The Indian

Chris-

IN INDIA.

-Census Returns

show

not

quite 900,000 Christians in India, or less
than one

puzzled, tien
cried

O--0-b

They

in

200

of the population;

even of these some

out, ** God

and

250,000 appear to be

Europeans, or to have Eoropean

native States,

83,000 of these

Roman

are

returned

as

will

|

he

has

strong foundations of Christian Sogirine.
n
Surface roots of sentiment anfl™
have their uses, but they are not good
for much,
tempest,

either

in a dry

time

or

in

a

of reclaiming Hindoos from idolatry and
establishing a pure monotheism.

In 1859

Keshub Chander Sen was enrolled a mem-

ber, and in 1866 he-seceded from the
original society, and formed a separate
sect called the Brahmo Somaj, or the
where 221 were enumerated,
persons retur: ed
in

Bengal, agd

ninety-two

in Cal-

cutta, where {there is said 10 be a considerable community of them. They are, |
however, believed to

hdve congregations

¢

AZINE

and ‘Scribner’s Monthly”

and

I notices that the ancient rulers of Western
must'be consistent and heavenly-minded, India are believed to have encouraged

¢

and

Presidency of Madras, the Census Report

so walking worthy of my calling, and
setting my affection on things above.
For what have I, who have a crown in
‘prospect,
a kingdom in reversion, to do
with the vanities or pleasures of this poor
and passing world? My eye is above;
my treasures in heaven; shall not my
heart be there also? If Iam in Christ,
I must seek to be like him, and to follow
him more and more closely, as ‘the night
is hastening to an end, and the day about
to break. If [ am in sorrow, I shall call

settlements

of Persians

or Manichsans

for centuries before the Portuguese estab-
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England Fare
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,
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and
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$1.00 ; postage, 2z cents,

75 cens8; postage, 18 cents.

the proceedings of the first sixteen sessions,
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A DAY at home. Agentswanted. Outfit
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of every session, and the bound volumes embrace
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distriets.

author’s

Thy Minutes of the General Conference ..°
are pubkshed in pamphlet form at the close

CAME

rreesnsaiuanssnces

Speaking of the

in most of the

the

give thé rise and progress of this body of
Christians in New York, till the time of their unjon withthe Freewill Baptists, $1.00.

cents;

ZINE) yesesssnnssarasaserasses $4.00
and Harper’s Magazine,
Bazar or ‘“ Weekly....
5.76
and “Arthur's Home Mag=

¢

and

The Treatfse
contains a brief statement of ¢he doctrines
sad our gemeral
held by the denomination,
usages in chiurch-buildisg. It» published by authority of the General Conference. 25 cents; postage, 2 cents.
The History of the Freewill Baptiste
covers the first haif century of ourexistence,....
from 1780 to 1830. It describes with considerable
detail, the early ¢vents of our denominational -
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and ¢ Wide Awake’ (the
popular new juvenile maga-

Very few

themselvesns Brahmos

only

STAR.

‘reading.

|

the

$2.00 each, strictly in advance.
We will furnish the Star, with other
periodicals, at the following rates:

Prathana Somaj, as ‘the members “call
themselves in the Bombay Presidency,

theology,

Butler's Commentary
by the same author,—Prof. J. J. Butler, con-tains two volumes, one on the Gospels, and theother on Acts, Romans and Corinthians,
It is am
excellent help for Sabbath schools and family"

|i
| [8

Clubs of six or more, ONE-THIRD BEING
NEW SUBSCRIBERS, can have the Siar at

Roy

Theology

discusses briefly, but clearly, all the questions. -

history.

founded a society at Calcutta with a view

Rammohun

Butler's

| |

one year, at $4.50, strictly in advance.

since

for ne:

worship or congregational singing. Price $1.00
per copy; and 75 cents each when fifty or more
are taken. Postage; 16 cents.

|

wah, there are 52,000 Christians, or nearly
two per cent. of the population.
If is

forty-five years

prepared

one denomination,
and is well gdapted to sociab

1.D. STEWART,

|
|

Catholics (chiefly the Indo-Portuguese) ; continued in charge of Rev. A. H. Huabout 19,000 are described simply us
pative converts, and 24,000 as Protestants, LING, not so much under a separate head,
of whom four-fifths belong to the Church as heretofore, but as a part of the whole
A TAP-ROOT,
In Bengal, 90,000 persons
Noone gver saw a black hickory tree of England.
are
described
as “Christians, again less paper. The paper will have more unity,
may
blown out of root. The hurricane
than
one
per
cent. of the population.
twist it off or break it down, though even There are several Missions in the neigh- but every locality, East, West and South,
that seldom occurs; but it can not drag
will he fully represented. ,
it out of the ground. The reason is that borhood of Calcutta, but only about 3,
Editorial assistance id now engaged,
‘¢
pative
Christians”
are
returned
in
the
this tree, while it sends ont plenty of
city
itself.
In
Mysore
there
are
nearly
ample
and competent. .
surface roots, always sends a strong tap26,000 Christians, of whom 18,000 are
Liberal Offers. .
root straight down into the solid sub-soil;- “native; ” nine-tenths are Roman Cathoand lays hold of the foundations of stone
the following inducements to
offer
We
lies.
Of
the
2,400
Christians
«in
the
little
or clay or hardpan, as the case may be.
There are other trees,—the beech, ma- State of Coorg, there are 2,000#* hative,” our patrons:
ple, and ash,—which interlace the surface and 1,900:of them are. Romat Catholics.
Any subscriber to the Morning Star,
with a web of roots; but in a storm, es- In Berar, about 900 Christians are enumerated,but
natives
are
not
separated
from
wilt furnish the name of a NEW ONE
who
ecially if the ground previously had Europeuns or Eurasians. In British Bureen water-sonked, over they go! A
can have the two copies of the paper for
and reliable unless
a tap-root down into hard,
sent

$1.00

$1.60 postage, 2+-cents.

promise, and a purpose full of hope.
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35-
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Golden Medical Discovery, and in about
three weeks he was entirely cured, his
sores were all healed, 4nd bealth much

their veins.
About three-fifths of the
Christians in India are in Madras, where,

in addition to those in the

At last we

16

Starlight Series,
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$3.00

Psalmody

cents;

Day
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is the demominational Hymn Book, exten.
sively used, printed on both white and tinted
paper. Largebook, in Sheep, $1.00 ; Morocce,$1.10 5
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Child’s Series,
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The HW
is the great depurating or
blood cleattsing organ of the system. Set
the great housekeeper of our health at
work, and the foul corruptions which gender in the blood and rot out, as it were,
the machinery of life, are gradually expelled from the system. For this purpose
Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery,
with small daily doses of Dr. Pierce’s
Pleasant Purgative Pellets are pre-emiarticles

Day
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ment in advance. Sample copies sent free.
The Register
contains, in addition to the usual Calendar
the names of all Freewill Baptist churches, arranged in their appropriate Quarterly and Yearly.
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ministers and their post-office addresses, officers
of our benevolent societies, an account of our.
literary institutions, obituaries of deceased mine
isters &c., &c.
Price, 10 cents a copy; 96 »-.
dozen; $7a hundred. Postage, 2 cents per copy.

Among our own books are,

to

=

is for lessthan four months at a time, the charge
will be-at the rate of $8.00 per hundred. Pay.

When

understaud why it is you failed, so that
you may be on your guard against a recurrence of the same circumstance.
Do
not think that it is an easy thing that you
have undertaken. Itis folly to expect to
break off a habit in a day, which, may
have been gathering long years.

edies ineffectnally.

2

| the ore as I see the day approaching.

O00STLY CHURCHES.

sturdy”

He lay on

with

«

are Sabbath School papers, printed alternates
weeks, on superior . paper, beautifully illustrated.
Both papers are of the same size, but the LITTLR~
STAR is for an older class of readers than the
MYRTLE,
Terms: single copy, each, - - 30 cents.
Packages of ten or more to one address, each, «
= ~~ .
25 cents.
Payment:always in advance, and no commission
allowed on money sent.
]
Sample copies sent free.
Lesson Papers
y
of the International Series, for both adults
and children, are printed monthly,at the rate of100 copies to one address for $7.50." If the order.

to picture the great Centennial Exhibi-

key-stone, above the lantern, the simple |will aim to be the fair and impartial cham-

once,

the mischiefs which ensue from this prac|
tice.
By this we are drawn into an unworthy suspicion and distrust of the faithTHE DAY IS AT HAND.
fulness of God in the promises. Hence
comes despondency of mind, and faint
My night is far spent, my day is at
ness of heart under afflictive providences. hand. The wilderness is nearly traversHence flow teroptations to deliver our- ed; Canaan and Jerusalem are almost
selves by indirect and sinful means.
within my view; the summits of the
Beware, therefore, that you lean not everlasting Hills are already appearing.
too much to your own understanding. ‘What manner of person, then, ought I
Nothing is more plausible, nothing more to be in all holy
conversation and godlidangerous. The only wisdom and safety ness, looking for.and hastening unto the
is in waiting upon God.—Flavel on Provi- coming of the day of God!
ence.
I must press forward; and so much

than by inducing

silence.

length,

_ ———__§_§$p.
a
j)y}—p bi

mystery, the afflictions of the righteous
and the prosperity
of the wicked, till it
begat envy toward them, and despondency in himself; and this was all thal he
got by summoning Providence ta the bar
of reason.
I know there is nothing in the Word or
in the works of God which is repugnant
to sound reason; but thére are some
things in both which are opposite to car- Christian is not safe
nal

in

»

The Little Star and Myrtle

SUNDAY SCHOOL
LIBRARIES.

had been

was

from the piincipal centers in this’
nd from foreign lands, We

shall have a special correspondent in
Washington during the session of Congress, and in Philadelphia next snmme

the rock of the foundationhe took the
rock ‘of (he superstructure, He carved
upon it no boastful inseriptions like those

of eight pages, in iv

“
“inadvance,
'. '.
25
Special offers, strietly in advance,
with no commission paid :
One old and one new subscriber,
$4.50
Clubs of six or more, one-third new subscribers, each
.
- $3.00
Postage is paid by the publisher. -

Fellow-workers forthe salvation of men! latest news from all the churches, and
Christ, the Lighr, must be held up before
the dust, holding a stick «t arm’s length, men ‘or they will perish. Let us, then, also to include whatever may be of curwith which be marked the ground; then, place him on no superstructure of our rent interest among all denominations.
rising and touching the spot marked with own device. Let us reir no tower of
Said a pastor to his congregation, on
his feet, he again prostrated himself ‘on wood, or wood and stone. Bat, taking the
the
ground. Intent on his task, he seem- word of God for our foundation, let us the first Sabbath in January: *‘In proed to take no notice of us, or of surround- build our structure upon its massive, solid
ing objects. We noticed that his nose, truth, and on every course put Smeaton’s viding yourselves and your families with
chest, kne=s, and stick were actually worn bumble, trustful inscription, and then we reading matter for the year, let me adaway. On agking him the reason of all may be sure that the light-house will vise you to take the Morning Star.” And
this, he stopped &« moment lo look at us, stand.—Church Union.
and on repeating the question, answered
we rejoice to know that many pastors are
SB -0-b
roo
that it was a vow. He had already been
successfully urging the Star upon the attwo or three months on his way and that
TO BREAK OFF BAD HABITS.
tention of their people.
¢
his journey ‘would not be finished for as
Understand the reasons, and all the
long atime. We gave him a piece of
money, and asked
him to go no further; reasons, why the habit is injurious. Study
but he mournfully shqok his head, and the subject until there is no lingering
clasping his bands together, entreated doubt in your mind. Avoid the places,
that we would not hinder him." This poor, the peisons and thoughts that lead to
places, assodeludéd being unconsciously preached a temptation. Frequent ‘the
The Printing Establishment has published quite
sermon to us on the words in Eccles. ciate with the persons, indulge in the
6:4: *“ When thou vowest a vow unto thoughts, that lead away from temptation: a number of Sabbath School Books, and by rexGod defer mot to pay it, for he hath no Keep busy; idleness is the strength of changes with other publishers can furnish schools
leasure
. in fools: pay that which thou bad habits, Do not give up the struggle with the best of Libraries at wholesale prices,
when you have broken
your resolutions
as vowed."—DBiblical Treasury.
quite as low as can be purchased
anywhere.

forgive me! What a fool I have been!
Give me his address, in case I should
stopped the omnibus
“ “The Lord's hand is not shortened, but miss him.” He
our iniquities have separated betwixt him and jumped out to see his faithful reprover, adding that he hoped it would make
and us.” (Isa. 59:1. 2.)
Pry not too curiously into the secrets of a new man of him, for he never should
Providence, nor suffer your shallow rea. forget the lesson to the last day of bis life.
son arrogantly to judge and censure its This anecdote was related by the gentleman
himself,
who
became a humble
desigus.
There are hard texts in the works as follower of the Lord Jesus, trusting only
well as in the word of God. It becomes in that blessed name which he had so blasus modestly
and humbly ‘to reverence, phemed and lightly spoken of.
but not to dogmatize boldly and positive-

a useless labor.

‘He raised
a cone

Slav

Terms peryear

country,

every kind of humor from the worst scrofkind and - benevolent man and a gallant and yet he never forgot that it was a ula to the common pimple, blotch or erupofficer, who was quite incapable of any doomed world. He endured the laughter tion. Great eating ulcers kindly heal unand mockery of all his neighbors, ard der their mighty curative influences. Virmean act.
* What right had he to’ threaten me? every fresh child who was born grew up ulent blood poisons that lurk in the system
Did he not say he would do something to laugh at the foolish old man who had are by them robbed of their terrors, and
been toiling for a hundred years past on by their persevering and somewhat proif I did not desist P” said the other. .
“ Yes,”
gd
the gentleman, ‘‘ but bistsmad scheme, as they thought it. tracted use the most tainted system may
that was no idle threat, and he did what Aud yet Noah never lost faith, and he be completely renovated and built anew.
never lost love either; for all these years, Enlarged glands, tumors and swellings
he said he would be obliged to do.”
« And what was that?” asked the an- we read, he preached righteousness to dwindle away and disappear under the
the very men who
mocked
him, and influence of their great resolvents.
Sold
gry man,
in vain. One hundred and by all dealers in medicines.
ter)
*“ Why, get out and walk, which his preached
age and infirmities would bardly allow twenty years he warned those sinners of
¢¢ Cande, a child about three years old,
him
part ofand God's wrath, of righteousness
A
Re
i and judgi
was greatly afflicted with sores on the legs
os to do, for
: he spends
aw
thea greatafflicted
ey so that he could not wear his
the destitute, and he would not like to him! That, I believe, must have been ry
stockings. Had a great deal of
and
shoes
after all, the hardest of all his trials.—
throw away even a sixpence.”
Had tried many remtrouble with him.

ple are Jowest.
‘‘Atevenin time it shall
be light” (Zech. 14: 7); when we look

ly upon them.

(ime

breast at full

and courteous re-

monstrance ; that ‘the -man

*t You don’t mean to say

tent.and pleasure of the creature, so much
is such a frame better than such a fruition.
Expected mercies are never nearer than
when the hearts and hopes of God's peo-

ters

Toruing

Chicago, but all communications, save for the
Western Department, should be addressed to De
ver, N, H.

fresh and timely. Thill will include let-

from the solid rock upon which it was
built, and riveted it to the rock, as the oak
is fastened to the earth by its roots. From

its

AE
i

tribute, * Laus Deo!" and the. structurg:
whole way, was now ‘engagéd in the ful- still stands, holding up its beacon light to pion of all our interests, to upbold our
fillment of his vow. We watched him for the storm-tossed mariner.
faith without being dogmatic, to give the
(1

pray
Wes
+o

You read

was, called.

it with con-

fidence to all, as a paper that is liberal

of Winstunley, bul oun its lowest course
er we foupd a poor infatuated creature, he put, ‘“Except the Lord build the house,
who, having bound himself by a vow that they labor in vain that ‘build it; "and on

s one of genfiake such sac-

and
pain. : ministered unto, bat to minister.
Do we
nd dee r love to bless thee ib r thy
8h uli Me
he
Fear not, dear Tove, ny trial
i long to have appointed to us a life of hard
8
n my
t
Courage

meaton

HEATHEN VOWS,

We should be horrified at the answer
“No,” but can we truly respond * Yes!”

PUBLICATIONS.

the subscriber more than any other per-

ow Sh Ld hy BIS KALI

, I am thy
Love, IY o%e our come
reach
higher "nearer to the tful
]
oess,
trus
sed
bles
r
thel
ig
Jive
haa
}
I ean teach
Learn their unselfishness, 1 ere
greatly bless.
would
Content to thee whom
shouldst

eewill “Baptist

Let us all make one grand tally at the | |

to mind that weeping endureth &ut for a
bave the
| preached to: them in,or night, but joy cometh in the morning.
The famous Bddyetove light-house off
anywhere near, these palatial churches; IfIam in comfort, I must see that this
England, was first
the general Prtbability that those who prosperity which God has given me is the coast of Cornwall,
built in a fanciful way, of wood, bs the
are
rich
enough
to
n
e
d
the
gospel
will
.
making
me
a
holier
man,
and
a
more
OOMFORT
TT
88 well there not be able to hear it on accountof acous- self-denying worker for him who loved learned and eccentric Winstanley, On its
If there should come a time,
tio infelicities; the difficulty, moreover, me and washed me trom my sins in his sides he put various boastful inscriptions.
d of his structure, and
smites thine hearty of finding the Chrysostom silver-mouthed owirblood. If
Yam poor, 1 shall rejoice He was very
When tudden tribulation for
,
stay
help, and
from its lofiy balcony, used boldlyto defy
come to me
dost
that
my
day
of
wealth
is
just
at
hand.
If
I
and
commanding
enough
in
presence
to
?
d'thou
part
my
m
for
l I per
the storm, crying, ** Blow, O
winds!
And a OrthoW shal
gold whichm
match the edifice, and at the same time am rich, I shall take this
t a resting pluct,
Rise,
O
ocean!”
Break
forth,
ye
elements,
How shall’ I make my hearwhen terrors sm
1ift
the
mortgage—these
things,
altogethLord
bas
given
me,
and
lay
it
all
at
h
A shelter safe for thee bine to thy face,
try my work!” But one night the
er, invite the arch deceiver'to put in his beloved feet. Mine must be no half dis- and
sea
swallowed
tower and its buildob
Soa
Wass
F
bi
in
ara
own appearance among the sons of God, cipleship,—no service of two masters,—no er. It was builtup a thesecond
Hh Sa
time of wood
I win the strong A ery dg A)
How shal
and enjoy his chuckle,—Springfield Re- divided heart. The night
is
far
speu
stone, by Rudgard. . The form was
rejoice,
Steady and ’ firm, althoug
the day isat band. What remains of this and
publican.
:
soul
ting
but the w
ve bold for the elebrief life of mine must be given whally good,
ments,
and
the
builder
and his structure
2
to
the
Lord.—H.
Bonar.
.
"throbs?
rished in the flames. Next the great
LIKE
JESUS.
hes me a certain way,.
:
stay
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ious gem! 50 objects to find., Address, with
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free.
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cured by
positively
CONSUMPTITL1ON
Dr. KECK’S new method.
Consultation tree by
mail. Address Dr. 8. P. Stoddard, Medical
Director, 8 West 14th street, New York.
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Sabbath School Question Books
are for adults and children.
Lessons for Every. Sunday, ,18, postage ,06”
STORY of Jesus,
oI
08
WONDERFUL Works of Jesus, ,15
¢
8
The Biographies of
DAVID MARKS, WILLIAM BURR and Daniel
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post, 18 cents.
Burr,
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Jackson,
Memoir
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odhtdfns a Narrative of his Life, Letters, Ser
mons and Lectures. Price $1.50 and $1.80; post...
age 20 cts.
The

Church Member's Book
is a’valuable little work, and every. Christa...
would be benefited by reading it, 25 cts; postage:
5 cts.

Thoughts upon Thought
is a reprint of 130 pages from su English
edition, and considers the responsibility of maa
in relation to his thoughts. 5 cts; postage, 5 cts.
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CABINET ORGANS.
UNEQUALED
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nary excell

awarded
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at Indus-

highest premiums

trial Expositions, in America as well as

Outof hundreds there have not been six in
Europe,
all where any other organs have been preferred.

Declared

by Eminent Musicians,

homiepheres, to be

in both .

unrivaled.

See
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CIRCULAR, with opinions of more
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Do not
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MISSIONR for selling inferior organs, and
reason often bry very hard to sell something

or this
else,
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Communion,

or Open

Communion

is’an experience and an argumeut, in whicly
the folly of close communion is clearly and ably
exposed. A book of 175 pages, by a Baptist.
clergyman, 25 cts; postage, 11 cts.

¢¢ Life and Epistle of

LU PAul? cescercesnnarsnsnnes 4.60
lished themselves on the coast, but under
the rule of the latter the Syrian or NestoWill not pastors, and all-intetested in
rian Church suffered great depression and
persecutions
Its disciples
how flourish Christian work, exert themselves in exchiefly in*Cochin and
Travancore, and in tending the circulation’ of the Morning
the south of Malabar, where there are Star? It is a helper ‘that can’ not well be
18,678 ¢ Nazaranies.,” There are about dispensed with,and we appeal to you, ser8,700
Brabmin,
and
perhaps
8,000
Ksbatriya Christians in Madras,
— London vants of the Master, to introduce the paper wherever it is not taken.
Record.

B56.

postage, 18 cents.
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ON THE TRUTH OF THE BIBLE; an excel |
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gratuitous distribution.
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has declared that no valuable

G. ¥. MOSHER,
vA. Hl. Huling,

"* You might

Editor.

AF All communications designed for publicaition should be addressed tothe Editor, and all
. “Aetters on business, remittances of money, &e.,
should be addressed to the Pblisuher, Dover, N.H.

Quite unlike the

quiet, beautiful minis-

maxim has

been put forth by ‘great statesmen which
is not found

Editor,

Western

So vastis the debt which as free-

men we owe to the Bible, that Coleridge

er——
Te ——

——

better

stated

in this Book.

as well,” says Congressman

Seelye, ‘‘take out the heart from the body,
and suppose thatit would be a living body
still, as to take away the Bible and all its
influences

from

our

institutions, and ex-

pect that these will be preserved from
decay.”

*‘ The

general

diffusion of the

“dry, of the Flower Mission, but withal Bible,” says Chancellor Kent, *‘is’ the.
quite as profitable, are the excursions for most effectual ‘way to civilize and humanpoor children now in progress in the ‘ize mankind.”
“The manifest destiny ” of America is
larger cities. We arg not a wholly selfish
altogether given over to the shame and confusion of face, unless the
pre
bad, when we thus think of and bless these Biblical principles of common right and
poor and. wretched children. That busy common morality and faith in the Unseen
ard hard-worked men will take time from are kept uppermost. Mere iron working,
theirbusiness to attend to the details of cotton spinning, leather hammering, will
the excursions, and in this bewildering
never save this nation. Any man, woman,
contribute

will

they

that

weather, too;

«amoney to the project, and that they not
«only make the excursions possible but ac+ taal, ~there is much in these acts to merit
ithe highest praise. We thank. God, in
+ behalf of the children, that, in making
their lot so hard and comfortless, he has

many

of so

thoughts

the

also turned

“WaEN Peter said, * Lord, thou knowest that I love thee,” Jesus replied, * Feed

. my sheep.” ¥le required some evidence
« of-love,—some self-denying labor to show
that his profession was the result of a
desire to serve him. The mere assertion
«-ofilove was not enough.
It was one thing
+ for Peter to stand at his Master’s side, and

feel conscious of his protection, and there
proclaim

his

or child, who lives upon selfish principles,
is so far tending

to ‘destroy the nation.

Those who are selfish in private life are at
work upon the same

principles which ac:

tuate tle great villains in Cabinet and Con-

gress. The * rings” that ruin the nation
find a counterpart in every man who is
selfish in private life. The lives that are

built upon the idegl in the Word of God

Ariends.to them.

devotion,

and

boast

of his

zeal for work. It was quite another thing
to stand alone in the ruler's palace, surrounded by blasphemers and persecutors,
and still nianifest the same zealous spirit.
“The same test is applied to-day. Almost
any one can feel a sympathy for the needy,
“sick and suffering classes. But the thing
to be done is to try and contribute to their
~relief. There are doubtless many cases
-.all about us that we could help to

relieve

«of distress or want if we would. Even
that we don’t know of the cgses may not
be an excuse for

us, if it

have not
sheep.”

to

tried

is because

know.

—

~

‘‘Feed

we

my

4

FOURTH OF JULY BIBLICAL.

The sources of American freedom are
“iBiblical. Athens and Rome had notions
of self-government,
but the masses of the

people knew nothing of it. It is historically-truerthat modern freedom came to
3ight through the study of an open Bible

in €uritan hands.

The

Mosaic law had

many republican points in it. The theocracy was a democracy so far as concern
ed fair dealing toward all the people.
Men were equal before the law.
Taking point by point, when we inquire
#nto the great principles which underlie

or
make the State prosperous.
It is a matter for congratulation

the Exposition

at Philadelphia

closed upon the Sabbath;

that

is to be

it is a matter of

pain that it should ever have been doubtful. The grand hope of the nation.in this
centennial year is found in the revivals
that are making Christianity more a power
in the land. If every Christian in the
country will recognize God as the true
Ruler, and act accordingly, the national
life will be-perpetuated until the perfect
reign of Christ shall be established upon
the earth.
,

ance.

:

The thing (hat the country needs

now

is reform in the civil service. We would
ten times prefer a |
ic |
nt
who would accomplish tha’ reform than
a Republican who would continue the

tory. Texts which are familiar in our
age were new and luminous as the constellations of heaven when they first shone
apon the earth. Itis agreed among jurists
that the essence of the modern judiciai
system was held by those who dwelt on
the Jordan. The idea of a union of tribes

umder one federal head was a Jewish idea.
It is dl%urious commentary upon

this fact

that the idea of the inion of our colonies
before the Revolution first suggested itself

to a minister upon a Sund#y morning:
“8Why not ‘have a union

of colonies

like

the union of churches?”
Further,

the idea

of dividing

up

the

country «nto small farms, so that every
“Hfaniilly should

should

own

land,

and

that

the

be inalienable, was one of

the strong points in the Mosaic system :
an idea
writers
perity.
among
dation
.

which is endorsed by all modern
upon the theory of political prosGood homes tend to equality
the people, and are the very founof patriotism and national power.

Mereever, education was

more

generally

wadiffased in Israel than it has ever been
since until recent years, It is not in place
‘to amplify these points, but these statements can be easily made good. The
theory of the government was that God

was the king.

king was

The crowning of a human

protested

offices can be safely administered.

But if Gov. Hayes or any other Presi-

dent undertakesto root out the present
system, and put the true one in its place,

he will find that he has attacked the Acheron,

and

that

only

will accomplish it.

Herculean labor

Not only the Execu-

tive but Congress is wedded to this bad
system, and there are sharp, shrewd men
all through the country in league with it.
There will be determined resistance to
any real improyement of it, and such as

only a man of unbending will, and who
appeals to the people to sustain him, will

be able to overcome.
require,

what

the

It will

letter

certainly

of acceptance

promises to employ, ‘‘all the constitational powers vested in the Executive to
establish this reform.” fen

On the

currency question the letter

urges the speediest possible return to
specie payments ‘and no. backwald:
steps ; " it apprehends and welcomes ag-

itation of the school question _ * until by
constitutional

amendment

the

schools

are placed at bay, and all danger of sectional control or interference is passed ; ”

and the Southern states are assured that

1876.

plainest people of ordinary intelligence, it
finds a ready indorsement, and a profitable
use. It has been in exisience only ten
years, but in that time has reached a wide

slaughter of Custer and his command, others contained only a few errors each.
The Indians seem to have pushed their The classes in the Anabasis and Cesar

place. It is published in Boston, and is
issued monthly.
fons

ing was hand to hand, and that Custer not preparing for college found pursuits

way northward after the

fight,

and

are

gave evidence of faithful study and

care-

probably preparing for further resist- ful attention. Owing te the above-mencirculation and won itself a permanent. ance. The reports indicate that the fight- tioped changes, and to the fact that those
ER

i

A ——

CURRENT TOPICS.
’
~——EDUCATION AT THE EXHIBITION. The

prominence given to educational matters

is a very satisfactory feature of the Philadelphia Exhibition, The Educators’ National Institute began its sessions at its
headquarters in that city

the fifth

inst.,

alone Killed six or seven

before

he was

Generals

Sherman

and

must now be fought,
may be in the way.

Sheridan

think

whatever scruples
Otherwise, the white

frontier settlers would be wholly at the
mercy of the Indians. General Crook is
now pursuing them, and reports are expected daily.
The report that he had

and other countries,and their letters show
a deep interest in the enterprise. A course
of one hundred and fifty lectures will be
delivered in the Institute by the most eminent educators of the world. Among

plished much for Art in the Northwest,’
and its artists had begun tq be known in
constantly widening circles.
The fire
not only destroyed the buildingof the

the lecturers are Hon. John Eaton, United

sculpture, but proved ruinous for a time
to many of the artists by the destruction

dent Porter,
D. Philbrick,

rons.

States Commissioner of Education, who
delivered tiie inaugural address; Presi-

of Yale College ; Hon. J.
Superintendent of Boston

Public Schools; Hon. J. M. Gregory,
gent Illinois Industrial University;

reIon.

W. T. Harris, superintendent of St. Louis
Public Schools; Rev. B. Craven, president Trinity College, N. C.; Professor

William F. Phelps, president National
Teachers’ Association ; Hon. B. G. North-

rup,.secretary State Board of Education,
Connecticut; Hon. E. E. White, president Perdue University, Lafayette, India-

na; Professor Walter Smith,State Director of Art Education,

Boston,

Massachu-

of the

of Education, Ontario

Italian

com-

eputy Minister
J

Meijerberg,

Swedish Commissioner of Education, etc.
The array of talent secured for the lecture
course alone warrants the success of the
undertaking. The lectures and the proceedings of the Institute will be published"
daily, and collected into book form at
the close of the course.——In addition to
the above meetings, the American Institute of Instruction held its 47th annual

of more seeming importance, some of the

overpowered. Recruits are offering them- class in the Iliad failed to do themselves
selves for the Indian campaign which credit. Considering all the difficulties

and for a perioddof two months will - hold
daily morning sessions of ‘from two to been defeated and sliin was premature.
three hours in length.
Prof. George
TT
y
P. Beard, a distinguished educator, has ———THE PROGRESS OF ART IN CHICAGO.
spent fully three months in correspond- Previous to the great fire of 1871, the
ence with the leading educators of. this Chicago Academy of Design had accom-

again. But that pledge is characteristic of Dossi, vice-president
the whole letter. Itis the word of a sincere, mission ; J. G. Hod

straightforward, honest man, who is not
hampered at the outset by a set of friends
that he must reward with office, but who
seeks to render the best possible service
to the whole country, and who relies upon God for wisdom and help. Twice in
the letter he acknowledges that reli-

tors

workshop, and among students or the no reports of Indian fighting since the answered correctly and a majority of the

setts ; and Professor F. A. March, Lafay————ee
een
ette College, Easton, Pa. Among the
TBE LETTER OF ACCEPTANCE.
{popular lecturers are the Hon. Frederick
We wish Governor Hayes hadnt said Douglass, Washington; Colonel I. B.
in his letter of acceptance that he will Sprague, Brooklyn; Wallace Bruce, of
not be a candidate for a second presiden- Poughkeepsie, N. Y., and many others.
tial term, for if he keeps the promises in Among the representatives of foreign edit the people will certainly want him ucation are found the names of Guissippe

present system. But that alternative is
happily not forced upon wus. The best
‘paragraph
In Gov. Hayes's good letter is
on this very point. ** Honesty, capacity
and fidelity,” he says, “constitute the
only real qualifications for office.” And
modern society, we. finde that the Jewish
he is right. The present system is one
‘gooks revealed theta.
Government, by
of mere reward for party service. It
- representation, according to Chateaubritends to incapacity, dishonesty, extravaand, was ome among the three or four disgance, and hinders that strict and imparcoveties that -have created another universe, This first appeared ig Hebrew his- tial accountability by which alone such

«estate

nga

Academy

with

all its paintings

and

of their works and the'loss of their patGradually, however, since the era

and perplexities of the new situation, we
believe that Prof. Emerson has succeeded well, and we feel assured that, should

he conclude to romain

another year, by

‘his persevering effort and thorough instruction he would give entire satisfaction.

Sth

The

classes in Botany

and Analysis

gave marked evidence of profitable study
and clear knowledge of the subjects.
Miss Dow’s peculiar aptitude for imparting instruction never fails to render her
examinations highly interesting.
We
feel that too much praise can not be bestowed upon Prof:Rand’s class, in Surveying, composed entirely of young gentlemen. Their work, both in the field and
the recitation-room, must have been thorough and complete. The plots were neatly and carefully executed.
practical
questions
of the

The many
committee

Even

this

hot

Cropsey, De’ Haas, Winslow Homer, Du
Bois and others contribute some of their
best work.
We are glad to note that the
work of the best Chicago artists does not
suffer materially by comparison with oth-

er artists.

Conspicuous

among the por-

traits, the visitor remarks the strong face
of Judge Bruce of the Supreme. Court,
painted by Arthur Pickering, ‘whose excellent work is received with increasing

favor and most desdrvedly so.

Space for-

bids any extended notice of the various
pictures on exhibition, but we may safely
say that all lovers of art in Chicago may
congratulate themselves in the possession
of genius such as the walls of this gallery reveal.

the

Methodist-Episcopal

general

conference elected him.

appointed to address the
ciation at its mext session.

that will

|" The

Meanwhile, Mr. Belknap is taking the mat-

ter as comfortably as possible.

Central

Asso-

total abstinence movement in the
European
army in
India is extending
month by month.
By the
returns for

May this year, it seems that there are 7400

——WonMaN’s RIGHTS IN ENGLAND,
Mr.
Moncure D. Conway says in one of his
English letters that it really looks as if the
recent defeat of the woman-suffrage bill
might turn out a woman's success, after

for

the admirable manner in which they
have pursued the subject. ‘In the -written examination for the prizes, one answered every question correctly and the
remainder of the papers exhibited very
* The committee,in passing, can not forbear to recall the delightful hour spent
with the class in

Moral

Science,

under

the same teacher. The answers generally evinced unusual interest in ‘the study
and showed that its principles had been
clearly discriminated and sharply. defined.
The examination of the class in French,

conducted by Miss Butts, gave unqualified satisfaction, and led the committee
to believe that, with her superior advantages in the study of the modern languages, and manifest fidelity to her work, she
will give to this department its deserved
prominencé in the Institution.

dicious training and extensive

practice.

non-commissioned

officers and men of the

service on the rolls of the total

abstinence

societies. This movement is almost entirely the fruit

devotion

of the

of

the

unwearied

Rev.

energy and

Mr. Gregson of

the graduates for the past few years have
failed

to enter upon

a college

course.

We consider it to be the duty of parents
and teachers to impress upon the minds
of the graduates the usefulness and necessity of completing the work here ben.
.
It would be highly pleasing to return-

ing alumni, and of much’

usefulness

the Institution, to witness a more
sive

display

of our

musical

to

exten-

talent.

It

of the colored people, both and equally,
and which will put forth its best efforts
in behalf of a: civil policy which will
wipe out forever the distinction , between
the North and South in our common

Denominational Pets.

«develops the human soul, and makes. men

f
“The

th
vt

whe

no periodical that equals it, and we would ed to devise some plan to keep the old tages which unavoidably accrue from Trusting that the great Giver of all
be glad to know that it was regularly church for a. historical museum. This such a change. The written examina- good gifts will reward you abundantly,
reaching many
of our own readers. On report and the plan proposed were very ‘tion in the Manilian Law was very com- and with all good wishes for your prosliberate Italy.” The ‘matters pertaining to health, whether in favorably received, and the
.
hope begins mendable.
perity and success, we are
of
responsibility the kitchen or the parlor, at thé barn or to grow that such may be the ultimate
The syntactical questions were numerYours very respectfully,
on the farm, in cooking or eating, in the nse to. which ‘this historic old building ous and difficult, embracing a wide range

and moral and fit for freedom.
Bible,” said Garibaldi, ‘is the

«Bible doctrines

amd gheimmortality
give unspeakablethatdignity
human race, announcing
those

bave sucha destiny are fit to bear

responsibility

use of medicine, and in the whole range

of sgnitary topics, it is a real mine of useIn the laboratory or the

in the conduct of human ful knowledge.

of grammatical principles, and requiring

will be put.

Tae INDIAN WAR.

There have been

and distant feelings, on mere

suspicion ;

neither should we mak¢ a brother an
fender for a word: There is hard w.
to be dome, and room enough for all
mgn and strength we have; for all

ofrk
‘the
the

experience and wisdom of years of faith-

ful labors, and for all the zeal, vigor ang
culture of the young; and some field of
useful service open to us all. What we

most need is the

baptism

of the Holy

an exact knowledgeof them. Nevertheless, one paper showed all the . questions

we

Spirit, that shall lead to a complete and
perpetual consecration of all we have,
and are, and hope to be, to the service

our dear Redeemer.

of

This will enable us

to endure hardness as

good soldiers of

the cross. This will give strength to the
weak, and wisdom to the simple. This
will make our labors, though feeble they
may seem to us, mighty through God.
This will reconcile us to abide in the
| humble position God in his providence has

en the weak, and consummate

80 nobly begun and

the

work

so successfully car-

ried forward by those who will soon put
off the armor and pass to the othér shore.

When I review the past, and see what ~~
God has done for us during the last forty
years, especially the last thirty, I can only
exclaim,

‘What

hath

God

wrought!"

Surely, ‘“ hitherto the Lord hath helped
us.” When I look into the future and
contemplate the success that awaits us, I
almost wish I was a young man, in the
strength and vigor of early years, that
I might toil on another halt century and
witness the glorious future that is open-

ing before us.

1 seem to forget that my .

three-score years and ten are almost passed, and like an evening gone.
But so it

is.

According to the inexorable laws

nature, I must, with many with

»

of

whom

I

have toiled many years, soon put off this
mortal, and enter the untried scenes of the

unseen land. God grant we may so finish
our days, that the Master may say, “Well
done.”
And now let me say to the dear
young mer whom God has called to the
ministry, the interests of God's cause in
the F. Baptist denomination are being

committed to your care, not formally, but
providentially. The planning and executing for the prosperity of the denomination will soon be wholly in your hands.
With the better advantages you have
had come corresponding responsibilities.
May God give you grace to be athousand
times more successful than your predeCesSOrs,

:
A+ Ap—

Church Notes.
Our

church

at Sabattis, Me., has just

parted with its minister, Bro. White, who

takes the pastorate of the church at Biddeford. ‘Bro. W. has supplied the church at
Sabattis some two years, while connected
with the theological school at Lewiston.
The church has been greatly favored with
the Divine presence and blessing, which

and

laymen, it has

attained to strength,

and is prepared to do much more for
Christ than heretofore. The church parts
with its beloved preacher very reluctantly.
On the Sabbath, we presented Home Missions, which was cordially accepted and

endorsed in a collectionof some $17.00.
Bath, Me., is gradually rising from its
long depression of business in ship-building

to much activity and promise of ships, not
a few, for home and distant waters. The
ship-yards are alive, and ring under the
hammers of
industry, with frequent
launches

of well-built,

beautiful

vessels,

rigged and manned for any or all waters.
The North Street F, Baptist church secured,

some months since, the settlement of one
of our best and most reliable
ministers,
can gBro- Manson, late of W. Watervjlle. The

way. As no institution at present
maintain a superior standard of scholaror
ship without.a‘proper supply of available
~ New Hampton Institution.
means,we take the liberty to suggest that
To the Pregident and: Trustees of the a most urgent appeal be made to the
New i
Pople Institution: alumni and denomination to contribute
GENTLEMEN :
of
money for a permanent fund this year,or,
Mr. Hayes, to begin with: he had not medical education, etc. The result is that
The committee appointed by you to if not convenient to give at present, that
a republican kind of king,
"The value of man is recognized through- promised this or that office to friends whe the venerable statesman is resolved to_try. examine classes during the fifty-third an- they remember New Hampton ‘in their
would bring about his nomination, for he to make his denial good, and has already njversary of the Institution, respectfully wills.
)
;
out the Bible, The Incarnation of the
had not figured prominently for it before set his name to a bill by which all restric- submits the following report :
The absence of thie Principal, Prof.
Son of Man stamps everything human
hand ; and more than that, his intimate tions against the attainment of medical
In general we find that a clear knowl- Meservey, whose long and faithful labors
swith nobleness. The golden rule of conassociates have not been of a class that degrees by women shall be removed,
edge of a limited amount of each subject in the institution have demanded
a rest,
«duct between men is insisted upon. The
would disgrace the Presidency prohas been aimed at by the teachers, rather was noticeably felt on an occasion like
Brotherhood of man under a common
vided they should follow him to Washing- ——THE OLD Sours: The features of than a partial wnderstanding of a large this. But his return’to, his accustomed
Father is a New Testament doctrine. So ton.
: 0-0 -b
the movement to save the Old South amount. The examinations were numer- post of duty at the opening of the next
*+ore
. « clearly was this impressed upon the mind |
meeting-house the past week, besides ous and were carefully and fairly con- term is confidently expected, and we feel
. of Alexanderof Russia when he was-a
A UseruL JOURNAL, A somewhat in- frequent contributions, were a public ducted, the questions being such as to re- assured that the places in the Faculty
. child, that he then confluded that it was timate acquaintance with the Boston
citizens’ meeting, in the Boston Mer- quire critical and adequate answers on which we regret to learn have been made
««wrong:to hold serfs, and determined to
Journal of Chemistry prepares us to in- chants Exchange, Wednesday, addressed the part of the scholars. The classical vacant by resignation, will be adequate+ freerthem when he should come to the dorse the very best things that are said
by Edward Everett Hale, Wendell Phil- department,
having
had three dif- ly supplied, so that as in the past the inabout it, As a medium of practical and lips and Rev. Dr. Putnam, of Brooklyn, ferent teachers during the. past year, stitution will continue to comimand the
‘The whole tone and tenor of the Bible useful scientific information, we know of and the report of
the committee appoint- | has labored under some of “the disadvan- confidence and patronage of the public.

‘I gave

points we occupy. We can not afford to
indulge in jealousies, uncharitable opin.
ions, or unkind insinuations, or even cold

We believe it to be a necessary branch of
study upon which too much care and ef- has brought large additions to it, and
fort can not be bestowed.
much strengthened the Sabbath school.
We are gratified to learn that an order- This church, like thousands of others, was
ly and courteous behavior has been main- ‘born in weakness, but: by patient endurtained by the young ladies-and young ance and service on the part of preachers

all. Mr. John Bright having made a Agra, the honorary secretary of the Sol- might be made the special order of an
his administration would be one that great point against the bill by indignantly diers’ Total Abstinence Association of evening, or combined with some of the
would “ regard and cherish their truest denying “that men were unwilling to do India.
other anniversary exercises. Many rival
interests—the interests of the white and | justice to -women, or to relieve them of
schools attain a decided success in this

burdens, has had his attention called by
Lord Coleridge and others to the present
them a king in my wrath.” The king was
condition of the law by which a husband
«hedged about by divine law; he was not
may, by his will, deprive his widow of the
to be rich, he was not to oppress the
guardianship of her own children, without
people. According to the divine idea,
country.”
h
:
:
giving any reason, and transfer them to a
there ought not to have been any king }
There is this that is greatly in favor of stranger, to the exclusion of women from
and if there should be one, he was to be

against.

circumstances, from the different stand.

few errors.

pieces from such foreign artists as Cor-

sult is of course uncertain, for there will.
be likely to be some voting on the verdict
be as men have planned.

timate that T have seen such things, but
to prompt: to -self-examination, and
to enable us all to look at our different

rotti, Verbeck, Gregori, Lambinet and
Vibert, while such American artists ag

young ladies, deserves commendation

weather has not deterred Congress from
It issaid that nearly half the Presbyentering ‘upon the impeachment trial of terian ministers in Brooklyn are
doing no
Belknap, and the parties are already at it. ministerial work. ‘Go ye into all the
The evidence for the prosecution is in, and world,and preach the gospel to every creatdoes not differ materially from the news- ure.”
“
®
paper accounts already given. The deMiss Cilley, the foreign missionary who gentlemen during the past year, and that
fense are bound to make a strong fight, but lately returned from India in a prostrate the era of good feeling still continues.
itis not likely to be a long one. The re- condition, is so far recovered as to be
We regret exceedingly that so many of
not

young, ministers and churches, notto in.

were answered with a promptness and
an accuracy which gave abundant evidence of a comprehensive knowledge of
elementary surveying-and of the eflicient ‘placed us in. We shall not feel the need
manner in which the work had been con- of strong, rich associations, to give us
duefed by the teacher. The correspond- comfort, but shall feel it a glorious privi.
ing class in Trigonometry, composed of lege to give our best efforts to strength-

which

CASE.

BY REY. D, WATERMAY.
In my article in Star of July 12; I pro.
posed several questions, to' old and

of rebuilding, have the artists been gaining their old positions, with some added
vantage ground, possibly, and as returning prosperity has crowned: them the
Atademy of Design has furnished evidence of that prosperity. - The latest evi
dence is found in the recent occupancy of
its new building, opposite the Palmer
House, where it has ju:t thrown open to
the public a most rare and every-way
warthy
collection of works of art.
Among the paintings are some valuable

Mr. Flanders examined a large number
of classes, mostly in Natural Science
0-0-0
———t
>
and Book-keeping. The answers were
session at Plymouth, N. H., last week,
WE are glad to note the thrift and enterremarkably prompt, and generally corand the National Educational Association prise displayed by the General Baptists
of rect, and the way his classes stood crosscontinued its meetings at Baltimore. ~~ * Indiana, in the management of their
organ, examination, showed that they had studthe Baptist Herald. It is published at
ied to some purpose.
|——Tue Turkise WAR.
The war be- Oakland City, and admirabl
y serves the
tween the Servians and the Turks proWithout particularizing all the exerwants of the connection in that section.
gresses slowly, and to the discomfiture of
These brethren are theologically one with cises, it will suffice us to say that, as a
the former. In every battle so far the
Freewill Baptists, and we hope to see the whole, the examinations presented an exServians have met with disastrous defeat,
The
day when they will be organically and cellent standard of scholarship.
and it now looks as if still greater misstudents, asa class, are younger than
actually one with us.
fortunes were to attend them. To be sure
sthose present even five years ago. This
~4 8
ge accounts are somewhat conflicting,
is found to be the case with ali the highnd almost any day may change the aspect
er institutions of learning, but in po way
of affairs, But it must be said that the
The Boston police are really enforcing ‘tends to lower the standard of scholarTurks have shown unexpected readiness in the liquor law.
ship. We are rejoiced to find that New
:
®
raising and equipping troops, and good
Hampton's’fame for excellence in compoCan there not be some response made
facility in handling them. The Servians to the appeal for
oratory has been carefully
Alaska ‘that appears on’ sition and
may have the right of the struggle, but our first page?
guarded the past year. The Prize Decthey seem to lack the strength to win the
Ex-Senator Revels has declined the edit- lamations and the graduating essays. and
victories.
-orship of the Southwestern Advocate, to orations gave evidenCe of good talent, ju—— BELKNAP'S

A Few Words in, Conclusion,

J. FULLONTON,
DANL M, Fisk,

_ TroMmaAs P. Smith,
IRA

A, CHASE,

C

:

ox,

pastorate of this church

was

well filled by Bro. Porter, now of Lowell,

Mass. His successor will make good the
vacated place by his ever sincere, able,

and devoted life’to God and his people.

This church, some twenty-five years ago,

held its first meetings in a hall, inder the
labors of Bro. John Stevens.
It subsequently built a good house of worship, and

‘wits settled over by Bro. Brooks, who
added scores, if not some hundreds, to the

church. The blessed Spirit of God continued during the pastorate of Bro. Morrell, now of Harper's Ferry. Their house
of worship was suddenly demolished by a
storm

of

wind,

and

rebuilt

Porter was pastor,

while

Bro.

:

‘The church is still alive, and erect, not-

withstanding its trials and sacrifices} gathering strength and hopeful for the future.
It takes monthly collections for both Home
and Foreign Missions. The collection for

H. M, when we were with them was $8.00.
On Sabbath evening, we presented Home

Missions to the Corliss Street church.
The attendance and attention weie quite
good, notwithstanding

the intense heat of

the évening. Bro. B, 8. Moody is now
both acceptably and successfully supplying the church.

The

very

poor

health,

and now absence of their former preacher,

v

:

ea

on

Ed

:

3

p ¥ SA

Birds Wedto i a 5 a Ey wseof

Bo
RRR

y
through his long and laborious

Nourse of

gorrow
That one so

H.'B. Larrabee, of Randolph

the
church has been largely blessed in
men,
work
tian
Chris
labors of excellent

Here Bro. L. L. Harmon labored in his
early ministry, and saw many happy in

Pa., Clerk.

Center,

verts on the 9th ult., at South

Nextsession

of

the Y.

Sem., lias been laboring for some six
In closing his labors with ‘this people
ries with him the regards of many true
The church is very much encouraged

Conference 4th Friday in June, 1877,at
4 o'clock, P. M.

the sid of his brethren, a substantial and
Here Bro. Wiley and

in Intellectual Philoso

ing cause.

The disease is removed

the Com,
have prayed, and wrestled, and served, | pjstrict Secretary of the Woman's Mission | ship of the chirch, the result of a gradual in | Jr TLIGETE IP MS POTROR IQ Ion
OWA
On
past.
months
some
for
us
among
terest
|
Meetirg
Missionary
Society, a Woman's
whose reward shall appear at last.
Post Office Addresses.
H. the whole, we feel encourages to Jabor.on in
wag heM in connection with the N.
Yearly Meeting at Manchester.
It was
well attended and full of interest. The
service was opened by prayer by Mrs. M.

Bro. Moody is deeply interested in H.|
M., the church feels popr, but in sympathy

with the cause, and made a contribution of
$6.00, with promise of more to come.
J. S. Burgess.

that our

well

knowing

work,

the Master's

Rev, L. A, Crandall, Fairport,

Rev. J. M, Smith, Sugar

.

labor shall not be in vain in the Lord.

A. F. HUTCHINSON,

;

,

N.Y,

Hill,
N. H.

Wis
Z 7

TIME,

Including 730 Questions, illustrated by
582 Examples from the best Writers.

By H. R. PALMER.

'

2w29

. “1 shall recommend it to my pupils and others
obtain the most
as a book from which the
useful information with the least effort and in the
easiest way,”—Wm. Mason, “It will meet a want which has never before
been met,”—L. O. Kmerson;
“It is the best work of the kind that has ev:

Lesion, 1 is reliable. | | come wntier ay-observation P-dddph Satant s2f'
Bound in cloth, price, by mail, $1.00,
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x
Flesh

eads or
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member-

into

received

in baptism and were

Star by Mrs. F. 8. Mosher, New Hampshire
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the poor

SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.

OF

OF

Foracquiringaknowledge of theScience,

and the head

B
0' | ceases to ache.

A8

9, was an interesting day to our church in this
place. - Nine happy souls followed their Lord

In accordance with a notice given in the

others of God's dear servants,

itself upon

poy

STUDY
DY
TO THE

Thoroughus Harmony
aod Composin

might

~ Tarrant's Seltzer Aperient.

Last Sabbath, July

Cape ELIZABETH, ME

who

ead, which it makes to ache and torture the offender. The use of this aperient will carry
off
» | naturally, and almost imperceptibly, the offend-

B. G. BLAISDELL,

God grant it.

Woman's Missionary Meeting,

Spencer Jaco

READY.)

A PRACTICAL GUIDE
There Foils
are mart, yrs . to h eadache
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ower is weakened, revenges

May

for Christ.

work

a; precious

prophesy

(JUST

The stomach, overburdened until its recuperative

and
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THEORY OF MUSIC.

Ky on’Moral Depravit, hal hs
KE. H. Higbee; How
to enlist the talent of the Churehin R
cussion led by A, R, Orafts and Ira Slater: The Power
of Prayer with our Contributions,

months,
he carfriends.
by the

addition of new workers to their number

0. C. Whitney, Clerk,

neat house of worship, with a good parson-

Me.,

where Bro. H. H. Acterion, of Bates Theo.

M.

rye
ER'S
PALM

———

duy, A. M., Business; Buptismal Re
tion, by E.
Patton; Christian COmISNIpn: by iB, Lash; The
Spirit of the Age, by R., J, Pos wm; Lesson in Theolo-

con-

Gardiner,

ed value to all who make use OF itn Dudley Duck.

;
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Tig O10 FREER COMMUNION BAPTIST ASSOCIATION will hold its next session at Centerburg, Ohio,
t. 5, and continuing
commencing Tuesday
ev.
s
he committee
on assignments present the
two days,
ee
following subjects and Speakers; Ray
Opening Sermon, by
ev. 1. Z. Hanning Wednes-

are

five

baptizing

Wi had the pleasure of

with the Troy Q..M.

ch.
Jesus and large additions to the chur
' Here also Bro. Albert Purinton employed
much time and saerifice in building, with

age near at hand.

¢ Blessed

ths, Got ore on ae

:

e
of decidthe work will prov
thatain
«1 am cert

Notice,

the dead that die in the Lord.”

N. Y., was elected Treasurer of the Y:
M., and O. C. Whitney,of North Jackson,

One.
attended by the presence of the Holy

numerous

day evening, of pneumonia,

enst

miles

:

:

This | cause,

indeed.

sad
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I l, effort or
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“Where the arrow quivers sorest, there
God’s tenderest touch is lain.’
‘
O wounded heart, thou art so like a bird,~
80 like a bird in this,—
Thou thoughtest in thy anguish thou couldst
hide td
And that no eye could miss
by rich experiences.
The soul that went to covert with 8 wound
Elder Foster introduced him fo those
Its soft wings fain would hide.
~fof his people who arrived before the hour
‘Was it so well to go with arrow hid
of meeting, as his twin-brother whom he
And quivering in thy side?

ad any cleftso deep

He hath such tender grace
i
That walking by the cleft where one doth hide,

He only marks the place,
And lets the panting soul rest for awhile,

'|.for the salvation of souls
,

,

and Susie Elmore

ea, amt Af09R ad led,
then where'er the arrow quivers

them for the : last time
h
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Love,
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“IN REMEMBRANCE OF ME.”
L. WYMAN,

The blossom shall not
; fail :
‘Which friendship seeks when friends
must part,
To give with her farewell;

Within our hearts shall stir,
‘We shall not ask, How fair? how sweet?
But only say, From her.

Behind the bygone years,

And saw the waves upon the sand,
And heard the boatmen’s cheers.
And saw the blue sky overhead
he
.

Wile sailed § loady bedight,

““ Good-night,” and with my treasure safe
I keep,

And head his word, and pray, before
I lay me down to sleep.
Dear Christ, forgive the wayward feet,
And stay the falling hands,
And guide to pastures fresh and sweet

Thy little straying bands.

Still in the wine we drink thy blood,
And eat the broken bread;
And still our sacred vows renew
With bowed and reverent head.
Still may we hold thy gift of peace,

And, sweet as morning light,
Hear once again the tender tones
That gave our souls good-night.

Circle,
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And,mourner, he calleth to thee!
Come out from the valley of SOIrow,

Look up to the hill-tops and see
How the fields with the harvest are whitening,
How golden and full is the grain,

Oh, what are thy wants to the summons!
And what are thy griefs and thy pain!”
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with

Harry, Ernest visited Elder Foster in his
study, and after some general conversation, and a relation of his own
ence, made known his errand,

experistating

that though he felt it his duty to be bap-

tized,yet he was not sufficiently established in some doctrines held by the churches to warrant him io presenting himself
to the church.
‘ You believe that immersion of a believer is the only scriptural baptism ?”
asked Elder Foster.
‘“ I do,” he replied.

*“ Why can you not unite with us then,
—Yyour mother’s church-home?”
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theological
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ning of the school year, I suppose?” he
said to Ernest after other preliminaries

had been arranged between them.

“1 think so,” was the reply.
+ ‘‘ Have you spoken of your conviction

of your duty to preach the Gospel, to any
of your friends ?” he asked again,

:

‘No, I'have not. I was so fearfal that
I might after all be’ mistaken.’? :
“ My dear youngbrother,”said the Elder,
rising and placing one hand upon’ Ernest's
shoulder, ‘‘when one has such a plain,
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‘ Our business,” he says, “in this Essay

follow the flocks afield, and listen to the shepherd’s pipeon the bréesy hillside or by the
shady fountain.” The Essay is finely written,
significance
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it.~The
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one hundred and sixty Hoes, Miss Bridges, a
successful painter, makes her first appearance

as an illustrator in connection With a paper on

birds by Mr. Burroughs.
Potter's American

0

Monthly

is filled with

characteristic matter, the most of which will
prove more especially interesting to persons of

is an antiquarian

with biblical similitudes ; and to find them
we
must do as the beloved in the Song of Songs
did, to gather lilies—go down into the gardens,
or out into the country, to vary the search, and

the biblical similitudes while reading
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in reading matter and in illustrations. Mr.
Bryant contributes
to the former a poem of

the

immediate topics considered being
Parables
and. Similitudes.
The author is the Rey. Dr.
W. M.
Thomson,
of the Syrian mission.

| article on * Baptismal Regeneration,”

is likely

and St. Nicholas, to appear ‘on the 20th
instant, will be designated “ Midsummer Holiday” numbers, and special effort has been put
forth to make them unvsually attractive, both

Alexander

The series of papers on * The Natural
Basis
of our Spiritual Language” is continued in
the

number of the Bibliotheca

und domestic,

or

historical

turn

of mind.

William Wirt Henry, the eminent Virginia
lawyer and orator, writes of his illustrious

gravdsire, Patrick Henry, the man

who,

cording to John Adams, had ‘ the

glory

ace’
with

posterity of beginning avd ending the great
Revolution ;” Mrs. Nellie Hess Morris makes

the reader familiar with * The Great Commit-

tee, and its Great
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of the Masterly
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time,
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of Spain in the amount of their productions.

THE STICKLEBACK.

Most people would

be taken. by surprise when told that some

fish build nests. Yet such is the fact; and
there is no better study of the
eculiarity
than the stickleback, a fish wel known in
England, but very little known in this
country, although there are many s cies
in the United States, both in salt and fresh
water, that will afford our young natural
ists very pleasant employment.
Mere than two thousand years ago, Aristotle described these fish. They breed
in summer, and it is a curious fact that
the nest is built and guarded not by the
female, but by the male,
At this season

his throat becomes carmine red, and he
sets to work gathering vegetable fibers,
which he mats into an irre, lar circular
mass, and glues together with mucus that

resists water, jWhen

the nest is ready, he

goes out in pursuit of a female, whom

It is written by Dr. Hen-|D.

ry Cowles, of Oberlin, who

while the “ Centennial Exposition Memoranda” are themselves worth the price of the
number to those about to visit Philadelphia.

generation, including the forgiveness of previously committed sin and the removal of in- the Province of Massachusetts Bay to
oppose
nate or inberited sinfulness, is by water, and the tyranny of Great Britain.” The
* Notes
not without; that water, when consecrated for and Queries” Department is fuller
than usual,

this use of it in baptism.
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is
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irrespective

of

mental or moral state of the subject, is obvious
from the fact that it takes effect upon infants

changed its style of cover.

method of producing living species, and brings
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before the reader the
sulted on the subject.

prominent
works conIt deserves to be read,

especially by every Christian teacher.—Another important article in this number is one entitled “ A Professorship of Missionary In-

struction in our Theological Seminaries,” in
which the need of such a professorship is for-

*“As it concerns

his nest has, in bis eyes, a sufficient store;

economyof time and means to send them
abroadto learn these things which they can

tend

the

egys, keeping off the ravenous fish which
would gladly devour them, and from time
to time entering to inspect and see that
all is right. By a systematic fanning
he secures free ventilation and circulation
through. the nest, and occasionally shakes
up the eggs and removes impurities that
may have washed in.
His period of care

and watching extends over some
three weeks, and generall

two

or

y forty
young
fish are hatched from each
nest. The
parent watches the young, and keeps them
in till they are able to do for themselves,
as they are surrounded by hosts of enemies, and he does not allow any to swim
off till the whole brood is hatc
hed. No
hen
can take more care of her chic
kens
than this little fish. For an aquarium
, no
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a variety of good reading, good
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stands guard till she has laid her eggs.
He wil
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foreign
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which they are to labor, and the knowledge
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toils of their predecessors!” We commend
the article to all interested in missionary work

and workers.—Andover, Mass.:
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no information that one could need in view

a pleasure tour that he will not find
volume. Boston: John B. Baédhe'der.

York,

of

in the
Tour-

ist’ Edition, 75 cts.

Dra.

LITERARY

NOTES.

The Inland Monthly & Chicago

have

been comsolidated

under

name and management, and will

Magazine

the

are repube

lishing that famous volume prepared over fifty years ago by the late Hezekiah Niles,
enti-

tled, “ Principles and Acts of the Revolution

in America.”
Itisan attempt to collect and
preserve some of the speeches, orations,
and
proceedings, with sketches and remagks
on
Men and Things, and other fugitive
or neglected pieces, belonging to the Revolutionary

former

be published

as before at 3t. Louis and Chicago. The editor
is # woman, and all the work done on the
magazine is by women.

The legal opinions of the late Chief Justice
Chase, under the title of * Chase’s Decisions,”

are announced for publication in New

A. 8. Barnes & Oo., New

edition

to Reach

wise

better learn before they go,~as the knowledge
of the religion, the philosophy, metaphysics,

of which has been acquired by the

York.

It is announced that over 80,000 copies of
Prof. Mathew’s works, published by 8. C.
Griggs & Co., have already been sold.
A novelty

in

American

literature

has

ape

peared recently at Chicago, Iv is an eightpage quarto weekly paper, illustrated, fairly
well

printed,

and judiciously

edited

at one
better fish can be taken, as, during the
cent per number. Tt is called the Budget, und .
breedin
system, their peculia rities form a
is published by A. E. Dunn & Co.
constantly varying series of surprises.
| period of the United States, with a view
Dr, Nathaniel Bouton, of Concord, N,
to
H.,

Bible Questions.
[Answers in three weeks, ]

[Answers requested from younger
readers.)
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Hup

State Historian of New

represent the feelings that prevailed in
the
“Times that tried men’s souls,” to exeite
a love

pleted the provincial history

scenes of the Revolution,

treasures, but are lacking in modern works,

RO,

2

Hampshire, hag com-

of the

State in
of Freedom, and lead the people to vigilance, nine volumes, his labors
having covered a
as the condition on which it is granted, It
period
of
ten
years. The work has been acis
| dedicated to the Young Men of America, and | ®pted by the governor
and council.
they ought to read it, (Octavo, $3.00.)
The libraries of the Minerva Convent and
\
—
the Roman. College, "of ‘the Dominicans and
, The fifth volume of the centenary ' edition the Jesuits respectively, and long-time rivals,
are now joined as part of the “ Victo
of Bancroft’ history of the United States
r Emanuis at el Library” and
belong to the state. The lihand, from the publishers, Littie, Brown
& braries are rich in antiqu
ities and manuscript
Co., Boston. Tt deals with the: most thrill
ing

and is the most in.

’
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lists of all the pegt-offices and all the counties

g

and one sees new beauties and

by

Galaxy,

been written and sent while on the
bis last campaigu.

Hamilton, and Critical Notices,—all more or
less valuable. Boston: James R. Osgood
&

July

for early

publishers received from General Custer the
last of these articles after his death, it having

i

i”

Company

publication a complete Life of General -Geo,
A. Custer, embracing his: Indian and Army :

himself, and

Astronomiesi

of a life of

Co.

by

proved

of rock and earth in globules, but most of

are

of the

John

eral

a failure, and that it was finally abandoned,

the builders ultimately withdrawing from
the
country.—The other articles in this number

Transylvania

South,”

numbered | 3DOUL rates of postage, foreign

This fact led the ancient Greeks to give
it the name of fluid silver.
This metal is sometimes found in veins
it is obtained from an ore named cinnabar,
The largest known mines from which
mercury is taken are situated in Spain, in
the province of La Mancha. These mines
were worked a great many years ago.
According to Pliny, the ancient Romans
took 700,000 1bs. of mercury from these
mines each year, vet they are so large,
containing so much, they never have been
obliged to dig ‘mére thin a thousand feet
in depth. These mines are controlled by
the Spanish government and are leased
by it to the Rothschilds and other bankers
of Europe, who have it largely in their
power to regulate the price of the metal.
The next largest European mines are in
Sadia It be feo found in parts of Hw,

New

that their at.| and answers every question that
temptto transplant the New Mexican type
of arise about postal matters,

quicksilver.

study

in the United States. The Guide also contains
These build- | #11 the information that any ome can desire

from 150,000 to 500,000, aud also

The only metal that isafluidat ordinary

temperature

thinks

Old and

| C™P2igns.

keep up-the. feeble style of living that may
have prevailed among the New Mexicans
and
other American aborigines.
This decision of
the subject

is highly interesting.

the

Reed, of Georgia, which recently appeared in
the * International Review,” is published in
pamphlet form by A. 8S. Barnes & Co., New

tonians will evidently riced to look after their

.

in

inci

taxes if the charter goes into force.~The
next

1

et

Se

yo ker,
goyola Philadel
s Quisigute
ed byt Join
| Wanama
phia,,b polish
is an excellen
help

of his own, The objections that are urged
are
mainly based oun the opportunities that
the
new ‘charter offers for corru
» and the
case against the charter is a serfous one.
Bos-

Worensy.

4

;

&

yn Americ
aurine
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an s, Review
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Magazines.

proposed for the city, and then to submit

BY.E-A. 8.

untried Christian, alike prayed

for guidance,

works of this yathor.
—_—memmee—

The

to raise objections
to the new

"e+e

convincing

« Yes.”
« And a possessor?”

L)

of this book does not awaken a desire on the | gone. The author
is “ Vox,» for whom the
Dart of the reading public for other translations pamphlet is publishe
d by Weed, Parsons &
Tom’ the

dental to chartered rights, the author proceeds

But it was not
but another

was

Graphic.

gary,

and
very

nurse

ALE.

or

church located at C——, some

com-

your brother was a Baptist.”

2 ii

gm

-

the political corruptions of the present day
are shown up by both pen and pencil, and in
both cases, we should say, considerably over

good for the likes of me; and yet,” said followed
by a paper on the “ Houses
of the
she, her motherly bosom swelling and
warm tears gushing to her honest eyes, Mound-builders.” The author first considers
‘“it has one great trial—I am not hallowed the house-life of the American Aborigines,
to
kiss the
children.
royal and shows that the Mound-builders,, who he
'ighnesses and me an ‘ireling,
am not assumes must have been Indians, were neceshallowed ; and w’en you love a baby, not sarily involved in its usages. He then argues
to be hable to kiss ‘im is ‘ard; but,” that these builders must have come from New
and here she brightened up considerably, Mexico, finding every presumption in
favor of
‘I don’t mind telling you, ma‘am, for I that origin. Asto the uses for
which these
don’t think it will go any furtber—though principal earth-works were
designed, he thinks
hordersis horders—they can’t prevent me | they must have
from a-kissing’ of his liitle toes."—N, ¥.. and sites of their been laid as the foundations
villages§their object being to

3

he a professor

away.
“You

This royal

Peggotty, as humble

the

lating his experience,
his views of Christian doctrine, and Hi§ convictions of duty,
being drawn out fully, by the aptly put,
yet unobtrusive, questions of his listener.
The result of the couference was that the
Elder proposed to baptize him, before his
departure from L——, and advised him to
connect himself with a Freewill Baptist

and thirty-

away, and one |
tion,
:
v. aftern
oon thiethe] Haptist church of | clama
aft aoou;
Asthey were walkiing towards

§

3

thorshit,
| that dic dictated its authorsh
ip?

some of the situations dramatic, and here und
there ure specimens of description really
graphic. ‘We shall be mistaken if the perusal

ton.”

* :
* That vit it is, 1s, indeed,
) ma'am, ) a good
things | 006 replied
the woman,
warmly ; *‘too

:
Such

opened his heart unreservedly to him, re-

the ¢ Service,’ ** Why,T thought

“He is the door to the |

save h is is right?”
right
al a

A

is too localized for general reading. For the
few who knew the parties and the’ scenes, it
ble stories will welcome this tale of Norse [will doubtlessbe read
with interest. Almost
courage and devotion. Both these qualities [anybody should apprecia
te the home feeling

to -the | °Pens

good woman who was selected to care for
the sacred welfare of the heir of Dombey.
One day we congratulated her on the excellence of her place.

the proceed-

strangely shake my confidence in
validity of Close-communion !”
“And mine, 100,” was Ernest's

new

occur

had real ladies as nurses.

so.

Ernest said to Harry, in an aside at the

while some
the pastor's
sermon” he positive call, as you have received, achim ‘* How | cordingto your testimony, there is vo |
long he expected to remain in Le; and -possibil
ity of a mistake.
Shall

to the

the 001.
door of0 admission into the church.’

1 think Ch

.

Home,” a domestic versification, published by
A. F. Graves, Boston, That is sixiple enough
for anybody. There is also considerable good
writingin it, some of it really poetic, but it

prepared to listen to tales of love and valor.

| The North

and after the gentlewoman, and that the Queen's babies

them, to spend a few days with the mother of the bride.
depot, ** How did you

It might

gate, where, before they separat63, What prophet called for music before
we have he delivered his Pitphecy! th ua x dwenih
said, “* There's another point for | if it would be conveni
ent for him fo ‘call’ | # Season of prayer together p”
you and me to settle, Harry,"
do thee
, for the Lord hath ‘spoken good
or to take tea.”
Deacon Myers said to * And kneeling, side by side, the ripened, { concerning Israel”?
“ What is that?” asked Harry,
65, ‘What ruler of a synagogue was baptiz
Elder Foster, as he busied himself put- experienced minister of Christ, and the
ed
by St. Paul?
“Elder Foster. said that ‘baptism is ting away
immature,

be-fold Fig
sheep
.

-

exhaustive article
entitled, | for scholars and teachers
uninitiated that this person perhaps was a | Te Proposeand Charter
for the City of Bos-| International lessons.

said, started for the
Burns accompanying

ed the Elder to his own

At the close of the singing,
were eagerly congratulating
brother upon the ¢ excellent
had given them, and asking

A brisk walk, ir the bracing air of the

: Doctor's

mony,

holy

adrift on the communion question,”

who had feasted

second hymn,
‘Jesus invites his saints;
To meet around His board.’ »

afternoon, gentlemen,” and the

them

[EEE

Those of our readers who have formed the
acquaintance of Bjornsen through his sdmira-

To be continued.)
+4094

nd

| 0sy and loving.

y

man, a Christian

mand had been, * Drink ye, all, of it.”
‘ And they sang a hymn, and went
out,” said the pastor. ‘ Let us do like-

Elder bowed them out.

brought

8

were united in the

in the Sunday school
meetings.
Is indeed a

* Pass it to your brother, I suppose,”
said Deacon Courtney,
in an under-

municants, although

Good afternoon.”

soon

winded

church, but I could not do that of course.
He attends church and prayer-meetings
regularly, and takes quite an active part

upon the ‘“ things new and old” he had
bronght to them from the Lord’s store-

;

winter diy,

ow

last decade. From the dim, half mysterious
distance through which the Northland with
its strange people looms up, the mind is quite

Courthouse-

own

to be taken, o'clockthe Tuesda
packinyg || excellen
Know thet, nurse
of the Queen's
journey. Af niné and
babies
good person,
clean and
fat —an
and
A
: Bios a Scoic Elmore

t his unifing

verse of the twenty-sixth chapter of Mat-

thew.
He then offered the customary
thanks”
and taking a plate in each hand, he passed
them to the deacons, saying, * Divide it

while brethren in Christ,

‘ Thank you,” replied Harry, who perceived that Ernest was deeply moved,
and anxious to escape from an uncongenial atmosphere, *‘ we ‘can not to-day.
Some other time I will do myself the
“Good

ney, and the members of his
hold to be present.

:

:
| Spirit,’ who was pressing home upon her | «j have no doubt
he is a Christian.”
heart and conscience the truths spoken,
¢Is he a church-member ?”
and found that peace in Christ she had
“No;
he is really a Baptist,
but like you
been seeking for months in vain.
Atthe conclusion of the “sermon, the is in an error regarding Communion.”
‘“ Ah, indeed!
How long has he been
speaker descended from the pulpit and
in
such
a
sad
condit
ion ?”
seated himself in one of the side-slips,
“I hardly know. He has only recently
while the Deacons of the church arranged
the ‘‘ communion service” upon the table, made any public profession of religion.
and Elder Foster took a seat beside it. He lost his bride of a day, in that terrible
When all things were in readiness, the railroad accident last Fall, and I think
to give himself to
pastor arose, and proceeded to ** break that decided him
Christ.
He
came
(0
me,
wishing me to
the bread,” repeating the twenty-sixth
baptize him withou

take his leave.
vatuce, in Christ, and the gospel minis;
.
** Don’t be in haste,” said Elder Foster’ try, sat outside the favored circle of com-

pleasure.

,

ve
cou
in the midst]
| (he e ordinanc
ordi e. "But ut thi this was not ob so,
»
so. for for || 3of danger.y The tone of the age
George
Washing
book is healthful, | 00 ow
Brown”
non-part
isan ton
political
satire,”is fnthew ti
Ernest invited his Uncle and Aant

that the

"Peis Boks? was he reply.

Miller.

to tea?”

reader,

member of your church?”

Tug Dentson

the door of admission

as he too arose. ‘“ Can't you both

«

MR

find ample exemplification in the hero of the
| Jike the ‘Eunuch and Philip, : then, alone (oo
Er
oe ware Jefe ¢ only
with God, when he follows his Lord in
|. ualedby his dauntless

sat

1] house, partook of the broken bread.
Upon the return of the deacons to the
into the charch, and consequently can table, the pastor repeated the three sucnot consistently administer it 16 one who ceeding verses of the twenty-sixth of
holds himself aloof from the church.”
Matt. while pouring the wine into the
‘“ Very well,” said Ernest, rising to silver goblets ; and again the brother, in

consider baptism

1]

be

The

the

A contraction of the brow and a shake
of the head was the only reply. And so
this disciple sat apart, denied the privilege of commemorating his Lord’s death,

yours on Election and Communion.”
An undertone of repressed pain in his
voice warned Elder Foster not to press
this question, and after some minutes of
silence

‘ia

tone.

‘ Because, Elder, my views differ from

thoughtful

life

iene iy Show
g

“ The Master hath need of the reapers,

days

:

. | bers of the Baptist church,—yielded her-|
self to the winning influence of the Holy |

CHAPTER VII

A few

i

-

“I wonder what church the Jjailer's
household were permitted to enter by bap-

Deacon Courtney present

give,as
an expression of her love
»
h and | ingsvl on last Sabbath?"
gratitude to the blessed Christ.
In
Not at all, Ernest!
closing

sud
LI

pains,”

either side of this yexed question, please
ing, spiritual communion with those trav- | on
give me the benefit of it.”
eling the same way to the same eternal
* Most assuredly I will, Ernest. There's
rest.”
the train!” Good-bye! God bless you!”
At the close of the interview many
* Good-bye, Harry! remember me to
gathered about Elder Foster and his all the dear ones you may chance to meet
!
brother, desiring an introduction to the Good-bye, Susie; may our Father's choiclatter, and expressing a hope for a better est blessings be yours.”
:
acquaintance.
* And with a hasty collection of baggage,
With a winning smile, and a cheery the bridal party entere
d the train en route
greeting, he shook hands with each, leay- for B—.
:
ing with them a sense of kindly sympa- Acting upon Harry's suggestion, Ernest
thy and Christian fellowship akin to that Miller attended
the ‘* Baptist Social” that
left by the presence of the Master whom evening, held
at Deacon Courtneys, and
he served.
took occasion to invite Elder Wayland
The next day, Elder Foster's congrega- Foster to take
dinner with him the foltion were pleased to “see his brother oe- lowing day,saying,
“I wish to Lave a pricupying the pulpit, and to find in due vate conversation
with you, if agreeable.”
time that he was to preach to them.
The invitation was accepted.
His ripe thoughts on Bible truths preThe next morning Elder Wayland Fossented in well-chosen language, with an ter said
to his brother, « Wesley, 1 have
earnest, impassioned manner,demonstratan invitation to dine with a young man
ing his entire, hearty belief in what he by
the name of Miller to-day. Is he a
uttered, moved his audience

With precious things away.
To me they are not withered leaves
But sweet-souled words to-day.

DAWN

da ICY.

the church.”

for your

ent at M

and refreshment, and profitable, stimulat-

“ Good-night;” and then I folded them

FROM

-

wb

Courts] Baplize Erriest Miller, before his depart-

said the Deacon, smilingly, yet with a

where we might tarry for a season of rest | if ¥ ou find
anything

“hing »

Family

*‘ And been churched

Wi

home in a town

profitable, yet that it was all she

Immediately after

At woat was pictured there,—
Smiled happily, and looked away

My tryst with God

Harry “ Burns’! Asked’ Deasow

AE ede

Close Baptist church.”
ig
“Why don't you invite the Elder's
down the
stranger arose to speak.
He spoke of ‘brother to your house, and have a talk
life as a journey where the scenery and with him? Perhaps he would baptize
the company were ever changing, where
you, and he might be able 10 direct you
we were swayed by varying emotions in- to a chureh that you can join,” said Harry.
duced by the circumstances surrounding
“Thank you for your suggestion, I will
us, but he thanked God that all along this
improve upon it,” replied Ernest. ** Ahd
journey we met with fruitful islands, remember, Harry, to write frequently, aud
:
f
.

To-day I found some withered leaves,
Once fragrant, fresh and fair,
I held them tenderly and smiled

And said again,

.

she said she had enjoyed many
precious seasous with them, but she did
not expect to meet with them again soon,
perhaps never. Would they sometimes
ask God’s blessing upon her ?

And long as any breath of spring

A,

a new

conviction that her

So Jong as rain and sunshine fall,

<

ofl

next day was all too short for the
‘
“HIS LITTLE TOES.”
meeting with | many'last things t o be done, and finish | Io London,
a long time 220, I used to
before their depar- | ing stitches

were

to establish himself in business.
There was a vein of sadness in Susie's
remarks, though she spoke of her conversion with gratitude, of her purpose to
labor for the Master she loved wherever
her lot might be cast, of her increasing

Buffalo, N. Y.

ADDIE

ound

Harry

{ Mississippi valley, where Harry intended |

He knoweth every cleft that any soul
‘A hiding place hath made.

BY

-

Fill

studies in the same University, | And so you see, dear
~ | and entered the Master's service laboring | leaven was working
.

Aug South Jo the Soyert of bis hang
And

SA

at Mrs.
spent their | Miller's death?”
ble, had
early] years i inseparable,
** Yes,”’ was the answer, ’ with an accent
had both
both earlyear]
experienced (he saving power of belief in of surprise. ‘* Where did you learn
‘an yChrist, and, after graduating with honor thing regarding that?”
hk
from an eastern college, had pursued theo** Ernest told me,” was Harry's reply.
logical

: Wherein his wounded children try to hide:

Until it feel its need,

:

-

The Comfort. | Marked, though they had lain side by | ‘‘Was
© | side in the same cradle, had

He knoweth every keep

MORNING STAR, JULY "19, 1876.

bitter intonation.
Y
tism, when Paal and Silas baptized them,
- As they sat around the tea-table that
in the prison, at midnight,” was the al:
fi
. And | evening,
at Dr. Burns's, Harry asked his.
.
baduck get bekire i
»
5
yet
the family resemblfe
:
i
anceYearswas not
mos £ sarsaste rejoinder
| broth
brother,
Probably Ernest Miller and I will be |
“Was D
C

ji d didst thou think that any rocky
: wall

Tha
it t
could hide thee from
er?

3
Nye
SERRA
;
HR

we

)
:
Be
ney,
3
.
eons Ate: Teproyhi
.
ure from L~—, and invited him to be
Among the number gathered there
Hiterury
breto.
*‘Is not Elder Foster's brother a Bap- present, saying, * You can surely
andl
importance
ng andlve
a
feas
have
no,
ti
as a ng
means andof
was a stranger, 8 man of courteous bear- tis?”
MP.
:
one
objection
:
of
the
s
to
witnessi
quest
ng the rite, though, Tae Pos AND ns Wire. By Jonas Lie
ions consider
ing, with an expressive grey eye, and a
“Yes, a Freewill Baptist, the Elde
y BOL EREN®
Are a good many
rans lat
up for
Mrs. Ole Ball, Chicago: S.
under the circumstances, your conscience
genial countenance, with an uplifting of says,” was
¢
in the book, which is most too
C.
Griggs
&
Co.
1876,
pp.
336,
the reply.
-will
not permit you to administer it.”
:
:
the massive brows which betokened a
Not only the historical literature of the .
eh be followed comfortably these hot
“Ab! well, if I had been a Deacon to*‘I can not think of being present,” was Norsemen,but
deep thinker,and a sweet, mobile expresthe literatare‘of fiction émanatday, 1 should have passed him the bread {thereply,*‘thus contenan
Tf
cing such a radical ing from the same source, has been gaining
EN
sion about the firmly set mouth and prom- and wine,
nie
ps
if he is,” was Harry's com- departure from the establish
ed
customs
steadily
increasing
circle
of
readers
during
the
of
Not so with “ Emeline, or Home, Sweet
inent chin indicating a character matured ment,
on a covenant occasion.

“ HIDDEN,”
ow.

A

|
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thd

SEES

A
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t
evils of controRobert Hall once said, «The its benefits are
versy are all transitory, while
all permanent.”

the
The days are made on a loom whereof
warp and woof are past and future time—
Emerson.
The passions are the only orators who nev-

so

may

are, if we

of
speak, uature’s art of eloquence, the rules
which never fuil; and the simplest man, movthe
ed

nove~Rochefou-

has

who

cauld,

than

persunsive

passion, is more

by

ziost eloquent

.
ddl
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MR. GLADSTONE AT HOME.
the follow-

" Mr. J. B. T. Marsh writes

of Mr. Gladstone

ing interesting account

and his home life:
I was in Chester, not long

;
since, arrang-

ing for a visit of the Jubilee Singers to

that quaint old English town, when 1 reMr. Gladstone, inviting
ceived a note from
our party to spend an afternoon at
Hawarden Castle, on any day that might
be most convenient to them. He had entertained them at his London residence,
on their first visit to "Great Britain, when

he was Prime Minister, and his friendli-

Blded

ness then was of great” service to them.
This cordial invitation to his country-seat
was therefore not only an honor, but it
“}
and their mission.
Ten minutes by rail took ugover the invisible line where England becomes
where Mr. Glad-waiting. He had
on the way, for a
through
old park,
half a mile

least

for at

which we p

castle, A snow-storm
fade this impracticable,

but paths had been swept here and there

for the convenience of any who might
The
care to wander through the grounds,

castle is a large, rectangular

present

structure, of comparatively modern date.
But the old castle, whose remains crown

a sightly knoll near by, and are as charm-

ing a cluster of ivy-grown ruins as I have
seen in the three kingdams, dates back to
the time of Edward the First. There are
estates in England compared with which
Mr. Gladstone's would be no more than a

door-yard in a prairie farm. Yet it is
eight or nine miles across it. The driveway to the court was under an arch in the
wall, closed by a huge oaken door; and a

up of dogs, a grand old St. Bernard

and a bright

collie among them,

Scotch

they

the visitors inquisitively as

eyed

alighted.
n doors the castle seems to be a great
book-case. Books in the drawing-room,
the library. Books on shelves and in
cases, in cupboards and on tables. There
are barnacles of book-cases even on some
stone

seems

And Mr. Glad-

doors.

of the swinging

away

packed

to have

conteuts ot all them in his memory.

softness,

the

In

the wide range of his knowledge, and especially in his intimate acquaintance with
the details of every subject, he is the most

and

always for

prudence

where

The achievements of the dancing dervises are, however, mere child's play to the
howling ones, I am told; so on Friday I
take a caique, and am pulléd over to

they will do. but stanch, stiff,rigid, inflexible in the cause.” After a close comparison of the four prominent speakers
of the evening,—Gray, Otis, Cushing,

Scutari,

s0 is discernible

where

and Adams,—he adds: ** The

the howling
dervises'
Their room is not so com-

the priests is loud and

other

dervises more

shrill, that

like

a low

Il Pensero-

in the faces of all four,

¢«« Mayn’t we see the dining-room? ”
The cloth for dinner was laid, and

moan.

American

art,

Italian

history,

hou! Allah, hou!”

He is about sixty-five years old, tall,
quick but quiet in movement, and erect in
carriage. His friends think he will have
work to do yet as a ministerial leader,
But his slight frame did not seem
to be of that wiry sort that would
many yeays of such strain as must
upon a British Prime
Minister

to me
stand
come
when

European affairs are in such a seething

state as they are now-—and always ave,
for that matter. He must be a systematic
and busy worker even in these days, or he
could not turn off as much literary work
as he does. His face has a genially intellectusl look, to which his pictaresdo not
do justice, and his eyes brighten with a
peculiar and most pleasant twinkling light

when

anything

specially interests and

pleases him.

;

As all the world knows, wood-chopping

is his favorite recreation; and many an
old oak and beech, at Hawarden, bave

PARTICULAR

them

dropped

under

his

lusty

blows.

His

“‘kit ” of axes have a place of honor, on
a table

of their

own, in

his

library;

a

queer collection. And he shows off their
various merits with as much interest as a
connoisseur pilots a visitor through his
picture gallery.
One was a narrow,

roughly

hammered

inch and a bit twelve

axe, with a head one
inches long! such

as is still used by the Lancashire chopper,

and with which
he does very
smooth
work too, according to Mr. Gladstone’s
account of it, But his favorite among

them all bore the ** Cast-Steel—Warrant-

ed” stamp of a Yankee maker—what an
- advertisement it would be for him if I
could give his name ! Iie split helve was
wrapped with waxed twine, and bad done
duty in that shape for five years. Mr.
Gladstone rejoices in being ‘a good

sleeper.” But he confesses that he lost
one night's rest, when he was Prime
Minister. He had chopped half hough
the trunk of a tree, apd

the job the next day.

left

it, to

finish

In the evening

quite a gale sprang up, and

he could not

sleep. for. fearing it -might blow down

before morning.

Like many of the English liberals, Mr.

Gladstone is reckoned a High Churchman,
though, unlike many of the High Church
folk, he does not like Rome any the better
for that, One of his sons is the hard-

working rector of the parish church near
by. Another son is & member: of Parliament,

The ma

of one ‘of the sons

~he has seven children in all—was the
occasion of great festivitiés at Arden last
fall.

Among the many objects of interest

in the drawing-room were some of the
richest of the

presents received

with eash equal to ten

can

the

well

be

Verses are

on that

terribly ennuied.
« Haw!

at last they

on, and a frantic

contest ensues ; they one by one drop off,
until one buge, wiry giant remains, for a
few more swings he continues his hoarse

ory, and then with a fierce, wild, frenzied

«Allah, hou! ” falls all but lifeless to the

ground.— Three Months in the Medilcrranean, by Waller Coote.

’

afforded to any

The coffee planter lives a free and jolly
life, as planters do almost always. Per-

haps it may be a little monotonous, as his

territorgis small and the thing grown is
only one. It is all .coffee—coffee up to
his ‘verandah, coffeé down to the barbacues, coffee in every twist of the hills,
coffee in every barred valley. The planter seizes probably on one of the most
lovely spots on the earth for-his operrations ; but he does not improve the aspect of it. The shrub itself is retty
enough at all times, but it is not allowed

to bear luxariantly, and the dry red earth
must not bear

a” weed,

The

it.

nor

a

blade

land
of

grass that is thought worthy of producing

Looking
down from a higlt,
coffee.
the stranger will at first think a plantation fair énough to the eyes, but when be
is among the sunny paths, with the soil
the ‘“ outs” now, but no man in Englan | itself
close to his eyes—the red hot soil
seerhs to have more or warmer friends
than he. ‘Everywhere I go I find among he will hardly long be fascinated with the
the best people a loyalty of confidence and look of the place. The bungalow stands
-esteem toward him approaching that probably in the middle of the plantation,
which the American people came to feel and here the master is informed, a fow
minutes after six in the morning, how
«loward Lincoln.
Nothing could have been finer than the many have been mustered to the work for

occasion by the bride—flashing back from
clustering diamonds the light of the wax
tapers in the chandeliers.
He is amon

single

member

A

large

six days’

Jowesbut it is a power reined by scruple,

aving a conscience of what must be and
what may be; whereas Ignorance is a
blind giant who, let him but wax unbound, would make it sport to seize the

D.W

pillars that hold up the long-wrought fabric of human good, and turn all the places

And

looking at life parcel-wise, in the growth
of a single lot, who, having a practiced
vision, may not sée that ignorance of the
true bond between events, and false conceit of means whereby sequences may be
compelled—-like that falsity of eyesight
which overlooks the gradation of distance,
seeing that which is afar off as if it were
within a step or a grasp—precipitate the
mistaken soul on destruction P— George
Eliot.
;
‘
:
The new Sultan, Murad, is described as
tall, pale, with a quick eye that, however,
lacks decision, and a face of much move

A.

the

LOUIS FITZGERALD, PRESIDENT.

HENRY A. HURLBUT, Vice-PRes'T

IMPORTANT

REDUCTION!

college

M. JONES,

LAKE SHORE AND MICH.
Southern Railwav,

See.

Reduced fare to NEW YORK $13 ; BOSTON,
BUFFALO $11; NIAGARA FALLS,
ig

For full information call at the Company’s Of-

ORTHWOOD
SEMINARY .—NORTHwoop, N. H.
F. L. EVANS, A. B,, Principal.
‘Winter Term of ten weeks, commences Wednes-

fice.64 and 66 Clark St., (Sherman House Block);
Union Offices in the Palmer House, and Grand
Pacific Hotel ; and at Twenty-Second St. Station,

day, December 1.

and in Depot Office on Van Buren St.

pring Term of eleven weeks, commences
Wednesday, February 4, 1876.
For further particulars address the Principal, or
E. Tasker, Secretary.”
Northwood Ridge, N. H., Nov. 24, 1875.

F.E. MORSE, G. W. P. Agel,
w.

THE GREAT OVERLAND

JH

CHICASO,

umes.
The

urdays

Expenses

from

$120

to

$150

and tk rough Des

MEK. SANFORD A. GOSS, Teacher of Penmanship.
With a full complement of competent assistants,
study :—Classical,
School first class

in every particular. Library and Reading Room
tree to students. School Building new and commodious.
School year, three terms of thirteen weeks each.
FALL
TERM began Tuesday, August 24, 1875.
WINTER TERM begins Tuesaay, November 30,
1875.

dead who die in the Lord,” &c. Funeral servjoes) by the writer at N. Bradford, May 29th,
Brad-

ARTHUR C., only son of James 8. and Mar
A. Seeman, died in Cortland, Ill, March 16,

1876, of cerebro spinal menangitis, aged 10
years and 8 months, The subject of the above
notice was a child of great promise.
A bright
scholar in the Sabbath school he loved much
the study of God’s word,
He was an atten.
tive listener to the preached word, and for a
child showed an uncommon interest in the

school, of
But

death loves a shining mark. Arthur very suddenly was called to the blessed Saviour’s arms
in heaven. But the grace of God sustains the
dear parents and sisters and friends, and by it

SPRING TERM begins Tuesday, March 8, 1876,
ergymen’s children and students relyin
on their own exertions for an education, receiv
at reduced tuition.
clubs

at the lower rates, and rooms furnished for self-

For full particulars
send for catalogue,

in regard fo the School
I.
W. SAN
Sec’y. Board of Trustees.
Lyndonville, Vt.. 1875.
31
SEMINARY

.—Pike, Wyoming Co.,

New York.

CALENDAR.
Spring Term opens March 21, 1876.
eneral Examinations, June 19, 20, 21, 1876,
Anbpiversary Exercises, June 22, 1876.
Fall Term begins August 22, 1876.

.

(Vacation of two weeks.)

Winter Term begins December 5, 1876.
This School was never in better condition for dothorough work in Academic Instruction. No
primary instruction,
With three carefully ar

ranged courses ot study.
The Classical, Seminary
and English Course.
We are prepared to fit
students for any college in the land, orto givea

thorough English and Scientific
preparation for
the active duties of life. For full catalogue, address the Principal,
TRVING B. SMITH.

EW

HAMPTON

| B. MESERVEY,

sociates.

INSTITUTION.—A.,
Principal, with eight as-

Six regular courses for both sexes. * Four terms
of ten

weeks each.

CALENDAR:
Winter Term <loses Friday, Jan. 21, 1876.
Spring Term

Vacation one week.
begins Monday, Jan, 81,1875.

T4 years

died

in

and 9

still

lives.

Sister

N.

experienced

many years ago, but losing a gon

religion

who enlisted

in the service of his country and died in a
rebel prison brought on her a species of insanity

from

which

she

never

fully

recovered,

though at times she expressed a hope in the
promises of God, Her daughter,who had the
care of her for many years,did what she could
to. make her comfortable, faithful to the end.

‘With sister N. we trust it is well. and she

gone

come,

to the

world

where

afflictions

has

never

B. 8. Mooby,

hicago and Kansas.
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Summer

Term
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For further particulars, SPR! to the Principal,
E.C, L
is. Sec. Trustees.
New Hampton, N.H., July 20,1875.

AINE
CENTRAL
'INSTITUTE.—
PITTSFIELD, MB.—Courses of study
for both sexes, College
Preparatory, Normal,
Classical, Scientific,
Terms, ten weeks.
Fall Term begins August 28, 1875,
Winter Term begins, November 8, 1875.
Spring Term heging Feb. 7, 1876.
Summer Term

A

vil 24, 1876.

CYRUS JORDAN, A. M.,
Miss LINDA
Miss

LOVINA

H.

HAYNES,

Miss ELLA C. HURD,
Miss ANGIE

Principal of Normal

C.VICKERY, Preceptress, French,

Geometry and Rotauy.

Normal classes,
Foglia studies,

Board for clubs, either for ladies or gentlemen,
from $1.50 to $2.00 per week. Board in families,

including rooms, ete., from $2.50to $3.70 per week.

For further particulars, address the Scopetanys

.

‘EBANON

"C.A. FARWELL. Pittsfield,

Me.

ACADEMY .—G. F'. CHASE,

A. M., Principal, with full board of teach.
ers.
!
&
Pupils fitted for business or the best colleges.
Spring Term, of 10 weeks, begins May 2, 1876.
Fall Term opens Tuesday Sept. A, 1876.
For particulars, address the principal or
W.

Lebanon,

BLIHU HAYES, Sec. Trustees.
‘

.
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Music.

E. HANSON,

Ann Arbor, =
Wayne Junc.,
G.T. Junct’n,
Detroit,
Ar.

ILLINOIS CENTRAL RAILROAD.

Spring Term closes Friday, April 7, 1876.
Vacation two weeks.
SummerTerm begins Monday, April 24, 1876.

SARAH, wife of Lorenzo D. Newell,

June 16th, 1876, aged

ATCHJSON, KANSAS, making this
Line Controlled and Run
ne
Company
between

Albion,

Department, German, Didatics, Mental and Moral
ence.

Bath,

and

opened their

SOUTH-WESTERN
DIVISION,
or
KANSAS LINE. branching
off from
WILTON
STATION (on
Main Line
ruphmg direct to LEAVENWORTH, an

(Summer Vacation of eight weeks.)

they are led to say, * Thy will be done.”

months.
Her first husband's name was David
Card.
She was the mother of fourteen chile
dren, ten of whom passed over the river into
the spirit land befora her. Her last husband

Capital.

Kalamazoo. =

ER, A. M., Principal
KIN +\SBURY BATCH
of Latin, Greek and Chemistry,

E. M. BAXTER.

the traveler passes
portion of the State

Moines, its

This Company have now

Miss S. ALMA PENDEXTER, Associate.
Miss LELIA BE. ¥oLsoM, Teacher of Music.

IKE

°

been

When Ruschasing Through Tickets, be sure they
are via the ROCK ISLAND ROUTE,

Faculty :
J.8. BROWN, A. M., Principal.
G. H. STOCKBRIDGE, A. M., Associate.
Miss LILLIAN 8. ABBOTT, Precepiress.

in

has

COACHES

DAY

NEW

After crossing into Iowa,
over the finest Agricultural

YNDON LITERARY INSTITUTION,
LYNDON CENTER, VT.

families;

excepted.

to accommodate the largely increasing travel now
passing over this Favorite Route to California.

Hillsdale, Mich., June 22,1875.

Board from $3.00 to $3.50 in

Two Fast Express Trains leave Chicago daily
at 10 A. M., Sundays excepted: and 10 P. M., Sat-

and magnificent
PARLOR SLEEPING CARS,
With all the modern luxuries combined, expressly

For catalogues or other information, address
D. W. C. DURGIN, President, or L. P. REYNOLDS,
Secretary and Treasurer, Hillsdale, Mich.

boarding,

THE

ROCK ISLAND & PACIFIC R.R.

ELEGANT

students ' preparing

or the Christian maiinigtey,

Three
complete courses of
Scientific, and Ladies’ course.

VIA

This Great Central Omaha Route
thoroughly eqaipped with
.

new

every facility for stndy and improve
is rendered

California.

to

Route

:LSPALE
COLLEGE.—~The
next
term and year of this Imstitution will
commence Mar. 15, 1876, with a Board of twenty
Professors and Instructors, There are eight departments and courses of study. There are five
well sustained Literary Societies, with libraries.
The College Library contains four thousand volLibtary.
with the

CHICAGO.

FROM

Weare, N. H.

There is also a Theological
location is excellent, and

RATES by the

In PASSENGER

:

augll

well

members.

near

EXECU

OF INVESTMENT FOR

HENRY A. HURLBUT.
LOUIS FITZGERALD.
JAMES I, MORRISON.
GEORGE D. MORGAN.
HENRY B. HYDE,
WILLIAM SLOANE.
DANIEL DODD.
CECRGE H, STUART.
HENRY M. ALEXANDER. WILLIAM C, LAMBERT.
JOHN J. MCCOOK.
JAMES M. HALSTED,
WILLIAM HENRY SMITH. HENRY 6. MARQUAND.
RICHARD IRVIN, JR. ~~ EDMUND A. SMITH.
WILLIAM MILES,
ALANSON TRASK.
- B. F. RANDOLPH.
ELBERT B. MONROE.

.

WEARE, N. H

ordered lite and godly conversation to the end,
and died in peace, being one of whom the
voice from heaven could say. ‘ Blessed are the

Sabbath

ANTILE T
8b COMPANY, Rus)

MODE

LINTONGROVESEMINARY,

by

auglh

TORS AND TRUSTEES.
DIRECTORS.

Winter Term be,
8 Tuesday, Deceml er 5, 875.
H.S. COWELL, A. B., Principal.
For circulars, address the Principal.

ora C. Huntington, formerly of
Atkinson,
died in Dexter, Me., May 27, aged 28 years
and 3 months.
Sister Myra * remembered her
Creator in the days ef her Jouth” corplied
with the requirements of the gospel, found
ace in believing and joy in the Holy Ghost.

sisters are

school,

Send for a catalogue.
Lewiston, Me.

Aid

:

ESTATE.
>
IT AFFORDS A SAFE AND TRUSTWORTHY

and theological school, affords many advantages
which are very important to students during their
preparatory course.
The special work of the
school is to prepare students for college, and
every effort is made to do this'in as thorough a
manner as possible, Expenses are moderate.

year.

commences March
;

IT SECURES EVERY INVESTMENT BY }
FIRST-MORTGAGE ON IMPROVED REAI

ICHOLS
LATIN
SCHOOL.,—FRITZ
W. BALDWIN, A. M., Principal, with

er

¥

of 1 weeks,
gy.

THIS COMPANY PAYS SEVEN PER CENT,

ATES
COLLEGE
THEOLOGICAL
SCHOOL.—FALL TERM, 1876.
The Fall Term of the Theological School connected with Bates College begins Tuesday, Au.
st 22. For further information address the
resident, O. 8. Cheney, D. D., or Professor John
Fullonton, D.D., Lewiston, Maine.
J. A. HOWE, Sec,

ment
is furnished.

.

«EQUITABLE BUILDING, 320" BROADWAY, N.Y.

REEN
MOUNTAIN
SEMINARY,—
WATERBURY CENTER, VERMONT.
MISS LIZZIE COLLEY, Principal, with four
assistants.
For further information address Rev. L. Sar.
enh
lerbury Center, Vt., or the Principal,
» NH.

buildings,

tc:

1

CAPITAL, $2,000,000.

Center Strafford, January 26, 1876.

Miss MYRA J., daughter of Joseph and Deb-

which parents and

A Term
1876.

be

Professor of Latin and Greek. Competent teach.
ers assist. Rooms for self-boarding and board in
private families at reasonable rates. Board in
clubs $2. Apply early.
fulton to students who have the minisview.
TRALL TERM of 1876 begins August 15.
Two full courses, English and Classical.
The Faculty, by imparting instruction ina thor
ough and practical manner, by the use ot the
best text-books, and by careful attention to the
wants of scholars, hope to deserve the continued
approbation of the patrons.
:
or further information address the Principal,
or,
WARREN Fos8g, Secretary.

the sunshine of her presence.
* She did what
she could,” and to God must we commend the
sorrowing friends.

welfare of the church and

A.

Yor circulars write to the Presiden., Rev. Q, E.

A USTIN
ACADEMY .~CENTER
STRAFFORD,
N. H.
REV. 8. C. KIMBALL,A, M., Principal, and

alone

in

ber 80th, 1875.

Goueatronal,

were led to the Saviour by her influence. In
the midst of her labors, typhoid pneumonia
detained her from the class. room, she became
was disdelirious, and in about one week
charged from all earthly toil. Away from her
neverthehome and kindred friends, she was,
Her
Jess, among loving friends and pupils.
frail, physical nature was never equal to the
strong and vigorous energies of her mind, and
the goodness of her heart, as seen in the pious,
molding influence of her useful life, was su
rior to both. * Her sun is gone down while
it was yet day,” and the evening twilight at

died

him

was

the expression, Oh, how sweet it is to have a

sion for souls,” and often did she express a
desire to see those under her
instruction at
ace with God, trusting in Jesus in the mornng of life, And this
desire was repeatedly

MR. DANIEL CUNNINGHAM

as

Among his last words

hope in Jesus.’

virtuous

with a

stom-

seeing

It was said at her funeral that * she had a pas-

he also adorned her profession

suffered

patience and culm resignation,

were

will be cheered no more

He

with great

habits, and in turning their thoughts to Jesus
as thefr friend. She.devoted herself largely
to teaching, and for about three years was
connected with Lapham Institute, acting as
lady principal for two years, a position which
she held with honor at the time of her death.

the parental home

BRADLEY,

petent Assistants.
Fall Term of 12 weeks, begins August 31st, 1875.
| Winter Term of 14 weeks, commences Novem

as a worthy

uch, but he endured his sufferings

4

INSTI

ud pre

REV. G. 8.

G.8.B

assem-

from cancerous humor in the

who is invisible.

Prineipals

COLLEGIATE

IOWA,

Baptist

La

of respect to one

tizen and a faithful Christian,

intensely

10

perhaps, at Lapham

WikESN

bet-

a gro.

congregation

whom they had long - esteemed

obituary.

of

Whitestown, Oneide G00 op uly

we

where his funeral obsequies were ob-

July 4.

bled, to pay the lust tribute

then children in the Sunday school, will never
her kind and helpfal words
know how 10ueh

in the formation

was

of the F.

for

J.8. GARDNER, Principal.

BAKER, or to the Principal.

ABBIE ELIZABETH JENNESS of Dover, N.
H., died at North Scituate, R. I., June 17,
aged 81 years. She was the daughter of Nathaniel and Lydia V. Jenness, a brilliaut scholar and graduate of New Hampton Institution,
in the class of 1866. In early life she found a
home im the Christian church, where she
sought not so much her own enjoyment, as to
interest and encourage others in the. Christian
life. For two or three years she prepared the

assisted them

But

v

moderate.
¢

serv

ford, Nov. 1, 1875, aged 71 years and 6 months.
religion in the prime of
Bro. C. experienced
life and united with the F. Baptist church of
could say at
B. and we consider him one who
thelast, “ Ihave kept the faith,” &c. And
with him
acquaintance
having had a familiar
in church association, I am prepared to say he
was a faithful and devoted member for the last
few years of his life.
J. CHADBOURNE.

work; comes Ignorance drunk on the
"seventh, with a firkin of oil and a match
and an easy ‘‘ Let there not be,”—and the
many-colored creation is shriveled up in
blackness.
Of a truth, Knowledge is

of joy dark as a buried. Babylon.

worthy

Pylips

specially
square

who

live.

Terms

Wg
,

inadmissible.

Myrtle for publication, and many

in the state,
logue.

charch in Madrid, of which he wus a member
when he died. His remains were carried to

up.

a.

to

years the subject of this notice

It is a common sentence that Knowl.
edge is power ; but who hath duly considered or set forth the power of Ignorance ?
Knowledge slowly builds up what Ignorance in an hour pulls down. Knowledge,
through patient and frugal centuries, enJacos DREw died in Strafford, 29th fnst,,
larges discovery and makes record of it;
of cerobral disease, aged 65 years.
He had
Ignorance, wanting its day's dinner, lights been
for many years a member of the Strafa fire with the record, and gives a flavor ford and Barnstead church, though, like too
to its one roast with the burnt souls of many, inactive during the earnest years of
many generations. Knowledge, instrnct- business. 1t is hoped that a fuller and truer
faith took precedence as the body declined
ing the sense, refining and multiplyin
through disease.
Com.
the needs, transforms itself into skill, an

makes life various with a new

THE OOFFEE PLANTER'S LIFE.

through

thought

THE POWER OF IGNORANCE.

fall off beaten, exhausted, utterly used up.

visible

Longfellow,

« Ah, yes—just so, exactly; heaps of
old ruins.
like ruins.
Now everything’s new here in America, you know
—can’t find any old ruins—so I thought
I'd come an’ gee you.”
;

bodies,

with one of the instruments of torture,
and then returng meré frantic than before;
several others are then more or less tortured, goaded by the darts, or pierced by

is always

yes, Mr.

# Yes,” replied the poet, * many interesting remains ot past ages.”

elirions,
the glaring eyes, the wild,
ghastly smile, form a most sickening
One frantic enthusiast rushes
spectacle.
forward and receives a pierce in the cheek

still go

every-

to interest you.”
« Well, something, but it's getting to
be an awful bwar. I've just come from
old
country—antiquities, you

and with frantic gestures and awful yells
urges them on. A dull mist arises of

The remainder

Coldstream,

seen

wished

and pray she may meet them in the

nent and

MR. JAMES HACKETT died in Bradford,
Dee. 26, 1875, aged 64 years and 2 months.
He
I've been
was sick with a long and lingering disease,
great traveler, sir, been all over the Con- during
which
he
gave
himself
unreservedly
to
tinent, been to Iceland, Sweden, Nor- the great work of seeking salvation, obtained
way.”
1 a good hope in Christ and died in the tri« Indeed! you must have found much umphs of faith.

The Iman, or chief, stands in front,

the spikes or skewers, until

everywhere,

she

March

The Institution
is one of the lazgest and’ bast

ex-

DEA. JOHN SMITH, Jormerly of Phillips,
died in Lewiston, July 2,
aged 78, For many

when he resumed,—
¢ Yes, see Mr. Longfellow;

And now, to increase their ardor and
stimulate their almost exhausted energies,
the hage tambourines are brought down,
and lend their aid to augment the fiendish

swelterin

Charles

I ought to see the great American poet, 'n
sent in ma card.”
The poet asked his visitor to be seated,

:

dust und heat, and the

Sir

cents

Allen

ter home where separation never come,
:
B. 8. MoopY.

wishing

Brevity is
than a single

insure an insertion,
important. "Not more

thing, and done everything,” and yet was

and the hot atmosphere and regular moyement of these enthusiasts ‘turn one giddy

din.

like

‘ had traveled

Iv is a frightful, an. awe-inspiring sight,
and faint.

who,

hope

obituaries published in the Morning Star,
who do not patronize it, must accompany

extend to cellar or attic.
Another amusing instance, also related
to us by a friend, was that of an Englishman.

son, for these

*‘ It isu’t

Persons

NOTICE!

Sister

church, in Bath, She loved her home, made
pleasant by a loving husband and affectionate

@brtuaries.

Away they go, louder

ging, but always increasing in tone and
pace; their heads rolling from side to
side, their bodies bowing with frantic
As their strength ‘becomes exénergy
hausted, the cry resembles the most pite‘ous, yearning, lon ing wail, the vague
utterance of some fierce and savage passion rising from a flery and frenzied soul,
the whole mass throw themselves backwards and forwards with terrific vigor,
their voices come roaring torth with awful
earnestness, their livid faces shine with a
sort of unearthly moisture, and their rolling eyes almost start from their heads.

draw

her.

three Assistants.
The location of this

and louder, faster and faster, never flag-

if it were bis specialty in study.

to

save

20, 1876, ©
ener 10 1876.

ring Term o

perienced religion youngin years and was a
worthy member ‘of Corliss St. F. Baptist

no festival, dat’s true,” replied the proprietor, * but when de price is limited
down to eight cents you must spec de
food will be limited down to about two
courses. Dar’s bread and dar’s water,
and if you want to make it ten cents, I'll
put on de pepper-box and a knife and
fork.”— Detroit Free Press.

gratified, a score,

agriculture,
military science, ethnology—
he seemed to be as familiar with each as

told

stranger, getting out of doors.

tered not what turn: conversation took—
church,

he was

money could not

‘What sort of a meal is dat?” he demanded, drawing away instead of drawing
up.
*““Dat’'s an eight-cent meal, my
friend.” * Iisn’t prepared to squar’ off
in front of no such dinner,” growled the

«Oh, it's lovely!” “so nice!” and now

of the

It mat-

remarkable student I ever met.

delicacy,

the table, and

monastery is.
but Adams bas, I believe, the most thorfortable or so large as that of the Peta ough
understanding of liberty and her
It
is
more
confined,
and
not
so
dervises.
1 | resources; as well as that habitual radicsl
well kept up. As in the Pera room,
make my way into a gullery, and, leaning love of it, of any of them, as well as the
correct,
genteel, and -artful
pen.
over, look down on the performers. They most
He is a man of refined policy, steadfast
are a different set to the spinners, more integrity, ex uisite humanity, genteel
weird-looking, more ‘haggard, less unierudition, obliging, engaging manners,
formly clad. Their long bair lies matted- real as well as professed piety, and a
ly over their shoulders, not tucked neatly universal good character, unless‘it should
into their tall hats as the dancers’ hair is. be admitted he is too attentiveto the
Above and around the 1irrah are ¢urious public, and not enough to himself and
old darts, chains, spikes, pincers, and the amily.
:
like, with which the dervises torture themFirm as®was the friendship existing
selves when their frenzy is at its hight. between Samuel Adams and John Adams,
On the walls are some huge tambourines,
stronger than the tie of blood (they
which are brought down and used to aug- far
were cousins), the character of the forment the sounds of the orchestra, and
mer was at times a curious problem to the
raise the excitement to the highest possible Jatter.
Samuel
Adams's contempt for
pitch. The dervises are all seated around
in
in a subdued wealth was so marked as sometimes,
on skins, and are chantin
the opinion of his thrifty kinsman, to dehis
continues,
manner a kind of psalm.
Magazine.
with various interruptions, for some time, serve censure, —Harper's
ob
0-0
r-o-re
and is at length succeeded by a more
IMPUDENCE.
boisterous chant that is sung standing.
After a considerable routine of prayers
The Commercial Bulletin relates the
and chants, mostly loud and boisterous in following incidents in reference to the
their nature, they close in a semi-circle, callers with whom the poet Longfellow is
facing the mirrah, and there stand close troubled :
together, arm in arm, shoulder to shoulder.
‘Three ladies, two from Chicago and
Six priests seat themselves in the center
of the circle, on skins, and chant a sort one from Milwakee, entirely unknown to
send in their cards, They are
Before long the the poet,
of psalm as before.
dervises join iv, and the music strikes up. courteoisly received by him in” a recepA regular tune is now taken up, and at tion-room. Would he be good enough
every beat of the meter, in one unbroken to let them see his library? The request
line they bow themselves, first to the is acquiesced in, and the library underright, and then to the left. The song of goes inspection,

Wales, and to the railway station for Hawarden—or ** Arden,” as they call it—two

before reaching
in the morning

ardent, and keen in the cause,

TURKISH HOWLING DERVISES.

was pleasant testimony to the lasting
rature of his earlier interest in the singers

miles from the castle,
stone's carriages were
proposed to meet us
stroll in the delightful

Club; * He [Samuel Adams] is zealous,

Fall Term opens
Niuter Term opens

years. She suffered much,but patiently endured it. Her husband left ho means untried, but
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one is wise, |
He that learns from every
freedom is frecfor
The only preparation
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of an inward tumor, June 28, 1876, aged 56
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Thompson,

Liberty must give place to love. |

er fail to persuade.

European cast than was that of his uncle

that day. At four, the labors of the day
are over; but itis to be remarked that
the Tamil laborer works throughout the

=

all in life;
It is success that colors
m akes villains
Success makes fools admired,
d
virtue of this vapnting worl
All he is
T, howe’er

on success and POWe
quired.
Tou

7

and predecessor. His voice is clear, but
not powerful, and he speaks French well,
voted themselves for several hours to the
entertainment of these
ate, Joho a few day without rest or food. What he wants though with a hesitation not without its
in the morning he takes before six, and charm. He is accustomed to dress in the
years
before, had been
ght and
sol
like sheép, because they were born slayes, then wants nothing,or at any rate asks for Karopean manner, and rides well, but his
and who bad beén, almost all their lives, nothing, till he goes home at four to cook health is not strong, and he has, except
driven like lepers from the society of even his rice and curry. These men live in al moments of excitement, a jaded and
the vilesL white people, because t y were little villages on the plantations, which indifferent look. In his youth he had a
born black. It may seem poor taste to are called coolie lines; and at no great great fancy for the opera, the theater, the
there circus, horse-races and regattas.
mention it, yet it would have been a good distance, on the nearest high road,
lesson for many Americans could they is always a coolie bazaar, in which the
purchases. ' A
have seen Mr. and Mrs, Gladstone refus- Tamil laborers make their
If it be a restraint to know that our
in to take their own seats at the tea-table coffee planter, 1 think, should be married.
sins will find us out, it should be a comuntil they. bad with theirown bands served I do not understand how otherwise he is fort to think that our virtues may find us
those same guests in whose faces so many to get through his evenings. That theo- out, too. So,at least, it has proved in
American landlords have slammed their ry of working all day and reading the his- the case of a Boston bank-teller, who,
tory of England. or. other improvin
doors becausg they were ‘‘ niggers!”
several years since, was dismissed from
‘Before leaving, the singers gathered books, with a teapot before one, till bed: his post because of a discrepancy’ of ten.
about the piano and sing some of their time, has never held water yet.— Anthony thousand dollars in his accounts. There
;
slave hymns, Mr. Gladstone's eyes moist T'rollop.
was
general and strong confidence in
PUP
WW
40+
ened as he stood just in front of them,
him, but the money was missing, and
listening with a jerawiy expression, as
SAM ADAMS.
could not be accounted for. The unforif his thought had carried h im back to the
To attempt to follow step by step the tunate man bas lived under a cloud of
miseries of the slave life in which they
work of Samuel Adams in all the pre- suspicion ever since, wntil the other day,
had their osigin. But when they closed fatory
years of the great struggle would when .the lost package was found lying
with his old avorite, ‘* John Brawn,” his
quote from every journal, from behind a safe door, in a peculiar place,
to
be
face brightenc, and he clapped his hands the records
of every political meeting, where it had got pushed out of sight by
in a.del hted way, saying: ¢* That's the
of Liberty to the Calker’s accident. And so the ex-teller’s charatter
Sons
the
f.om
best of all. We've been wishing we could Club. His style was always terse apd bas been vindicated. Let us remember
It's
wonderful.”
hear it again.
on even through the case when circumstances set against
His questions in regard to Americau forcible,easy of recogniti
which he adopt- a man in like manner. Charity may
s
signature
various
the
n reference to the
affairs, and especiall
sometimes hope in innocency, even when
:
ed.
progress of recuperation, social and finanyou can not prove it.—Cong.
,
writer;
untiring
incessant
an
was
He
cial, at the South showed how closely he it has been estimated that hi: political
has kept up with the march of events in letters and other papers would fill sixA colored man living on Fort Street,
our country. He thinks the great mistake teen royal octavo volumes. In every
we are making in
political economy, is n glimpse we get even of his private letters East, has a sign on his house reading:
not planting ourselves on the principle of | at this period
there is constant evidence “Meals for eight cents.” The sign atfree trade. England was a long time in
in the velvet glove,” tracted the attention of a hungry man of
hand
iron
the
*
of
coming to it. But there are none to opto the last, so characteristic of the man. color the other day, and he stépped in and
pose it now. And he thinks our experi- John Adams, in his diary, speaks of an said he would have a dinner. A slice of
ence would be the same, after a fair trial
evening with his kinsman at the Calker’s bread and a bowl of water were placed on
for a few years,

THINGS TO REMEMBER.
Fawns

ak”

unaffected heartiness and grave with
which Mr,, Mrs., and Miss Gladstone de-

JULY 19, 1876.
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‘con GRESSIONAL.

ger, the temporary provision for meeting
the necessary expemses of the government.
The conference committee on the diplomatic and consular appropriation bill made
a report aimouncing its inability to agree.
A new committees was appointed and an
adjouwrdment was taken until
Wednesday.
Tuesday, the Senate, sitting as a court
of ‘'mpeachment, heard additional evidence
inthe Belknkp case, Caleb P. Marsh and
Hiester Clymer being the witnesses.
‘Wedrieslidy, the Senate was occupied

in

Tearing further testimony in the Belknap
‘impeachment case, the defense introducing
several ‘Witnesses, who
téstified to the

good

‘dharacter

of

the

MUSCULAR POWER IN HORSES.

MISCELLANEOUS.

accused.

The

Houseipassed a bill appropriating $200,000

for'the«onstruction of military posts at
the meuths of the Big Horn and Tongue
rivers.
The resolution censuring Minister
Schenck for his connection with the Emma
mineswindle was adopted.
A bill was
passed for the promotion of commodores

Leo

Miller;

the

Minnesota

free-love

croquet sets, forty-seven fishing poles, and
one Testament formed the load which one
express wagon took to the camp mecting
grounds this morning.”
In the case of George Reynolds, being
the test case as regards polygamy in Utah

Territory, cquvicted in the District Court

and

$500

fine,

which

was

taken

Territorial Supreme Court,

has affirmed the

Court.
preme

to the

the latter court

decision

of

the

District

The case was appealed to the SuCourt of the United

States,

The Clinton (Iowa) Herald tries to make
its readers believe that a resident frog
came to the surface of a pool the other
day-and remarked : ‘‘ It’s awful hot!”
Three thousand two hundréd and seventy-five people and 2,312 horses drank from
the Humane Society’s four fountains one
day last week.

A mare dropped dead on the Elmira
Y.) race-track,

and

monument to her.

they

have

If George

(N.

erected

«cussed at length.

better opinion of popes now.

impor-

A very brilliant meteor swept across
‘Thursday, the Senate discussed the river
:amd harbor appropriation bill, and passed the North-western heavens from south-east
the House bill appropriating $200,000 for to morth-west on Saturday evening, the 9th
ithe construction of military posts at the inst. Tt had she appearance of a bright
mouths of the Big Horn and Tongue riv- comet, its path being marked by a. train
ers.
The conference committee on the of reddish light. The meteor, after being
consular and diplomatic appropriation bill visible for ten seconds, finally burst, secatreported its failure to agree. Owing to tering its fragments in red and blue light
the absence of witnesses the session of in all directions, these being visible only
the Belknap impeachment court was of for an instant after the explosion. It was
brief duration.
The House discussed at an unusual phenomenon, and was seen in
length and passed the Payne
silver bill,” Michigan, Indiana and Illinois.
by a vote of 129 to 75. A resolution was
In the first quarter of 1875, the Parisian
introduced and referred, proposing a final butchers killed 1821 horses for meat.
In
adjournment
of Congress on the 25th the same quarter .of 1876, they
killed
instant.
2370.
It is said that on a certain. occasion a
WE
the Senate concurred in the conerence committee’s report on the silver somewhat celebrated English divine disbill. In consequence of the continued ab- covered, but only when already in the pulday.
The river and harbor bill was discussed at length.
The House settled the
Frost-Abbott contested election case by
ousting Mr. Frost.
DOMESTIC.

‘Three
seventh

car-loads
cavalry

of

recruits

went West,

for

the

lyn, Wednesday

morning,

received

sixteen

orders for infants’ coffins.
:
A fund for a monument to General Custer begins with $100 from J. B. Bennett
and $100 from Miss Kellogg.
‘The

anniversary

of

the

battle

of

the

Boyne was quietly observed in many sections of the country, Wednesday, also in
the British provinces, but not so

generally

as heretofore.

Seven workmen were injured by jumping from a train on the Mount Washington
Extension Railroad, between the Fabyan
House and the base of the mountain,
Wednesday morning.
Surrogate Calvin, of New York,

nied the

petition

of the

has

de-

to

set

Baileys

aside the will of the late A. T. Stewart.
The will is consequently admitted to probate.
Secretary Chandler has been lected
chairman of the republican

mittee.
The marble

bust

of the

national

com-

late Chief-Jus-

tice Chase is placed in one of the panels of
the Supreme Court room.
It rests upon a
marble bracket in the form of a scroll set
in the wall.

James 8, Wilson, treasuger of the District of Columbia, is a defaulter to the
amount of $6000.
It is reported from Sioux City that the
Indians, after the massacre of Custer and
his men, cut the heart from the Generals

body, placed it on a pole and indulged in a
war-dance around it.
Ex-Becretary Bristow

persistently

re-

. fuses to divulge Cabinet secrets in relation

to the whiskey ring prosecutions to

Proc-

tor Knott's investigating committee.
It is reported that the President has ordered
the ‘immediate removal of four
Treasury officials. Friendship’ for
exSecretary Bristow is said to be the cause
of their decapitation.
President Grant has written a letter to
ex-Secretary Bristow, releasing him from
all obligations of secrecy regarding Cabinet transactions in connection with the
whiskey prosecutions.
(General Sherman says there will be no
need of recruiting volunteers to subdue
the Sioux Indians.
:
The Blaine investigation has been postponed until the next session of Congress,

and Messrs. Fisher and Mulligan
as witnesses until that time.

excused

It is now asserted that Sitting Bull was
killed bp Custer’s soldiers.

A mother and her

four

children

were

drowned at Freedom, Pa., on Thursday.
FOREIGN.

question have been published.

The earl

ha

the British Hg
ge
present m!
ers
and
Ploves to join the United States in negotiat-

Jligence from the war in

the East indicates that the Servians have

ac having ro Sivan.
ving repulsed an
idin, capturing

ar-ghip

xplosion

a large

were killed and twenty wounded,

if you

The answer

is found in their

and thus mature is

developed

toan

which seems marvelousto us,
such exercise and labor.
Well, muscle

and

everywhene,—the

bones

same

can

develop

the

extent

the

to

same,

the haree

as

by certain pracweight-camying,

muscles of his

back

and loins so that his natural capacity
be more than doubled, why can ‘we
develop the back and loin power af
colts in like manner, and to the same

tent?

We

of

unused

are

in

in the man; and if man,
tice
and
exercise
at

habit

can
not
our
ex-

hold, - therefore, that the anus-

cles of a colt’s back and loins can be.weasily
and greatly developed by the impesition
of weight ;' beginning, say, when he ie two
years of age, and continuing the practice
until

maturity.

somewhat
brought,

Many

horses

naturally

weak at these points, could
in a few

years,

to

be

be

above

the

average
capacity by a judicious treatment of weighting.
So far as we have
experimented in this direction, the result

know,

months,

Baden, Pa., creates

them

a chapter

a breeze at the

Cen-

tennial, by introducing a young lady, Miss
Temperance Anderson, who possesses a
head of hair six feet eight inches long.

The seventh annual catalogue of the
Woman's Hospital
Medical College, of
Chicago, reports ten graduates the past
year.
The regular annual course of lectures for the coming year commences on
the first Tuesday of October.

D.,

has re-

signed the presidency of Ripon, Wis., college, which he has held for twelve years
with marked ability. Tie same has been
reluctantly accepted by the Board
of
Trustees.
‘The late William M. Cartmill, of Wilson
county, Tenn., bequeathed $20,000 to Vanderbilt University at Nashville.

With

the

$1,000,000 already secured from Vanderbilt himself and a few such additions as the
above,this institution’s managers can have
no excuse for mediocrity.
Bowdoin College Commencement
was
held

last

week.

Ex-President

Hill,

D. C.
Hopkins

Gilman, now president
of John
University, has been succeeded

by John LeConte as President

versity of California.

of the

Uni-

Professor LeConte

was the senior-officer.
Thirteen of the members of the Yale
graduating class have decided to study
theology;
40,
the law; 21, medicine;
13,

general

business;

2,

manufacturing

business;
4 journalism;
2, teaching;
3, civil engineering, and 16 will teach
1 year before entering upon any profession.
At the polls, 64 vote the Republican ticket
and 15 the Democratic.

The graduating class at the recént Commencement of Chicago
bered ten, all told.

University,

num-

prostration and sunstroke in one

day last.

week.
In the Exhibition rooms,‘ Please do not
handle,” is the Swiss request; *‘ Ne touchez

pas, 8 il vous plait,” bows the Frenchman’;
‘ Visitors must not touch,” says John
Bull, firmly; “Hands off,” growls the
Yankee.
Secretary Bristow has refused to allow
circulars for distribution at thé “Exhibition, .which treat of the resources of

Brazil, to be admitted at United States
showing

of

intel-

lectual labor, is in the\British and Ameriwhere

there

are exposed for exhibition, two hundred
open copies of the Bible, printed in two
hundred different languages !

Massachusetts
has sent

two freight-car

loads of educational and scientific contributions to the Centennial.
Ohio's educational representation in the
Centennial is a very full and graphic
one.
It'is said that there 1s employed at the

Centennial Exposition grqunds, -as a stage
driver, a Russian

prince

who

spent

his

His compensation
for the laborhe now performs is one dollar
and seventy-five cents

the

gait,

and

his

power

to

stride, are

per day.

Fair to good...

stirring the

pumpkinin

scalded

EGGS.

we

it is nevertheless

true.

Parafline..... 208.

1d

It was just the

One

reason why

HOW THE FRENCH DO IT.
The French butcher
from

his

steaks

they will do the
wife orders just
and

no

more,

separates the bones

and

places

them

most good.
enough for
even

to

where

The houseeach person

the

coffee.”

If

a

chance visitor drops in, somebody quietly
retires and the extra cup is so provided,
but mothing extra by carelessness of intention. When the pot hasboiled, the handful of charcoal in_ the little range is extinguished,

and

waits

red-hot

day long for no purpose

No

roaring

for

cook-stove

covers

no

waste.

estimated, and’ the smallest surplus is
carefully saved. A thousand little econo-

mies are practiced, and it is respectable to
practice them.
Cooking is an economical
as well as a sanitary and gustatory sci-

ence.

A French

go as far as an

cook

will make a franc

American

housewife

will

American . Bridget,
nobody
knows; we
should probably be greatly astonished,
¢ould the computation be made, how much
of the financial,
recuperative
power of
France is owing to her soups
and’ her
cheap food;

better

living,

after

all,

than

the heavy bread and greasy failures of our
culinary
ignorance.
The French man’s

or woman's

financial conscience

will’ not

C

Ordina,

ALMONDS.
Some of the farmers of Sonoma
Valley, says the San Francisco
Chronicle, are
experimenting
with almonds, with every prospect of ultimate
success.
One man has 2500 almond trees
which are now three y®arsold, and have
bloomed this season.
The vicinity where
the trees are planted is favorable to the
growth of the almond,
being free from

soluble,

dilute acid, in which

is often

the

iron is

best thing to take

saves something every day put of his little wages, despite all the city enticements,
and by 4nd by is apt to go back to his
native village and purchase his little plot
and live on it contented, never poor enough

to be insolvent,

With

French economy,

we should not only be richer than France,
but our rapidly accumulating material resources would
help to build a national
prosperity and renown that France with

her

antecedents

aud

encumbrances

can

never emulate.
The want of our finan
cial future and our national honesty is,—
not more greenbacks,but,—more economy.
~ Springfield Republican.
BS CEA Sy a
AS

SWINE,
Allow pigs a

run

ina

piece

of

clover,

ar, an orchard.
It would be good for the
pigs, and prevent much damage from insects, if the orchard were kept as a pasture for swine, and managed so that there
should always be some green crop in it for

|Zine

a bottle of it, in solution,
every

kitchen

labeled

closet.

is desirable

Yet

in

it should be

“Poison” in large letters, and as

it will rot the fabric unless it is washed
out at once,
the articles must always be
well rinsed if they are of cotton or linen.
For removing ink stains fiom books and
papers, citric and tartaric acid are the most
desirable, either of them being equally
efficacious, and they will not injure the
printing ink, in whose composition there
is no iron.
Lemon juice, from which citric acid is often made, can be used with
good success, and if a little salt is added to
it, it will extract the stain more quickly
from the paper.

ITEMS.
A Henry county (Ky.)
cow recently
gave thirty-six quarts of milk at one milking.——California consumes immense numbers of Iowa eggs. Recently 200,000 dozen

of eggs

were

carried

thither in thirty

days.——A farmer in East Westmoreland,
N. H., says he found
sown over the hills like

the

Colorado

potato

air-slacked lime,
plaster to destroy

beetle,

Try

it.—

Boston Culttvator.——Experiments recently made in England indicate that wagons
are most easily drawn, on all kinds of
roads, when the fore and hind wheels are
the same size and
the pole lies lower
than the axle.— Rural
World,——Mrs.
Lydia Batchelder, of Wenham, Mass., has
a remarkable Jersey cow.
She has made
butter for the last three years, at an average of 420 pounds per year.——There are
thirty species of insect
s whichsubsist on

a hundred,

The

grape

and wheat and

vine

[has

other grains

fifty, — Massachusetts
Ploughman.——Mr.
Yeomans, of Walworth, N. Y., who has
orchards of 5,000 apple trees, keeps the
ground
continually plowed,—he sows rye
in the fall and cuts it down in the spring,

~—corn is then sown and plowed down in the
fall. The results are highly satisfactory.

———A cellar should be very well lighted in
part by windows, and besides the natural
ventilation, which can be had by opening
these occasionally, there should be, if possible,

one

or

more

openings

into

warm

fluks in the chimney stack, so that the air
may be continually changing.—Semi- Tropical.—1It is too common, in times of depression in wool, like the present, to sell
out and seek other business.
Don’t do it,
you who have good flocks and know how to
handle them.
Cull out the poor ones and
dispose of them well fattened for the mar-

ket, and keeplat least the nucleus for a flock

when the business will improve, as it is
sure to0 49, —Prairie Farmer,
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The following letter from Rev. E. 8. Best,

r

M. E. Church, Natick, Mass., will baread
with inha by many phy sicians. "Also those
from the ai
a¢ agave as afiicted the 30h, of fhe
Rev. E. 8
© persons can doubt
testi
mony, ad Bost, Nob “doubt about the curative
powers of VEGETINE
NATICK, Mass., Jan. 1, 1874.
MR. H. R. STEVENS :
Dear Sir—We

5

have

good

reason

for

regarding

your VEUETINE a medicine of the greatest value,
We feel assured that it has been the.means of saving our son’s life. He is now seventeen years of
age; for the last two years he has suffeted from
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acid answers

very well, andas it is also
a very good
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dw of he phuber declaring
that he was bey
the reach of human remedies,
that even amputation sould4 20k ante him, As ho
had not vigoren
ion. Just
then we comm
He od hh b/ SEINE, ;and
front that time to the present he has
continuSatyr
improving. He has lutel a
een his studaway crutches
cane, and walks
about t cheerfully and strong.
Though there is still some discharge
from the
opening where the limb was lanced, we hay Be

fultest Confidence that tna Mele time he win

perfectly
cu:
He has taken about three dozen bottles of VEGETINE, but lately uses but tio, a8 he declares

that he is too wel to be taking m edicine.
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An IMPORTED REMEDY, CANNABIS INDFEA,
This wouderful preparation, known
by the
above title, hich has attained such celebrity
duHing &the last few years in all Jari of the ited
8 a8 a aside cure for
Consumption
chitis and
can now be obtained Bros
first-class droge 8. We have made perma: Ay
arrangements in Calcutta, India, for obtaining
“Pure Hemp,” and having it extracted upon its
own soil (the climate in America being too changeable to extract a e quantities free from F
dew.) These remedies are now
from
the best hemp, sathered at the
right season, and
extracted during midsummer m
Caloutta, "Ther
is nota single
symptom of Consumption that
does not dissipate,
and it will break a fresh cold
in twenty-four hours. One bottle will satisfy the
wost skeptical.
$2 50 per bottle, or 3 bottles for $6.50.
As this is an imported article, we do nol commission our remedies, but will be
be pleased to’
make Cash Agents everywhere, Address,
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The only genuine Oatmeal Soap is known world
wide a8 KOBINSON’S OATMEAL GLYCERINE.
It is
the cheapest fine tollet soap in the world.” If you
have never tried it, do so at once, ask for Robin-
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1st. It is full Weight.
2d. It is Economy to use it.
a 1t is strictly dy
. It is made of the Best Material.
Sth, It is saving labor to use it.
ith. It is a Neutral Soap.
7th. It is a Powerful
t.
8th. It can bé used for the Finest Fabrics.
9th. It is all it is recommended to be.
10th. Ever ood
raises it.
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JAMES 5 LUDLUW,
Late Pastor Calvary Bap. Ch., Sacramento, Cal.
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178 Baltic &
ously, N.Y, Nov. M4, 1874.
H. R. STEVENS,
Dear Sir]
received by its
use, as well as from | Feonal nawledge of those
Nise SuresSineby
seemed almost miracu-
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om tocliced 70 8 323 | West.
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DOMESTIC

able for the purpose; yet it is needful to

about fifty enemies.
The apple trees seventy-five.
Our different shade trees over

workman

1

Gd. ng 1256.18 [Napthrcns & 8
S.

use the kind which will least injure the
article to which it is applied. On all white |

‘matter how

Paris

a.

The VEGETINE

J.8. DICKERSON,

of
formerly
0. T. Walker,
Square Church, and at the
present settled in
Providence,R. I., must be
ed as reliable,
ovidence.
No oue should fail to observe that his testimore’ eXpedigngetsith the
nial is the result of two
use of VEGETINE in the Rev, I. Walkers fam.
ily, wbo now pronounces it inval
PROVIDENCE, R.L, 164 Tacit street.
H. R. STEVENS, EsqQ :
2ture the
I feel boundto express with m
My
: high value I place upon your V ok

PAD

Gult

Te

Valuable Evidence.
The following uisolisited testimonial from Rev

AINTS.
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we

did not count.”

another time.

and

a.

killed two dozen geese, 236 mallard dy€ks, | Miracaibe....

all

The egg laid to-day costs a little more than
the one laid last week.
Values are nicely

15

seen. Shige

2d. A

Yours, &c.,

Camel...0 8-840) ‘Aliaiiey 36. "ox

some

ju

has helped me. and.I own it up.

3 Ln° Neatsfoot gal. 90 gi 15

easiest thing in the world to get lost in his
COAL.
corn-fields. I strayed into one- field and
umber
Anthracite
# H 2000 bs—
walked for four anda half miles before I
retail. .... 6008750
came to the end of the row of corn which
CATEO...0ison a
%
COFFEE.
I followed.
A party
of six of us we
Mocha, ¥ B..2548.
absent four days, and during that tigie Java... ¥... 19 @. 24

fabrics, a solution of oxalic

at that pdint.

Le

damantine

weakness

a horse should never be pulled so that
is doubled up, is because, when so doubled
up, he can not keep the spinal column,—
which is to the framework-of the horse
what the keel is to the framework of a
ship,—straight.—Golden Rule.

Bank do. iid 4 @. 5

perm. Em

fron,

to

oz

Por the week ending July 5, 1876.

legs, causing him to change his gait from
8.50)
a
to a run, in order to save his bhlce,—begins in the back.
As long asa
Be can keep his back-bone in a straight
line, he is all right.
His loss of control
over himself springs from a muscular

go

"Withrk tired out with
aimostiises
Jost, ow hve found Tanta nliteNR]

to tell the straight out truth,

- ate

CANDLES.

your readers. On account of the blackness of ink being usually produced by

and

.-

-BosTON WHOLESALE PRICES.

iness of motion,—which, when it is passed a certain limit, is’ communicated to his

up,”

rte,

estern
P.K. 1

pieces, because the musclesof the back
are too weak to put the necessary control
upon
the framework
and legs. Every
horse
‘‘breaks” in the back before he
‘‘ breaks ” in the leg; that is, the unstead-

‘tangle

ees Tt. N
Mes fof osslo nl the
he

ha

6 10 | prescription has helpedme
8 8
Now I have a particular horror of ‘patent medi.
@ 6 | cine,” but I have a greater horror of being afraid

"Receipt for the week have been 20,776 boxes,
and 39 barrels. I’oor eggs are in abundance. New
fresh stock is scarce. The market quite firm at
_18 cts. for Eastern. Poor lots sell at 17 cts. for
Eastern, and 16 for Northern.
Eastern.....co.eeue LI
pI

ed that experiments with this very profit-|
able tree:will be made in other sections.
REMOVING INK STAINS.
Books, papers,
furniture, &c., are liable to be disfigured
by ink stains, and therefore some hints
about removing them may be of value to

horses

ii

as of jatitude that I write to ny | that your
@ 21 | VEGETINE—even ir it is a patent medioine—~has
@ 18 | been ot great heip 10 me 2
uhotbing fot seem@ 16 | ed to avail Which 1_coul pal use. Either excessive mental work or id
care Deings upon
»
me & nervous haustion that 4
A
onda

less work.

he has 25,000 acres of
to bea big story; but

that

‘Boston, March 16, 1874,

pean Sin-It is as
ne muel from a sense of duty

is a fair quotation

¥

six miles

etc.,

influence toward

The Tired Body Suey for Sleep.

24-8 25 | HR. STRVENS, ESQ.

oe

soaked

square. This year
corn.
This seems

cranes,

their

Borba | for Tu; Witho
lea
any bad effects at
the system
It presents honcst youchers
testimonials from honest, well-know
whose signatures are a sufficient
B hist o
their earnestness in the matter. Taking
into con.
sideration the vast quantity of medicine brought
Sonapicuotsly before the8 able through the Bu.
ing ‘ed vertisements in the Rewapaper column
with no proof of merit or genuine
.vouchers of
Xhat it has done, we shouldor piidoned for man}.
n a small
following testimonial NDLy Ryod tg
bs
D.
D., the
ular and ayer, nial Ap of
the South Bann Church, Bosto oe
p

on

corn-flelds which belonged to a man named Sullivan. He probably owns more than
any farmer in the State. He is the pro-

chickens,
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of

with
Factory full cream. .-.......o..vovuecn 10@ 10% | mediate
oF th weal Rarooties.
Tu Any roof |ther
Bool oS
a
§
POF
Baveeicsnnnnnes pensree say
bad
gown a" bral
workers

out hunting two weeks ago, I was in some

besides

GETIN

ing such a horror off patent medicines, irre

New

milk, es-

each

past five yeaars the Vi

Shee opinion and
the angen:

cv cvevvniiineiiiiinaiiininn 1B@2 |

plenty, and 9cts. to § 1-2 cts.
for the best. We quotes

A gentleman of undoubted veracity, writing frem Illinois to a friend,says :—* “While

townships,

the

Receipts 4,400 boxes. White Northern Factory | sleep, but as
can not be sold above 10 cts. Western cheese is He
El

pecially if eggs be mot used; but without
eggs they fall far short of the true‘ pumpkin pie.”
Tax CorN FiLDps IN THE GREAT WEST.

prietor of nine

von

Western—
ChOT0B. savers sss suiteinannaretanssisnsses 20
Fair to 200d... sues Sevensana Rives eranens +16
COMMON: osressssanesss Sauans Eaasavenrs 14
“CHEESE
.

im milk a few hours before using.
In making pies they are greatly improved by

frost, and on the hill-side.

perceptible even to the driver's eye.

make three,and how much farther than the

EXHIBITION NOTES.
The suffering from the heat at the exhibition is great. There were fifty cases of

ports free of duty,
‘The most wonderful

mal's

of

Harvard, gave the address before the
Alumni.
e
The American College and Education
Society during the past year assisted 418
young men in different colleges and appropriated to colleges the sum of $34,175.43.

in a few

muscles of the back and loins can be enlarged and brought out, so. that the improvement in the steadiness of the ani-

Many

EDUCATIONAL.

Rev. W. E. Merriman, D.

that, even

This we

The dried pulp should be

Choice por 1b..eseessss

A

wed fruit.

How do they get this pow-

be.

the Bible, and I will read
worth ten of it.”

in the sun or oven.

During

been ary wing fon If into
to pu io
lic favor, Hi
those who were at first most
in regara
to
$0 ithinori. are now its most [rangduious
inends and
Ts
ere are three essential causes for those
.

being made at 22 ots., and 28 cts, Itis_ a dificult

and

less shotilder.

trainers .clos-

stances of the case, it would

so hand up

plates

pieces

est attention.
In the human system this
is done by weights, and climbing hills, andl
carrying burdens the porters of the Rast
will walk off nnder with .ease,—burdens
which an American could barely lift, much

worthy of the breeder's and

I have left my sermon

at home,

dried on

small

Three Points for Considerdtion,

matterto move a large lot except at & concession.
Choice dairy packed Westera brings ‘31 or 22 cts.
Some very fine lots going still higher, Lut there is
very little of this grade in the market,
the bulk of
sales being made at )8 ets. to 20 cts. per pound.
There is a large accumulation of Western butter in the market, with a lighter demand.
The market closes quiet and weak.
New York and Vt.—

put up in the old fashioned; mode of cutting
into

Me

EGGS.

BUTTER.

into rings, paring, and drying upon poles;
or they may be cut

AND

"Receipts for the week - 10,84 packages, and 787
boxes.
For the last three days the market has been
dull, and has shown signs of weakmness. Still we
can make no change 'n range ol q
, Best
lots of Vermont butter will run up to 25 cente,.
‘but this is an extreme quotation, mo:t of the sa es

THIS AND THAT,
Pumpkins. Pumpkins may be

DrYING

CHEESE,

Sdvertisqments,

"Boron by HILTON BROS. & CO., Commission
erchants, and dealers in butter, cheese and
8, beans, dried apples, &c., Cellar No. 8,
{ a uincy Market, Boston,

There

better plan, however, is to pare, stew and
straim them, just as for pies; then spread
the pulp thinly upon earthen dishes, and
dry quickly in a hot sun or a partially
heated oven.
If dried slowly, there is
danger of souring.
Store in adry room.
Kept in this manner, they retain much of
the freshness and flavor of newly gather-

Whereupon he called to the clerk, ‘ Jonas,

of a boiler on the Brit- fortune in early youth.

Thunderer, in Stokes Bay,
twenty-five
persons

see

has been eminently successful,—precisely
what one would expect, from the circum-

can Bible Society show-case,

The coneluding notes between Secretary
Fish and Lord Derby on the extradition

states
a

pit, that he had forgotten his manuscript,

Wednesday,

from New York to fight the Indians.
One undertaker out of the 500 in Brook-

can

a

ana he
have a

sence of Post-trader Evans the Belknap impeachment trial was postponed uatil Mon-

you

life and labor. From boyhood they are
porters, weight-carriers.
Every day adds
a pound ‘to their weight-carrying capacity ;

Washington

tuned the Pope to bless her voice,
imstead advised her to pray.
We

and

as

will watch a horse in action, are the ones
relied on by natureto do much «wf the
work
required. Hence
a
long-backed
horse mustbe exceedingly strong in the
muscular formation at these points, or he
is sure to give out When the tug comes.
How to strengthen the muscles of the
back and loins is, therefore,aa 'guestion:

er?

the

navy,

boiled potatoes, as they will eat.

BUTTER,

is nothing better for them than boiled
potatoes, mixed with either corn or barley
‘meal. Stock hogs will do well “upon a
clover pasture, and-an ear or two of corn
daily. Fresh water
should be given in
mer do not suffer from lack of treatment;
abundance.
Regular feeding and water.
but the latter do. Itis not leg-power so
ing morning and night should not be negmuch as back-power a horse needs
im .or- |
lected because other work presses.
Reder to pull weight and project himself
inember that hog cholera and other disrapidly through the air. The muscles that
eases are invariably caused by neglect of
are located over the loins,
and rum forproper
precaution.—Zion’s Herald,
ward like great ropes along either side of

a

bill for the protection of the Rio Grande
ifromtier from Mexican marauders
was dis-

the

Next in importance to the development

the spinal column,

and sentenced to tivo years imprisonment

been

of

Markots.

breaker of marriage laws, has been ar- of lung-power, stands the development of
rested for his criminal
practices and | Jnuscular power,
stands an excellent chance to make the need especial development are those of the
acquaintance of the penitentiary.
haunches, or thighs, and back.
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